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ABSTRACT 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
The key question this thesis addressed is "Are thermal power plants in India 
learning organizations?" To answer this question the following research objectives 
were taken up: 
• To investigate whether thermal power plants iti India display the 
characteristics of a learning organization at the individual, group and 
organizational level? 
• To investigate whether there is a relationship between learning organization 
characteristics and learning achieved in an organization? 
• To investigate whether there is a relationship between learning in an 
organization and organizational performance? 
These objectives were achieved by answering the following questions: 
1. Are the seven Dimensions of a Learning organization present in the thermal 
power plants? 
2. Is there a difference between the seven dimensions among Higher and 
Middle Management? 
3. Is there a difference in the learning outcomes at three levels among Higher 
and Middle Management? 
4. Is there a relation between the seven Dimensions of Learning organization 
and the learning outcomes at three levels? 
5. Is there a relation between the learning out comes at three levels and the 
performance of the organization? 
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ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY 
This industry was considered appropriate for studying the phenomena of 
organizational learning because: 
• It is the most important basic industry - Electricity is one of the linchpins of 
development. It is essential at microeconomic as well as macroeconomic 
level. 
• The competitiveness of Indian industry relies on reducing high costs and 
increasing the availability and reliability of electricity supply. 
• It is a buoyant industry, having experienced considerable growth over the 
last several years due to increased power demand due to general industrial 
growth and low per capita consumption - installed capacity in the entire 
country at the time of independence was 2000 MW and rose 8% annually to 
more than 1, 35,000 MW by 2007; The estimated requirement is 200, 000 
MW by 2012. 
• Many changes in ownership pattern - Electricity generation began in India 
in 1899 by Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation (CESC) Limited was 
largely in private sector before independence, got amalgamated almost 
entirely into state government owned public sector after independence; 
Central government owned public sector entered the scene in 1975and was 
opened up to private sector including foreign investment in 1991. 
• India ranked eighth in the world in total electricity generated in 1998 -with 
about 494 TWh. But because of India's large population, consumption of 
electricity per capita was only 612 kWh/year - among the lowest in the 
world. The world average is 2,596 kWh per capita. 
• Crisis in the power sector and ongoing power sector reforms - changes in 
its environment, structure, investment and policies. 
• Increased competition and challenges due to changed global environment. 
There were always problems, challenges and opportunities in front of this 
industry. Hence there were ample opportunities for learning for power sector 
organizations. Thus organizations in power sector are ideal for studying the 
concept of Learning Organization. Thermal Power plants were specifically 
selected for the study because: 
• Most of the power is through thermal generation, with about 25% hydral 
power and small amounts of nuclear, wind power, 
• NTPC Limited produces nearly 50% of the actual thermal power generation 
in India. 
LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
The idea that an organization could learn in ways that were independent of the 
individuals within it was the key breakthrough, which was first articulated by 
Cyert and March in 1963. Wh en one look into learning in relafion to 
organizations, the answers to the question "why an organization learns?" falls into 
a spectrum - asset management, value creation, existence and survival. Although 
the body of knowledge in relation to learning in organizations is continuously 
growing, our understanding and interpretations of learning in business 
organizations continues to be confronted with several challenges. 
Many theorists and practitioners view the transition to a learning organization as 
crucial to enable companies to unlock the learning potential of individuals and 
groups to gain and sustain competitive advantage. Clearly, interest in the subject is 
prolific and many authors, academics and practitioners alike, are keen to attribute 
organizational success to processes of organizational learning and its corollary, 
knowledge productivity. 
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The idea of the learning organization emerged towards the end of the 1980s. As a 
concept Learning Organization is a combination of ideas, theories and practices, 
some of which have been around for some considerable time, now have been 
gathered under the rubric of the learning organization 
This research addresses the following gaps in this field of study: 
^ Rarity of empirical studies on building of learning organizations 
v^  Very few Indian studies 
^ Very few studies in the Electric power Sector 
•^ Unclear nature of the relation between learning enablers, learning outcomes 
and organizational performance 
>^  No attempts to study learning organization using the framework of a 
learning appreciation system. 
CONCEPTUAL FREAMEWORK USED TO ANSWER THE RESEARCH 
QUESTION 
This study used Watkins and Marsick's (1993; 1996; 1997) framework for a 
learning organization. It interpreted Watkins and Marsick model in the perspective 
of a learning appreciation system. Watkins and Marsick model of learning 
organization emphasizes three key components: (1) systems-level, continuous 
learning leading to (2) creation and managing of knowledge outcomes leading to 
(3) improvement in the organization's performance, and uhimately its value, as 
measured through both financial assets and non-financial intellectual capital. 
Watkins and Marsick learning organization model integrates two main 
organizational constituents: people and structure. Watkins and Marsick (1993, 
1996) identified seven distinct but interrelated dimensions of a learning 
organization at 
(a) Individual level, 
(b) Group level and 
(c) Organizational level. 
These seven dimensions and their definitions are described as follows 
^ Continuous learning represents an organization's effort to create 
continuous learning opportunities for all of its members. 
^ Inquiry and dialogue, refers to an organization's effort in creating a culture 
of questioning, feedback, and experimentation 
>^  Team learning, reflects the "spirit of collaboration and the collaborative 
skills that undergird the effective use of teams" (Watkins & Marsick, 1996) 
^ Employee empowerment signifies an organization's process to create and 
share a collective vision and get feedback from its members about the gap 
between the current status and the new vision. 
^ Embedded system indicates efforts to establish systems to capture and share 
learning. 
^ System connection reflects global thinking and actions to connect the 
organization to its internal and external environment. 
^ Strategic leadership shows the extent to which leaders "think strategically 
about how to use learning to create change and to move the organization in 
new directions or new markets". 
Conceptual model of Learning Organization adopted for this study is illustrated in 
the following figure al: 
Figure al: Conceptual model 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis No.l 
HO 1: The dimensions of a learning organization are not present in thermal power 
plants in India 
The seven sub hypotheses corresponding to the seven learning dimensions: 
HO 1.1: The Continuous Learning dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India 
HO 1.2: The Dialogue and Inquiry dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
HO 1.3: The Team Learning dimension of a learning organization is not present in 
thermal power plants in India. 
HOI.4: The Embedded System dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
HOI .5: The Employee Empowerment dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
HO 1.6: The System Connection dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
HO 1.7: The Leadership for Learning dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
To answer the research hypotheses, the descriptive statistics was subjected to a 
sampling statistics test by determining the critical t value for 99% confidence 
level. 
H02: There is no difference between the dimensions of learning organization 
among higher and middle management. 
The seven sub hypotheses corresponding to the seven learning dimensions: 
H02.1: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
continuous learning. 
H02.2: There is no difference among higher and middle management on dialogue 
and inquiry. 
H02.3: There is no difference among higher and middle management on team 
learning 
H02.4: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
embedded system 
HO. 1.5: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
employee empowerment 
H02.6: There is no difference among higher and middle management on system 
connection 
H02.7: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
leadership for learning 
To answer the research hypotheses, the descriptive statistics shall be subjected to a 
sampling statistics test by determining the critical t value for 99.9% confidence 
level. 
Hypothesis No.3 
HO.3: There is no difference among Higher and Middle Management on learning 
outcomes at individual, group and organizational level. 
The three sub hypotheses corresponding to three levels of learning outcomes: 
H03.1: There is no difference among higher and middle management on learning 
outcome at individual level. 
H03.2: There is no difference among higher and middle management on learning 
outcome at group level. 
H03.3: There is no difference among higher and middle management on learning 
outcome at organizational level. 
To answer the research hypothesis, the descriptive statistics shall be subjected to a 
sampling statistics test by determining the critical t value for 99% confidence 
level. 
Hypothesis No.4 
H04: There is no relation between Learning dimensions and learning outcomes. 
This hypothesis shall be tested by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients 
and observing its statistical significance better than 0.01. 
Hypothesis No.5 
H05: There is no relation between organizational performance and learning. 
The null hypothesis is tested by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients 
and observing the statistical significance better than 0.01. 
Steps leading to the Hypotheses testing is presented in figure a2 below: 
Figure a2: Steps leading to the Hypotheses testing 
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RESEARCH DESIGN 
The quantitative research methodology adopted for this research is an analytical 
survey of coal based thermal power plants of the leading power utility in India, to 
explore the relationship between particular variables to verify hypotheses using a 
structured questionnaire. The structured questionnaire survey approach chosen for 
this research helped the researcher to conduct a study of coal based thermal power 
plants distributed all over India at a reasonable cost and reasonable time frame 
maintaining anonymity. The sample selection process is illustrated in figure a3. 
Figure a3: Sample Selection Process 
Organizations/Industry in general 
T 
Electric power Industry 
I 
The Leading Power utility in India 
I 
Thermal Power plants 
T 
Coal based Thermal Power Plants 
I 
All the 14 Coal based Power Plants 
1 
Employees in the Higher and Middle Management 
1 
Convenience sampling 
The research instrument used in this study involved two scales - one developed by 
Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2004) which measures whether the organization has 
the capability to learn forming part A of the questionnaire and the other developed 
by Bontis, Crossan and HuUand (2002) which measures the result of the learning 
process forming part B of the questionnaire. The instrument is a Likert response 
scale (Trochim, 2006) to measure responses on an interval level using a 1 to 6 
rating from strongly disagrees to strongly agree. This research adopted the 
pragmatist view of treating Likert scale as an interval scale as it is being followed 
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by most social researchers (Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch, 2000). Part C of 
the questionnaire constituted demographic data. The selection & development of 
the research instrument and the data analysis process is presented in figure a4. 
Figure a4: Research instrument selection and data analysis process 
Selection and development of Research instrument 
Pilot study 
I 
Validity of the instrument 
Reliability of the instrument 
I 
Final questionnaire 
I 
Questionnaire survey 
I 
Hypothesis testing 
I 
Analysis of secondary data 
I 
Research findings 
PILOT SURVEY 
A pilot study of the measurement instrument was necessary to validate the items 
as well as the scale for the Indian power industry and also due to minor changes 
made to the original scale. Moreover constructing a valid instrument is an ongoing 
process (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004)). In this study, the questionnaire was 
pilot tested with a sample size of thirty in November 2007. 
For evaluating the reliability and validity of the 88 measurement items relating to 
the eleven constructs using Partial Least Squares, the estimated loadings 
(regression coefficients) for the total set of measurement items were tabulated. 
Items with loading values less than 0.7 (Bontis et al, 2002) are removed to ensure 
construct validity. A matrix of loadings and cross-loadings were made to test 
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discriminant validity. To evaluate the discriminant validity of measures, one 
compares the loading of an item with its associated factor (i.e., construct) to its 
cross-loadings. All remaining items had higher loadings with their corresponding 
factors in comparison to their cross-loadings. In terms of convergent validity, an 
average variance extracted threshold of 50 percent was used. Further Internal 
Consistency Reliability was estimated in this research by calculating Chronbach's 
Alpha values for each construct. An alpha value above 0.7 was taken as an 
acceptable measure of reliability. Finally 81 items remained in the scale. To 
increase statistical power this research used a large sample size of more than four 
hundred and a significance level of 0.01. 
LEARNING ORGANIZATION FINDINGS 
The results of the testing of Hypothesis No.l (HOI) indicated that "The 
dimensions of a learning organization are present in thermal power plants in 
India". For six learning dimensions and also for the organization as a whole the 
null hypothesis was rejected. However the sub hypothesis on Dialogue and Inquiry 
(HO 1.2) is accepted. Thus the Dialogue and Inquiry dimension of a learning 
organization is not present in thermal power plants in India. 
The results of the testing of Hypothesis No.2 (H02) indicated that "There is no 
difference between the dimensions of learning organization among higher and 
middle management in thermal power plants in India". For five dimensions of a 
learning organization and for overall average of the seven dimensions the null 
hypothesis is accepted. However the sub hypothesis on Dialogue and Inquiry 
(H02.2) as well as the sub hypothesis on System Connection (H02.6) is not 
accepted. Thus there is a difference among higher and middle management on the 
Dialogue & Inquiry and System Connection dimensions of a learning 
organization. 
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The results of the testing of Hypothesis No.3 (HO.3) indicate that "There is no 
difference among higher and middle management on learning outcomes in thermal 
power plants in India". For Group Level Learning, Organizational Level Learning 
and for overall average of the three levels of learning outcomes the null hypothesis 
is accepted. However the sub hypothesis on Individual Level Learning (H03.1) is 
not accepted. 
Hypothesis No.4 is rejected and the alternate hypothesis that there is a relation 
between Learning dimensions and learning outcomes in thermal power plants in 
India is accepted. 
Hypothesis No.5 is rejected and the alternate hypothesis that there is a relation 
between organizational performance and learning in thermal power plants in India 
is accepted. 
ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY DATA 
A study of various actions taken by the organization to create a learning 
organization as observed in the secondary data corroborated the findings of 
descriptive statistics and provides strong evidence to characterize Indian thermal 
power plants as learning organizations. The organizational actions presented gave 
credence to the quantitative finding that irrespective of the management level 
dimensions of learning organization are present in Indian thermal power plants. 
An examination of (a) the technical performance of the company and (b) various 
awards and recognitions received by the company as well and its teams and 
individuals from external agencies corroborated the findings of the statistical study 
through hypotheses testing and provided strong evidence for learning taking place 
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at individual, group and organizational levels in Indian thermal power plants 
irrespective of managerial level and also for learning resulting into performance 
outcome in the organization. 
An examination of the financial performance of the company corroborated the 
findings of descriptive statistics and provided strong evidence for learning 
resulting into performance outcome in the organization. 
APPRECIATION SYSTEM MODEL 
This thesis argued that the concept of appreciation system can provide theoretical 
basis for organizational learning process. This is because appreciative systems are 
a key element in organizing and regulating human systems. They include the 
ability to create and alter organized patterns (Wolff, 2000). It can also help in 
understanding the various processes, factors and their relationships. Hence it can 
lead to practical solutions to organisational learning problems. Different factors 
affecting organisational learning can be understood using a number of observable 
attributes of learning, which are derived from the organizations learning 
appreciation system. 
Systems thinking with an appreciative view point results in holistic visualization 
of interdependent relationships and reflection on organizational culture, systems 
and structures. A learning appreciation system in an organization shall be capable 
of 'making sense' of new information available within and outside the 
organization. It should be capable of making the organization self driven rather 
than being controlled from outside. The activities in an organization must be 
sufficiently linked to permit integrated, synergistic achievement of the 
organization's purpose (Somerville and Mirijamdotter, 2005). 
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Any discussion on organizational learning is to be understood in the context of the 
organization-environment relationship. The literature review detailed various 
aspects of the relation between individual learning, group learning and 
organizational learning which concluded that individuals, groups and 
organizations are systems or sub systems which are parts of larger systems. 
Individuals are systems which reciprocally interact with groups and organizations 
which are larger systems. 
Organizations are capable of learning by means of its structures, procedures, and 
other subsystems. Learning by individual organizations, individual groups or 
human individuals depends on their history, culture and environment which 
constitute the appreciation system. Reciprocal learning between individual and 
individual, group and group, organization and organization, individual and 
organization, individual and group or group and organization depends on the 
reciprocal appreciation. Individuals, groups and organizations are all learning 
entities on their own right. Learning in or by organizations is simultaneously, both 
facilitated and necessitated by change. 
This thesis argued that any organization is having a learning appreciation system 
which is represented by the seven dimensions of the learning organization. 
Individuals are having their own learning appreciation systems which promote 
them to learn from their environment. Groups are having their own appreciation 
systems which promote them to learn from their environment. Learning cannot 
only happen on a cognitive level 'but also happens on emotional and spiritual 
levels. 
The learning achieved by an individual is a function of three factors (1) the extent 
to which individual learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of groups in the organization - this is the contribution of 
groups to individuals in learning as well as that of individuals to groups (2) the 
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extent to which individual learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of the organization - this is the contribution of organization to 
individuals in learning as well as that of individuals to organization (3) the 
remaining part of the individuals learning appreciation system - this is the 
contribution of other social systems and groups to the individual, the individuals' 
own history and vice versa. 
The learning achieved by groups is a function of three factors (1) the extent to 
which individual learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of groups in the organization - this is the contribution of 
groups to individuals in learning as well as that of individuals to groups (2) the 
extent to which groups learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of the organization - this is the contribution of organization to 
groups in learning as well as that of groups to organization (3) the groups own 
history. 
The learning achieved by an organization is a function of three factors 
^ The extent to which individuals' learning appreciation system overlaps with 
the learning appreciation system of the organization - this is the 
contribution of organization to individuals in learning as well as that of 
individuals to organization 
^ The extent to which groups' learning appreciation system overlaps with the 
learning appreciation system of the organization - this is the contribution of 
organization to groups in learning as well as that of groups to organization 
•^ The remaining part of the organization's learning appreciation system - this 
is the contribution of other social systems and groups to the organization, 
the organizations own history (which includes its structure and systems) 
and vice versa. 
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This conceptual framework has got serious theoretical and practical implications. 
This theory explains why entities like individuals, groups and organizations are 
learning entities on their own right. This theory explains why learning at 
individual level can be largely unrelated to the organization. This theory explains 
why organizations try to attract individuals to enrich the organizations 
performance. This theory explains why some organizations try to target on certain 
other organization to poach on their employees. 
This conceptual frame work advocates 
v^  strengthening of the enablers that foster organizational learning 
^ Aligning of the appreciation systems of individuals and groups to that of 
the organization 
>^  enlarging the organizations learning appreciation system to the social 
environment 
FINAL CONCLUSION 
This study tried to understanding the building of learning organizations in India by 
studying the largest thermal power utility in India. This study used a structured 
questionnaire survey of a random sample to test hypothesized relationships. This is 
the first study on learning organization as applied to thermal power plants India. 
This is also one of the very few studies on learning organizations in India and on 
thermal power plants elsewhere. 
^ This study made a paradigm shift from an individualistic view of learning 
to an organizational view of learning. 
v^  This study found that organizational level learning is more closely related 
than either individual or group level learning to organizational performance 
and indicated that business performance is a function of effective 
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management of the appreciation systems at individual, group and 
organizational level, 
v^  This study provided evidence for reliability, validity and generalizability 
for two scales - one developed by Yang, Watkins and Marsick and another 
developed by Bontis, Crossan and Hulland - in the context of Indian public 
sector. 
^ This study found that electricity sector reforms in India are an ongoing 
process and provided credence to the argument that "enterprisation" is the 
solution to the problems in Indian power sector rather than privatization. 
^ This research provided an important extension to current theoretical 
perspectives on learning organization theory. 
The key question this thesis addressed was "Are thermal power plants in India 
learning organizations?" 
The result of findings presented in this thesis provided strong evidence 
v^  For the presence of the dimensions of a learning organization in Indian 
thermal power plants across the management levels, 
^ For learning taking place at individual, group and organizational levels, 
v^  For a positive relationship between learning dimensions and learning 
outcomes and 
^ For a positive relationship between learning and performance. 
This study concluded that it is possible to characterize Indian thermal power plants 
as learning organizations and that it is possible for an Indian public sector 
organization to become learning organization. 
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PREFACE 
This research made empirical contributions to the field of learning organization by 
testing hypnotized relationships through an empirical analytical study. This study 
established the nature of the relation between learning enablers, learning outcomes 
and organizational performance. The results of this study advocated the (a) 
strengthening of the enablers that foster organizational learning (b) Aligning of the 
appreciation systems of individuals and groups to that of the organization and (c) 
enlarging the organizations learning appreciation system to the social 
environment. 
This study provided evidence for reliability, validity and generalizability for two 
scales - one developed by Yang, Watkins and Marsick and another developed by 
Bontis, Crossan and Hulland - in the context of Indian public sector. Hence they 
can be used for further research in an Indian context. 
This is the first study on learning organization as applied to thermal power plants 
India. This is also one of the very few studies on learning organizations in India 
and on thermal power plants elsewhere. As a corollary this research lends 
credence to the argument that "enterprisation" is the solution to the problems in 
Indian power sector (Ruet, 2002) rather than privatization. This research provides 
an important extension to current theoretical perspectives on learning organization 
theory. 
This is the first study using the concept of an appreciation system to the field of 
learning organization studies. This thesis argued that Geoffrey Vickers' concept of 
appreciation system can provide theoretical basis for organizational learning 
process. The appreciative model provides a way of making sense of the social 
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processes - mental, spoken and written - which enables human society to exist 
and survive and can be applied to individual, group, institutional and societal 
levels. 
This study found that Watkins and Marsick's framework can be integrated with 
the concept of appreciation system. Hence this study used Watkins and Marsick's 
(1993; 1996; 1997) framework for a learning organization. Watkins and Marsick 
provide an integrative framework of a learning organization which integrates the 
two main organizational constituents - people and structure. This study interpreted 
Watkins and Marsick model in the perspective of a learning appreciation system. 
The research instrument used in this study involved two scales - one developed by 
Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2004) which measures whether the organization has 
the capability to learn forming part A of the questionnaire and the other developed 
by Bontis, Crossan and HuUand (2002) which measures the result of the learning 
process forming part B of the questionnaire. 
The literature review and the findings of this study lead to the conclusion that 
individuals, groups and organizations are learning entities on their own right. 
Individuals are systems which reciprocally interact with groups and organizations 
which are larger systems. Organizations are capable of learning by means of its 
structures, procedures, and other subsystems. This study put forward an hypothesis 
that organizations can learn directly and does not necessarily need the mediation 
of individuals for learning. Thus this thesis argued that any organization is having 
a learning appreciation system. Individuals are having their own learning 
appreciation systems which promote them to learn from their environment. Groups 
are having their own appreciation systems which promote them to learn from their 
environment. 
Vlll 
This study makes a paradigm shift from an individualistic view of learning to an 
organizational view of learning. This organizational view is to be understood in 
the context of external environment as well as the internal environment of the 
organization. 
The results of this study indicate that business performance is a fiinction of 
effective management of the appreciation systems at individual, group and 
organizational level. Strategy, systems, structures and procedures need constant 
realignment between themselves and also with the external environment (external 
stake holders and macro environment), due to their dynamic nature. This research 
argues that systems, structures and procedures being integral parts of an 
organizations' appreciation system, needs to be aligned with the appreciation 
systems of individuals and groups as well as with that of the external environment 
for strategic success. All organizations learn but a learning organization is one 
which can direct learning to achieve this strategic alignment. An organization 
which learns to harness learning and innovation at individual and group level and 
develop reciprocal interaction and communication with organizations own 
learning systems which include systems, structures and procedures and to change 
all of them anticipating changes in internal and external environment will be the 
ultimate learning organization and such an organization can ward off all external 
competition and can contribute to the social progress. 
A major contribution of this thesis is the development of a theoretical frame work 
in the form of an appreciation system model for the concept of learning 
organization. This study found that organizational level learning is more closely 
related than either individual or group level learning to organizational performance 
and indicated that business performance is a ftinction of effective management of 
the appreciation systems at individual, group and organizational level. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INDIAN ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR 
AN INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER ONE 
INDIAN ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR 
AN INTRODUCTION 
1.1 STRUCTURE OF POWER INDUSTRY 
An interconnected power system is a complex enterprise that may be subdivided 
into the four major subsystems illustrated in figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1 Power System 
Power System 
Generation Transmission Distribution Utilization 
y V ^ v. y V. 
The generation subsystem is the power generating stations. It consists of Power 
generators and transformers. Power produced in the generation subsystem is fed to 
Transmission subsystem and then to Sub transmission subsystem. From 
transmission and sub transmission subsystem, power is fed to distribution system. 
The function of transmission system is to transmit electricity from the generating 
station to different distributing stations through long transmission lines (Kothari 
and Nagrath 2005). 
Power is given to bulk consumers through primary distribution line and to retail 
consumers through secondary distribution lines. The utilization subsystem is also 
known as load which the customers consume (Kothari and Nagrath 2005). So the 
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power flows from generation subsystem to utilization subsystem through 
transmission subsystem and distribution subsystem. 
In different subsystems of the power system, the voltages and currents are 
different. These parameters are maintained as per the safety, efficiency and 
economic criteria (Zhang et al 2002). 
1.2 HISTORY OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN INDIA 
Electricity was first introduced in the 1880s in the United States and Europe and 
its use expanded dramatically throughout the world, transforming almost every 
aspect of daily life (Byrne and Mun, 2003). Electricity generation in India began 
under British Rule with a demonstration of electric lighting in Calcutta on July 24, 
1879. Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation (CESC) Limited commissioned the 
first power station in 1899 and sold power at one rupee per KWh. (Tongia, 2003). 
The installed capacity in the entire country at the time of independence was 2000 
MW (Choukroun, 2001). After Independence, it was the power sector that took the 
role as the technological base for modem economic growth (Choukroun, 2001). 
From the time of India's independence in 1947, the demand for electricity has 
grown rapidly (lEA, 2002). Installed capacity rose 8% annually to more than 
1,35,000 MW by 2007. 
In December 1950 about 63% of the installed capacity of power industry was in 
private sector and about 37% was in public sector. The Industrial Policy 
Resolution of 1956 envisaged the generation, transmission and distribution of 
power almost exclusively in the public sector. As a result of this Resolution and 
facilitated by the Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948, the electricity industry developed 
rapidly in the State Sector (Dadhich, undated). The vast majority of the private 
power entities were amalgamated into state owned enterprises and the 
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government-owned SEBs were made responsible for all, new generation, 
transmission and distribution of electricity (Choukroun, 2001). 
The newly created SEBs were interconnected as grids to enhance system 
reliability, allow economies of scale and increase geographical coverage - in 
contrast to the earlier, isolated service areas. By the 1960s, the Indian power 
system was set up with 5 regional synchronous grids, with their own Regional 
Electricity Boards and Dispatch Centers (Tongia, 2003) - North, West, South, 
Eastern and Northeastern. 
Legally, the SEBs were autonomous bodies and free to set their own tariffs, as 
extensions of the state, were assumed to be free of monopoly instincts. It turned 
out that the SEBs' internal accruals were insufficient for growth, and they sought 
assistance from the state in the form of grants, subsidies, soft loans, etc. (Tongia, 
2003). This led to widespread blackouts by the 1970s and the system appeared 
headed for collapse. The central government responded to these failings by 
asserting greater control and created new state-owned corporations for power 
generation and transmission intended to supplement the SEBs. 
1.2.1 Entry of central public sector 
The development of the electricity sector, according to the terms of the Indian 
Constitution, falls in the concurrent list of the Centre and the States (Ruet, 2003a). 
In most of the countries electricity industry involved large scale public sector 
involvement due to the requirement of economics of scale, highly capital intensive 
nature and long payback periods, but significant society-wide benefits (Byrne and 
Mun, 2003). 
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To meet the growing energy needs of the country, the Centre set up some 
companies in the public sector for production and transmission of electricity 
placed directly under its supervision (Ruet, 2003a). The National thermal Power 
Corporation (NTPC) and National Hydro-electric Power Corporation (NHPC) 
were set up for these purposes in 1975. North-Eastern Electric Power Corporation 
(NEEPCO) was set up in 1976 to implement the regional power projects in the 
North-East. Subsequently two more power generation corporations were set up in 
1988 viz. Tehri Hydro Development Corporation (THDC) and Nathpa Jhakri 
Power Corporation (NJPC). To construct, operate and maintain the inter-State and 
interregional transmission systems the National Power Transmission Corporation 
(NPTC) was set up in 1989. The corporation was renamed as Power Grid (PGCIL) 
in 1992 (Dadhich, undated). It provides the bulk of inter-regional connectivity, 
with state transmission utilities providing much of the rest of the infrastructure. 
Private participation in transmission is likely to increase under the new legal 
provisions of EA 2003 (Singh and Wallack, 2004). Nuclear power is produced by 
Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL) which is a public sector 
enterprise under the department of atomic energy and was incorporated in 
September 1987 (NPCIL, 2006). In addition, Neyveli Lignite Corporation Limited 
was earlier formed in 1956 as a corporate body under the ministry of coal, for 
mining lignite and production of thermal power (NLC, 2007). 
The Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) was established in 1969 after the 
famines of the 1960s, with a mission to "facilitate availability of electricity for 
accelerated growth and for enrichment of quality of life of rural and semi-urban 
population." The Power Finance Corporation (PFC) was created in 1986 to 
augment expenditures on new power projects beyond the funding allocated 
through India's five-year plans (Tongia, 2003). Over the last two decades central 
public sector companies have grown to supply more than one-quarter of the 
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generation in the country and one-third of transmission (Tongia, 2003). India's 
electricity sector, Pre-1991 is presented in figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2 India's electricity sector, Pre-1991 
Ministry of Power, Government 
of India (power policy) 
Planning 
Commission 
(Planning) 
Central Electricity^uthority (Technical 
Analysis and Approval of Project 
Public Sector 
Corporations: 
National Thermal 
Power Corporation 
National Hydro 
Power Corporation, 
Power Grid 
Corporation, Power 
Finance Corporation, 
Rural Electrification 
Corporation, (loans, 
power contracts) 
State 
Electricity 
Boards 
State 
Ministry of 
Power 
Single arrow: 
Double arrow: 
Chain of command 
Flow of information, 
electricity or finance. 
Source: Adapted from Dubash, 2002 
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1.3 CRISIS IN POWER SECTOR 
By the year 1990 
(a) Only 65,000 MW could be installed against 84,000 MW planned, 
(b) Many of India's coal-fired power plants produce much less electricity than 
their full potential due to lack of maintenance, breakdowns, and extended outages 
and 
(c) There were many supply problems due to weaknesses in the grid (Choukroun, 
2001). 
According to Sing and Wallack (2004) government ownership without 
competition did not create incentives for efficient generation, or maintenance and 
expansion of networks. Singh and Wallack (2004) opined that the original 
rationale for government ownership had been that electricity provision was a 
natural monopoly, but this logic became questionable after technological advances 
and accounting standards allowed unbundling of generation, transmission, and 
distribution. 
The State Electricity Boards, under political control of the state governments, had 
limited ability to collect tariffs, particularly from agricultural users who rely on 
electric pumps for irrigation. Connections to agricultural users were largely un-
metered and even metering to urban consumers was inadequate. SEBs' operations 
were heavily subsidized, creating little incentive for efficient production, 
transmission, and distribution of electricity. As state governments' finances 
deteriorated and the subsidies to SEBs could not be sustained, the SEBs began to 
default on or underpay obligations to other generators who supplied them with 
power. These problems were compounded by a rapid increase in demand for 
power as India's growth rate accelerated in the late 1980s and 1990s (Singh and 
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Wallack, 2004). This situation necessitated reforms in Indian electric power 
sector. 
1.4 REFORMS IN ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR 
Starting from the early 1990s, a set of institutional reforms - including 
unbundling, privatization of ownership, and the introduction of competition into 
the generation sector - began to be promoted as a global solution to the problems 
of the electricity industry (Byrne and Mun, 2003) in many countries. In India also, 
reacting to a balance of payments crisis, a new, reform-minded central government 
elected in 1991 ushered in sweeping economic liberalization, including in the 
power sector. Thus far, electricity reforms have proceeded in three phases and are 
still ongoing (Tongia, 2003). 
1.4.1 First phase of reforms 
A new power policy was passed in October 1991 which officially opened the 
electricity sector to private investors. Foreign companies were permitted full 
ownership of power projects and guaranteed the right to repatriate profits without 
any export obligations. For the first time since independence, the domain of power 
plant development was open to any investor (Choukroun, 2001). According to 
Ruet (2003a) the reform path chosen integrates two elements: the argument that 
reforms have become necessary on account of the inefficiency of public sector 
organizations whose modes of functioning are inherited from the Indian 
bureaucratic system; secondly, there are political and economic forces who 
demand reforms as an essential element of their political strategy. 
The CEA appointed committee chaired by K.P. Rao recognized that single-part 
tariff provided strong temptation for suboptimal use of power from different 
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sources. Its report suggested switching to a two part tariff that separated charges 
for fixed costs including interest on loan capital, depreciation, O&M expenses, 
income taxes, return on equity, and interest on working capital and variable costs, 
namely fuel. The return on equity was determined after actual costs were 
considered (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
This framework of two part cost-plus tariffs was put into place in 1991 and was 
the basis for contracts with new private sector generating companies as well as 
more general regulation throughout the 1990s (and up to the new April 2004 
regulations). Its main infirmity quickly became apparent: the cost-plus regulation 
gave generating companies little incentive to keep costs down. Higher power costs 
placed even greater strain on the SEBs. Rising payments for purchasing power 
were the main source of the growing disparity between tariffs and cost of service. 
(Singh and Wallack, 2004) 
The central government's initial strategy to private investment consisted of 
offering guaranteed 16% rates of return within the two-part fi-amework. The eight 
projects put on "fast track" by central government with streamlined approval 
procedures and sovereign repayment guarantees provided only a small part of the 
new generation capacity required and ended up being extremely costly. State 
governments were encouraged to sign Memoranda of Understanding with 
independent power producers, with standards for transparency imposed only after 
the process had started. Only a few of the 189 such projects passed the central 
government's techno-economic clearance (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
This initial effort, in retrospect, seems doomed to failure because it did not address 
the fijndamental financial weaknesses of the electricity sector, the SEBs' losses. 
At the end of the 1990s, the same factors contributing to SEBs' initial financial 
weakness were at work. Only 55% of total power generated was billed and even 
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less, 41%, was actually paid for. SEBs' average cost recovery through tariffs was 
only 74% in 1999-2000. 6% lower than in the beginning of the decade. Losses 
were over Rs. 330 billion in fiscal year 2002-2003 (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
1.4.2 Second phase of reforms 
The second phase of reforms was structural (Tongia, 2003). The Electricity Act of 
1998 created the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission, to develop national 
regulatory guidelines and regulate tariffs for central government-owned utilities. 
The Electricity Regulatory Commissions Act of 1998 supported ongoing state-
level reforms by enabling states to form independent State Electricity Regulatory 
Commissions (SERCs), but did not require states to carry out any reforms (Singh 
and Wallack, 2004). 
The state governments, in the meantime, began to restructure their power sectors 
in more fundamental ways by breaking apart the monolithic SEBs into potentially 
competing generation, transmission, and distribution companies. The relatively 
poor state of Orissa was a reform leader at this point, unbundling its SEB in 1996 
and creating two generation companies, one transmission utility, and four 
distribution companies by 1998. It also privatized its distribution by year 2000 and 
took steps toward privatization of transmission. Other states, including Andhra 
Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan, followed suit with more moderate changes 
including administrative separation (though not privatization) of the various parts 
of SEBs and creation of SERCs (Singh and Wallack, 2004). In all, the hallmark of 
the second phase of reforms was state-level action, and there was no overarching 
national strategy for this phase of reform (Tongia, 2003). 
State-level reforms over the late 1990s had varying degrees of success in reducing 
the financial drain on SEBs and improving service quality. The SERCs formed 
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had varying degrees of political independence. Although the central government 
and CEA was able to influence the states through its control over techno-economic 
clearance and its ability to specify operating norms and set the tariffs for central 
generating stations, consumer tariffs during this period were mostly set by the 
state governments and SEBs. State governments, the owner of most of the 
electricity sector, were in charge of regulating themselves - a situation with 
obvious drawbacks (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
1.4.3 Third phase of reforms 
The third and current phase of reforms involves a greater central government role 
as coordinator of state reforms in a national reform context. This took place 
through a combination of policy change and a series of expert commissions 
convened by the Ministry of Power. The latest phase of reforms has also begun to 
address some of the fundamental problems in the sector. Such measures include 
(Singh and Wallack, 2004): 
(a) Recommendation for one-time settlement of SEB arrears 
(b) Suggested strategies for capital restructuring to improve SEBs' credit ratings 
(c) Recommendations that states issue bonds for part of arrears, and agree to 
conditions for reforms as well as improved revenue realization in exchange for 
some debt forgiveness 
(d) Providing a timeline for improving distribution efficiency and determining a 
model for privatization of this aspect of electricity 
(e) Transformation of the Accelerated Power Development Program, established 
in year 2000 in to Accelerated Power Development and Reforms Program 
(APDRP) in 2002-03 budget, using the fiscal leverage of the central government 
to encourage reforms. 
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(f) Distribution of resources in the form of grants and loans on the basis of 
progress in installing meters, creation of independent SERCs, reduction of 
transmission losses and other specific, measurable milestones 
(g) Independent evaluations by ICRA and CRISIL ratings agencies as a factor in 
determining the distribution of resources since 2003 
(h) Signing of Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with the central 
government, in which the central government provides upgrades to inter-state 
transmission lines, more power supplied from central generating stations, and 
grants-in-aid, loans on favorable terms, and other benefits in exchange for meeting 
reform targets. 
The conditions for funding generally include deadlines for corporatizing SEBs, 
setting up regulatory commissions, installing meters, achieving break-even 
operation of distribution, and providing electricity for rural areas. The MOUs lay 
out very detailed conditions in areas where reforms can be broken down into 
concrete, monitorable, stages such as installation of suitable meters, securitization 
of outstanding dues to the Central Public Sector Utilities, and funding support for 
particular power projects. The MOUs are more decentralized in other areas where 
goals are clear but appropriate means may vary across states. For example, they 
set out time paths for reducing transmission & distribution losses, but do not spell 
out the steps toward the goal. Similarly, the MOUs require states to formulate 
policies for outsourcing billing, meter reading, and maintenance, but do not 
specify exactly how this should be done. States are also given incentives to reduce 
cash losses by being allowed to keep any money saved after accounts are 
independently audited (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
The central government's restructuring program includes many other aspects, such 
as efforts to invest in energy conservation through demand side management 
(DSM). The Energy Conservation Act 2001 includes standards and regulations for 
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efficiency, and to oversee efforts at boosting efficiency the central government 
created a Bureau of Energy Efficiency (Tongia, 2003). 
The style of this newer phase of reforms is markedly different from the central 
government's earlier attempts at reform. There are pervasive efforts to engage a 
wide range of stakeholders through public hearings, web posting of information, 
and media outreach campaigns, although the legislation for these reforms do not 
actually require such aggressive public participation (Ahluwalia and Bhatiani, 
2000; Tongia, 2003). 
1.5 REGULATORY MECHANISM 
The Indian Electricity Act of 1910 was passed by Indian parliament to create a 
regulatory structure for power sector and created an industry structure wherein 
State Electricity Boards (SEBs) would purchase electricity from private generators 
to sell to consumers. "Amended several times hence, this Act continues to serve as 
the basis for regulation of operating guidelines and the allocation of supply 
licenses in the SEBs' service territories" (Choukroun, 2001). The Electricity 
(Supply) Act of 1948, was passed to coordinate growth of the electricity industry 
under one centralized, national authority, the Central Electricity Authority (CEA), 
gave government entities the ownership and regulation of electricity generation 
and made electricity one of several concurrent subjects under the Constitution of 
India (Choukroun, 2001). 
1.5.1 The Electricity Act 2003 
The Electricity Act of 2003 (EA 2003) marks an important step forward in the 
legal framework for the electricity sector. (Singh and Wallack, 2004) The 
preamble of the act states that "Only 55% of households in India have access to 
electricity, and many of these do not get uninterrupted reliable supply. Moreover, 
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tariffs for the electricity provided are among the highest in the world. Just over 
half of the capacity additions planned during the 8"^  and 9"^  five year plans (1992-
2002) was actually added". The preamble reiterates the government's plan to 
provide electricity for all villages (about 80,000 more than currently covered) by 
2007 and all households by 2012. The Government of India also planned, to 
augment inter-regional transfer capacity from 8000 MW in 2004 to 23,500 MW by 
the end of the lO"' Plan in 2007 (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
Indian Electricity Act 2003 "seeks to bring about a qualitative transformation of 
the energy sector through a new paradigm." It is a mixture of concrete changes 
and mandates for future policy changes. The salient features of the act include the 
following (Singh and Wallack, 2004); 
(a) The act eased requirements for private entry into generation - it reduces 
licensing requirements for generation, except hydropower, permits free captive 
generation and dedicated transmission lines, exemption for captive power plants 
from surcharges for access to the grid. 
(b) The act encouraged creation of non-profit societies, user associations, and 
other arrangements in rural areas - these will be allowed to buy bulk power and 
bypass SEBs. 
(c)The act opened transmission and distribution to private participation, though 
participants still require licenses, by allowing private companies to potentially set 
up parallel transmission networks. ) Multiple distribution licenses may be issued 
for any particular area. 
(d) The act required that all transmission utilities provide non-discriminatory open 
access to their system from the outset. 
(e) The act proposed a new tariff framework based on competitive bidding to form 
the basis for generation, transmission, distribution, and retail supply for electricity. 
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(f) The Act provided general guidelines for restructuring of SEBs, including 
vesting of assets in state governments, provisions for sale of parts of the Board to 
private companies, and division of the SEBS into separate generation, 
transmission, and distribution companies. 
(g) The Act mandated that all states form State Electricity Regulatory 
Commissions. 
(h) The act required that subsidies be paid out of State government budgets. 
(i) The act contained several provisions aimed at reducing transmission and 
distribution losses - it requires universal metering and permits state governments 
to set up special courts to provide quick trials in cases of theft. 
(j) The act increased consumer protection by mandating that distribution licensees 
set up a forum for addressing consumer complaints in accordance with guidelines 
to be specified by the state regulatory commissions. Each SERC must appoint an 
ombudsman to hear complaints that are not redressed by the distribution licensees. 
Regulators are explicitly prohibited from setting tariffs that discriminate among 
consumers of electricity except on technical grounds such as load factor, time and 
size of consumption, etc. An appellate tribunal provides an avenue for consumers 
to protest other regulatory decisions. 
(k) The act required advance approval for sales, mergers, takeovers of entities, 
within the same state, and stated that no licenses would be exclusive within a 
region. 
(1) The act established the Central government's leadership - though not explicit 
control - in developing a common national energy policy, accounting and 
regulatory norms, as well as tariff frameworks and arrangements for making 
subsidies more transparent. It empowers the Central Government to prepare a 
National Electricity Policy in consultation with State Governments, and reiterates 
the supervising role of the Central Electricity Authority in advising the central 
government on the National Electricity Policy, specifying technical and safety 
standards for new projects, specifying grid standards for new transmission lines, 
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carrying out research, and advising all levels of government as well as private 
licensees. 
The Act (EA 2003) left many critical stones un-tumed. Among them are 
transitional issues, such as cross-subsidies, wheeling of power, and captive 
power—the ambiguous matters are to be resolved by the regulators, who remain 
central as they control the setting of tariffs (Tongia, 2003). According to Singh 
and Wallack (2004) the implementation challenges of EA 2003 are: 
(a) The policy created some threat of competition for existing transmission 
networks, but has the disadvantage that costly parallel networks may be built if the 
state-owned transmission utilities do not or cannot invest enough to improve their 
transmission reliability (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
(b) There is the problem of attracting investment in the short term. Investment in 
generation will not come without assurance of adequate transmission networks and 
solvent distributors, but new investment and better maintenance of transmission 
networks will not come without sufficient demand for services by generators and 
distributors as well as appropriate pricing or subsidies. Investment in distribution 
remains unattractive unless consumers are more widely metered and more willing 
to pay, but consumers will be unwilling to pay unless there is adequate and 
reliable supply from generators. There is a role for more explicit policies to 
catalyze investment in the intertwined sectors. 
(c) EA 2003 did not specify many aspects of tariffs. EA 2003 provides very little 
guidance, however, on the details of regulation. The main provisions are that 
tariffs should be based on multiyear tariff principles to increase the predictability 
of pricing relative to the 1-year reviews currently used for pricing and that 
generation and transmission tariffs should be determined on the basis of 
competitive bidding. 
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(d) Other pricing issues, such as working out subsidies, tariffs for purchasing 
power from captive generators, and extending Availability Based Tariff to intra-
state power generation and transmission, are still on the table. 
(e) Many of the technical details of developing a national power market are also 
not specified. The Act does not give details on Independent System Operators, for 
example. It envisions a national load despatch center (LDC) (Clause 26) but leaves 
its constitution and ftinctions to be prescribed by the central government and does 
not specify how the two (or 3) LDCs will communicate. 
(f) The prerequisites for power trading - open access and power market guidelines 
- are not yet in place. 
(g) The Act paved the way for restructuring or privatizing SEBs, without 
suggesting an immediate course of action. 
1.6 THERMAL POWER GENERATION 
Given India's vast coal resources, and its large untapped hydroelectric potential, 
these two resources are likely to provide the bulk of additional generation capacity 
in future (lEA, 2002). Because of the failure of several successive monsoons (and 
delays in several SEB led projects to build generators), the central government 
was keen to exploit India's coal reserves in large plants, ones that could supply 
power to more than one state. India's known coal reserves will last hundreds of 
years, at the present rate of production, giving thermal power production the major 
share in total electricity production. However, India's coal is geographically 
concentrated in the East, requiring long distance transportation. Worse, typical 
coal grades for power production are of very poor quality, with more than 35% ash 
content in some cases, leading to environmental degradation from particulate 
pollution (Tongia, 2003). Coal companies have failed to meet the increasing 
demand of domestic coal. Coal consumers, both in the power and industrial 
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sectors, have increasingly begun to looic for sourcing options from abroad (Kumar 
et al, 2005). 
The views of Government of India on thermal generation as per national electricity 
policy (MOP, 2007) are: 
(a) I'Acn with full development of the feasible hydro potential in the countiy. coal 
would necessarily coniinue to remain the primary fuel for meeting future 
electricity demand 
(b) Imported coal based thermal power stations, particularly at coastal locations, 
would be encouraged based on their economic viability. Use of low ash content 
coal would also help in reducing the problem of lly ash emissions 
(c) Significant Lignite resources in the countr} are located in Tamil Nadu, Gujarat 
and Rajasthan and these should be increasingly utilized for power generation. 
Lignite mining technology needs lo be improved to reduce costs 
(d) Use of gas as a fuel for power generation would depend upon its availability at 
reasonable prices. Natural gas is being used in Gas Turbine /Combined Cycle Gas 
Turbine (G'lVCCGT) stations, which currently accounts for about 10 % of total 
capacity. Power sector consumes about 40% of the total gas in the country. New 
power generation capacity could come up based on indigenous gas findings, which 
can emerge as a major source of power generation if prices are reasonable. A 
national gas grid covering various parts of the country could facilitate 
development of such capacities 
(e) Imported LNG based power plants are also a potential source of electricity and 
the pace of their development would depend on their commercial viability. I'he 
existing power plants using liquid fuels should shift to use of Natural Gas/LNG at 
the earliest to reduce the cost of generation 
(0 for thennal power, economics of generation and supply of electricity should be 
the basis for choice of I'uel from among the options available. It would be 
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economical for new generating stations to be located either near the fuel sources 
e.g. pithead locations or load centers and 
(g) Generating companies may enter into medium to long-term fuel supply 
agreements especially with respect to imported fuels for commercial viability and 
security of supply. 
As a result of various measures the PLF of thermal plants registered a gradual 
improvement during the 7''' plan period. The plant load factor of thermal power 
stations in the country, which was only 44.2% in 1980-81, increased to 56.5% by 
the end of the 7"^  Plan. The all India Average PLF of the Thermal Power Plants 
has further increased to 64.4% by the end of eighth plan (Dadhich, undated). 
1.6.1 NTPC Limited 
NTPC was incorporated in 1975 to produce thermal power and has grown into the 
world's 6'^  largest power producer with a capacity of 29,894 MW as on 1'' 
December 2008. Fully owned by the Indian government, NTPC is considered 
professional and efficient by world standards, and has return on capital, revenue 
and profits exceeding that of many world utilities (Tongia, 2003). The financial 
performance of NTPC during the last ten years is presented in table-1.1. NTPC's 
success with its original mission has led to aggressive expansion plans for 
hydropower, power trading, consultancy and other operations. It is also 
considering entering the distribution business, which would allow it to bypass the 
loss-making SEBs (Tongia, 2003). 
» 
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Table 1.1 Financial performance of NTPC Limited during last ten years 
Year 
PAT, Rs 
Million 
Net worth, 
Rs. 
Million 
NW/Share 
ROCE % 
RONW 
Value 
added/ 
Employee 
Rs. 
Million 
Source: 
1998-
99 
28158 
201416 
26.12 
13.37 
14.13 
3.67 
sfTPC,: 
1999-
00 
34245 
229045 
29.32 
13.86 
14.97 
4.29 
2008a 
2000-
01 
37338 
258117 
33.04 
13.63 
14.75 
4.85 
2001-
02 
35396 
286453 
36.67 
11.93 
12.98 
3.78 
2002-
03 
36075 
315040 
40.32 
10.88 
12.13 
3.74 
2003-
04 
52608 
255501 
45.50 
12.93 
14.44 
3.18 
2004-
05 
58070 
417763 
50.67 
12.77 
14.33 
4.12 
2005-
06 
58202 
449507 
54.52 
12.46 
14.16 
4.44 
2006-
07 
68647 
485968 
58.94 
13.89 
15.57 
4.7 
2007-08 
74148 
526386 
63.84 
14.07 
16.10 
5.39 
The organizational structure of NTPC Limited is presented in figure 1.3 and the 
organizational structure of a typical Thermal Power Plant is presented in figure 1.4 
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Figure 1.3 Organizational structure of NTPC Limited 
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Figure 1.4 Organizational structure of a typical Thermal Power Plant 
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1.7 PRESENT STATUS OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN INDIA 
Despite this eighty-fold increase in production after independence, per capita 
consumption of electricity is only 600 kWh per annum—much lower than the 
world average of 2.600 kWh. Of total final sales of 332 TWh in 1999-2000, 
industry accounted for just over one third, agriculture for 30% and the household 
sector for 18 % (lEA, 2002). The Ministry of Power estimated that an additional 
100,000 MW of generating capacity will be needed to provide power for all by 
2012 (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
The bulk of transmission is within the regions. Inter-regional transmission 
accounts for about 30 percent of total power transmission. The grids often operate 
at different operating parameters: for example, chronic surpluses in the East and 
shortages in the South have resulted in sustained functioning of these grids at 
frequencies beyond the regulated bound of frequency variation within 49.5 to 50.3 
Hz. The Ministry of Power plans to build up the inter-regional transfer capacity to 
29,500 MW by 2012 (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
Current sector wise installed capacity is presented in table 1.2 and ftiel wise 
installed capacity is presented in table 1.3. Most of the power supply is based on 
thermal generation, with only 3% from nuclear power and about 25% from 
hydropower. Table 1.4 presents India's energy resource base. Comparative per 
capita electricity consumption is presented in figure 1.5. 
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Table 1.2 Sector wise Total Installed Capacities as on 30 Sep 2007 
Sector 
State Sector 
Central Sector 
Private Sector 
Total 
MW 
70,946.82 
46,165.99 
18,668.82 
1^5,781.63 
%age 
52.3 
34.0 
13.7 
Adapted from MOP, 2007 
Table 1.3 Fuel wise Total Installed Capacities as on 30 Sep 2007 
Total Thermal 
Hydro 
Nuclear 
Renewable 
Total 
Coal 
Gas 
Oil 
' ^^  '^VH 
87,225.84 
72,182.38 
13,841.71 
1,201.75 
34,260.76 
4,120.00 
10,175.03 
135,781.63 
\ %age^  m H 
64.2 
53.2 
10.1 
0.9 
25.2 
3.1 
7.5 
Adapted from MOP, 2007 
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Table 1.4 India's energy resource base 
Resource 
FossU 
Non-Fossil (Nuclear) 
Renewable 
Hydro 
Non-Conventional 
Coal 
Hydrocarbon 
Uranium 
Thorium 
Amount 
50 Billion T 
38 Billion T 
12 Billion T 
2,86,000 T 
61,000 T 
2,25,000 T 
250 G We 
150 G We 
100 G We 
Electricity 
potential 
GWe-year 
13,447 
7,617 
5,833 
1,98,061 
42,559 
1,55,502 
102 
69 
33 
Adapted from NPCIL (2006) 
Figure 1.5 
Comparative per capita consumption of electricity (Kwh) 
Source: Key World Energy Statistics (2007) 
Adapted from MOP, 2007 
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1.8 CHALLENGES IN FRONT OF INDIAN ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR 
The experience with power Hberalization around the world, has frequently 
included price hikes, unreliable service, employment loss, and reduced access, 
particularly for the poor. Liberalization is plagued with economic, environmental, 
political and social contradictions (Byrne and Mun, 2003). "There were 
fundamental differences between India's energy sector reforms and the electricity 
sector privatization programs in Europe." "The motivation for electricity reform in 
developing countries was coming from a need to improve a weak infrastructure 
and to provide ftinding from private sources to reduce government overspending". 
"The main driving force for electricity sector reform in developed countries has 
been to realize the efficiency gains...that has been possible because of 
technological innovation" (Choukroun, 2001). The power sector became the 
flagship industry that would bring significant foreign investment to India. 
Some issues regarding the trajectory of reforms in the energy sector are (Singh and 
Wallack, 2004): 
(a) What can India do to balance environmental soundness with the need to keep 
costs down in the short term? 
(b) What can the country do to reduce fuel costs? 
(c) How should reforms be sequenced to take advantage of complementarities? 
The recent "123 Agreement" signed between India and United States of America 
opens up an additional area challenge to the power sector. 
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1.8.1 The financial picture 
Most troublesome is the financial picture of a system that has been bureaucratic, 
inefficient, and riddled with theft. The state owned enterprises (SOEs) that 
dominate the Indian power system collectively lose 5 billion dollars per year, or 
over 1 Rupee per KWh sold, yet the majority of the population has no access to 
electric service(Tongia, 2003). Limited electricity supply in rural areas, 
transmission losses and power theft are major problems (Tongia, 2003). Most of 
the problems of the Indian power sector arise from the present retail pricing 
system and from the fact that too little of it is actually paid for. Out of total 
electricity generated, only 55% is billed and 41% is regularly paid for (GOI, 2001 
in lEA, 2002). Electricity is either stolen, not billed, or electricity bills are not paid 
(lEA, 2002). For Tongia (2003) the principal problem for the Indian power system 
is its financial insolvency. Hence there is an issue of ensuring adequate finances 
for very large investment in generation, transmission and distribution to improve 
growing power shortages (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
Singh and Wallack (2004) raised two more questions related to finance - "How 
can it make sure the terms of such finances would make power available at 
reasonable costs?" and "What are the best tariff regulations for the transition 
toward competitive markets?" Tongia (2003) opined that many observers assume 
that reform will cut costs and lead to lower tariffs. But, according to Tongia 
(2003), the ftindamentals in the industry point to the opposite conclusion for at 
least two reasons. First, the SEBs are increasingly purchasing power from non-
SEB generators, and these new power purchases are more costly than the 
incumbent SEB supply —in part because new fuels (esp. gas and liquid fuels) are 
more costly than the predecessors and in part because the non-SEB suppliers 
demand (and obtain) a return on their investments whereas the SEBs, as we have 
amply shown, did not. Second, and closely related, is that greater transparency and 
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unbundling of the functions of the electric power system will reveal fiilly the need 
to lift tariffs so that each link in the power chain (generation, transmission and 
distribution) is viable (Tongia, 2003). 
1.8.2 Investment needs 
India ranked eighth in the world in total electricity generated in 1998 - between 
France and the United Kingdom - with about 494 TWh. But because of India's 
large population, consumption of electricity per capita was among the lowest in 
the world. The lEA's World Energy Outlook 2000 (lEA, 2000 in lEA, 2002) 
projects an average annual growth rate of 4.9% for the next 20 years for India's 
GDP and of 5.2% for electricity generation, corresponding to a threefold rise in 
electricity supply over the period. These projections suppose high levels of 
investment throughout the entire sector (lEA, 2002). 
A large part of the Indian population lives in rural areas. According to official 
statistics, most villages are electrified. However, few households in these villages 
actually have access to the electricity grid. The investment required to connect the 
remaining households to the main electricity grid is very large (lEA, 2002). 
Average electricity consumption per square kilometer is very low in India 
compared with averages in OECD countries. This may justify the development of 
distributed generation rather than centralized power generation (lEA, 2002). 
1.8.3 Tariff structure 
India opened its power sector to independent power producers (IPPs) early relative 
to other countries (Choukroun, 2001). But it soon became apparent that, in or^er 
for the private capital to produce results, the government needed to implement 
more dramatic reforms throughout the electricity sector" (Choukroun, 2001). To 
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date, the average tariff remains far lower tiian the average cost to the utility and 
reforms have increased the average costs at the SEBs at a rate higher than the 
increase in revenues (Tongia, 2003). 
1.8.4 Captive generation 
There is an issue of harnessing the generating capacity of captive power which is 
related to open access (Singh and Wallack, 2004). Before the reforms, "captive 
power" has offered at least one avenue for the partial entry of market force. Poor 
quality and high rates for commercial and industrial uses has led many consumers 
to opt for "captive'" on-site generation. Captive generating capacity, excluded from 
official statistics on power generating capacity has grown much faster than utility 
capacity and ranges from an additional 15% to 20% of total capacity in India. 
Most of these captive plants are fired with diesel fiiel, although some bum coal or 
gas, especially the larger ones. Captive power capacity estimates exclude the 
hundreds of thousands of smaller generators ("gensets"), usually diesel-fired, that 
are unregulated and difficult to count (Tongia, 2003). 
1.8.5 Elasticity of consumption 
The elasticity of electricity consumption with regard to GDP was 0.97 during 
1991-1999, when it was 2.1 for Korea and 0.99 for the OECD on an average. 
Neither the high structural needs of the Indian economy, nor improvements in 
energy efficiency can explain this low figure. It is a reflection of an increasing gap 
between supply and demand, the continuously deteriorating quality of power, and 
a low level of access to electricity. It is also the result of large investments made 
by the manufacturing sector in stand-by and stand-alone facilities to compensate 
these deficiencies. Unless strong measures are taken immediately to correct this 
trend, India's overall economic development will be slowed (lEA, 2002). 
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According to MOP (2001) the major reasons for inadequate, erratic and unreliable 
power supply are: 
(a) Inadequate power generation capacity 
(b) Lack of optimum utilization of the existing generation capacity 
(c) Inadequate inter-regional transmission links 
(d) Inadequate and ageing sub-transmission & distribution network leading to 
power cuts and local failures/faults 
(e) Large scale theft and skewed tariff structure (f) slow pace of rural 
electrification 
(g) Inefficient use of electricity by the end consumer and (h) lack of grid 
discipline. 
1.8,6 Employee cost 
Over decades the SEBs have built up extremely large rosters of employees who 
view their jobs as permanent government entitlements (Tongia, 2003). Labor 
productivity, despite doubling in the last decade, remains several times below 
international norms, and the low wages do not compensate enough for this. In 
Uttar Pradesh, for example, the SEB has slashed its workforce from 120,000 to 
70,000 during the last decade—yet the US state of Connecticut serves an electric 
load of similar size with a staff of only a few thousand. Despite efforts to make the 
SEBs more efficient, personnel costs have risen sharply in the last few years— 
estimated today at more than 15% of the tariff (Tongia, 2003). 
In Tongia's (2003) opinion the lack of more pervasive labor reforms has hampered 
electricity reform in three ways. First, organized labor has responded to reforms as 
expected—with strikes and severe opposition. Second, the dysfunctional nature of 
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labor in the SEBs has been impHcated in the rampant theft in the Indian power 
system. Under-employed, under-paid, and suffering from low morale, often it is 
employees of the SEB themselves that lead the rings that provide illegal 
connections and "ignore" non-payment of bills, the rampant culture of dishonesty 
and side-dealing often leads to collusion in tendering for contracts and parts. 
While tendering offers the greatest image of propriety, it often leads to ignoring 
new or superior technology. Third, the reforms have not directly addressed issues 
of corporate governance, which is partly a question of human capital in top 
management (Tongia, 2003). This administrative nature leads to several 
consequences in the discussion of the present reforms. Indeed, if the question that 
has to be addressed in SEBs is the one of efficiency, then the nature of the 
organization has to be addressed. In this case, SEBs have to be transformed from 
an administration to an enterprise to be able to deal with costs (Ruet, 2002). 
1.8.7 Improvement of efficiency 
Early reforms focused on IPPs, but throughout the reforms the role of the state did 
not diminish significantly; rather, the main change in the state's role was in 
separating key ftinctions (e.g., setting tariffs) from the politicized ministries and 
SEBs and handing them to regulators. The role of the private sector remains quite 
limited; in general, performance in the sector has improved. Most improvements 
have come from the state enterprises themselves. Privatization of distribution has 
been quite limited (2 states only). (Tongia, 2003). The case of Orissa clearly 
demonstrates that privatization cannot in itself sustain the sector's development. 
Competition and private investment alone cannot be expected to resolve 
management issues, market distortions and the interference of vested political 
interest in the system (lEA, 2002). A study by Ruet (2001) concluded that, to 
bridge the present energy gap, or to match the increase in demand within the 
context of the remaining gap, the improvement of PLF and the reduction of 
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technical losses, prove to be more profitable strategies in relative terms and are to 
be preferred to new investments. 
1.8.8 Strengths and opportunities 
MOP (2001) has identified the following strengths and opportunities in the power 
sector: 
(a) Abundant coal reserves (enough to last at least 200 years) 
(b) Vast hydroelectric potential (150,000 MW) 
(c) Large pool of highly skilled technical personnel 
(d) Impressive power development in absolute terms (comparable in size to those 
of Germany and UK) 
(e) Expertise in integrated and coordinated planning (CEA and Planning 
Commission) 
(f) Emergence of strong and globally comparable central utilities (NTPC, 
POWERGRID) 
(g) Wide outreach of state utilities 
(h) Enabling framework for private investors 
(i) Well laid out mechanisms for dispute resolution 
(i) Political consensus on reforms 
(k) Potentially, one of the largest power markets in the world. 
1.8.9 National energy policy 
The National Elcclricily Policy (MOP, 2005) aims at achieving the following 
objectives: 
(a) Access to Electricity - Available for all liouseholds in next five years 
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(b) Availability of Power - Demand to be fully met by 2012. Energy and peaking 
shortages lo be overeome and adequate spinning reserve to be available. 
(c) Supply ol' Reliable and Quality Power of speeified standards in an elTieient 
manner and at reasonable rates. 
(d) Per eapita availability of eleetrieity to be inereased to over 1000 units by 2012. 
(e) Minimum lifeline eonsumption of 1 unit/houschold/day as a merit good by year 
2012. 
(t) Finaneial Turnaround and Commercial Viability of Electricity Sector, 
(g) Protection of consumers' interests. 
1.9 SUMMERY OF THE DISCUSSION ON POWER SECTOR 
In Tongia's (2003) opinion the reforms failed to address fundamental issues. 
However there is marked improvement in the power sector scenario. Availability 
based tariffs were successfully implemented. There is marked improvement is the 
efficiency parameters of thermal power plants (MOP, 2007). Ten ultra mega 
power project of 4000 MW each are being set up on the basis of competitive 
bidding in various parts of India. Electricity sector reforms in India are an ongoing 
process. State owned enterprises like NTPC and NPCIL have drawn up ambitious 
plans of expansion. Power sector liberalization around the world is plagued with 
economic, environmental, political and social contradictions (Byrne and Mun, 
2003). Competition and privatization cannot in itself sustain the sector's 
development or resolve management issues, market distortions and the 
interference of vested political interest in the system (lEA, 2002). As such, 
electricity sector reforms in India are an ongoing process (Singh and Wallack, 
2004). 
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1.10 IMPORTANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
The success of many organizations depends on the intangible assets in addition to 
the traditional tangible assets. The Learning Organization is a concept that is 
becoming an increasingly widespread philosophy in modem companies, from the 
largest multinationals to the smallest ventures. It is about achieving remarkable 
levels of performance, but also, about making it rewarding and satisfying for the 
people involved (Karsh, 1995). Although the body of knowledge in relation to 
organizational learning is continuously growing our understanding and 
interpretations of learning in business organizations continues to be confronted 
with several challenges (Antonacopoulou, 2001; Fuller et. al., 2003; Yang et. al., 
2004). The ability to learn is a priority for businesses that wish to compete 
effectively. Many theorists and practitioners view the transition to a learning 
organization as crucial to enable companies to unlock the learning potential of 
individuals and groups to gain and sustain competitive advantage (Birdthistle, 
2006). Clearly, interest in the subject is prolific and many authors, academics and 
practitioners alike, are keen to attribute organizational success to processes of 
organizational learning (OL) and its corollary, knowledge productivity (i.e. how 
knowledge is developed and used in the organization) (Stafylarakis, 2001). 
Today, "Electricity is one of the linchpins of development. At a microeconomic 
level, electricity facilitates education, sanitation, and other basic family 
investments in health and wellbeing. It is essential for macroeconomic success as 
well - electricity powers irrigation pumps, industrial machines, computers, and 
other basic inputs into gross domestic product. The high-tech sector, in particular, 
relies on not only adequate supply but also reliability of electricity. The 
competitiveness of Indian industry relies on reducing high costs and increasing the 
reliability of electricity supply" (Singh and Wallack, 2004). 
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Thus power industry is appropriate for studying the phenomena of organizational 
learning because it is a buoyant industry; having experienced considerable growth 
over the last several years due to increased power demand due to general industrial 
growth. During its existence for more than hundred years the industry has gone 
through periods of growth, periods of crisis, periods of changes in its environment, 
structure, investment and policies. There were always problems, challenges and 
opportunities in front of this industry. Hence there were ample opportunities for 
learning for power sector organizations. Thus organizations in power sector are 
ideal for studying the concept of Learning Organization. 
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LEARNING AND ORGANIZATIONS 
A REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE 
2.1 LEARNING 
Despite its apparent simplicity there is a remarkable range of contrasting views 
about what learning is (Britton, 2002). Learning can be seen as a product- a 
memory, understanding, knowledge or skill or as a process - as the process by 
which people acquire skills, knowledge, understanding and attributes or a form of 
thinking (Smith 1999). Learning can also be defined as the process of changing the 
range of an entity's (potential) behavior based on the development of its 
knowledge (Berends et al, 2001). According to Bertalanffy (1950) learning is the 
highest form of adaptation which raised the probability of survival in changing 
environments and is stimulated by response to an external stimulus (Subramaniam, 
2005). Learning can also be seen as making sense or abstracting meaning which 
involves relating parts of the subject matter to each other and to the real world or 
interpreting and understanding reality in a different way that means 
comprehending the world by reinterpreting knowledge. Thus Learning can be seen 
as something that you do in order to understand the real world (Smith, 1999). 
2.L1 Learning and Individuals 
Individual learning is about personal growth and development; it is about 
increasing self confidence and ability to solve problems; it is about increasing 
personal effectiveness, improving performance and making the most of one's 
experience (Britton, 2002). Individual's learning starts fi-om birth onwards. They 
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learn in the company of their parents at home, in groups, in organizations and in 
the society. 
2.1.2 Learning and Groups 
Group learning involves the sharing of individual interpretations to develop a 
common understanding. In this process the individual as well as the group learns. 
Some authors use the term 'team' but in many cases there is no team, but simply a 
group of individuals who struggle to develop a shared understanding (Bontis et al, 
2002). Brown and Duguid (1991) found that rather than canonical groups, self 
emerging communities are the learning entity. 
2.1.3 Learning and Organizations 
The idea that an organization could learn in ways that were independent of the 
individuals within it was the key breakthrough, which was first articulated by 
Cyert and March in 1963 (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). When one look into 
learning in relation to organizations, the answers to the question "why an 
organization learns?" falls into a spectrum - asset management, value creation, 
existence and survival. Although the body of knowledge in relation to 
organizational learning is continuously growing, our understanding and 
interpretations of learning in business organizations continues to be confronted 
with several challenges. One such challenge, remains the way we seek to 
conceptualize learning and the conditions which shape what, how and why 
learning may or may not take place (Antonacopoulou, 2001). 
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12 LEARNING THEORIES 
There are usually three models of learning described in the literature - acquisitive, 
constructivist and experiential (Chetley and Vincent, 2003). The acquisitive model 
describes a process of acquiring knowledge and skills, to add to existing 
knowledge in order to achieve a goal. This model emphasizes the achievement of 
desired outputs, with little attention to the role of the learner. 
The constructivist model explores the process of developing one's existing 
structure of knowledge. Its primary focus is on learning as changing one's 
understanding and is seen as a product of the relationship between what the learner 
already knows and can do, what the learner thinks the topic is about and what it 
will take to learn it, and what the trainers, teachers or facilitators do, the learning 
tasks they set and how these are interpreted by the learners. 
The experiential model sees learning as a process - one through which any 
experience is transformed and where learning is seen as the production of 
knowledge through the reflection upon and transformation of experience. There is 
considerable support for the use of the experiential model as the most effective 
approach to use with adult learners (Chetley and Vincent, 2003). 
Learning theories, focusing on the process, can in general be classified in to four 
different orientations -the behaviorist, the cognitive, the humanistic and the 
social/situational - as summed up and presented in Figure 2.1 
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Figure 2.1 Learning theories 
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Source: Adapted from Smith, 1999 
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2.2.1 Individual Learning theories 
Some of the influential models of learning are discussed below. 
2.2.1.1 Kolb's Learning Cycle 
In 1984 David Kolb developed a four stage model of how individuals learn from 
experience which involves doing, reflecting, connecting and testing in a 
continuous cycle (see Figure 2.2). \n this model, learning starts by taking action, 
then reflecting on the outcomes of the action, making connections with what we 
already know and understand and then testing those cormections and new ideas 
through further action. The doing and reflecting stages of the cycle belong more 
to the concrete real world whereas connecting and testing are more abstract. The 
doing and testing stages are more action oriented whereas the reflecting and 
connecting stages are more reflective in nature. The learning cycle model 
imderpins the concept of individual 'learning styles': the idea that each person has 
preferences for one or more stages in the learning cycle. 
Figure 2.2 Kolb's Learning Cycle 
MCRE ACTION M(3RE REFLECTION 
Source: Adapted from Britton, 2002 
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2.2.1.2 Vygotsky's concept of Zone of Proximal Development 
Lev Vygotsky is responsible for the social development theory of learning. He 
believed that the life long process of development was dependent on social 
interaction and that social learning actually leads to cognitive development. 
Central to Vygotsky's theory is his belief that biological and cultural development 
do not occur in isolation. Vygotsky believed that this life long process of 
development was dependent on social interaction and that social learning actually 
leads to cognitive development (Riddle, 1999). 
Vygotsky described the Zone of Proximal Development as "the distance between 
the actual development level as determined by independent problem solving and 
the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under 
adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky, 1978). In 
other words, a student can perform a task under adult guidance or with peer 
collaboration that could not be achieved alone. The Zone of Proximal 
Development bridges that gap between what is known and what can be known. 
Vygotsky claimed that learning occurred in this zone. 
Therefore, Vygotsky focused on the connections between people and the cultural 
context in which they act and interact in shared experiences. According to 
Vygotsky, humans use tools, such as speech and writing, which develop from a 
culture, to mediate their social environments. Initially children develop these tools 
to serve solely as social functions, ways to communicate needs. Vygotsky believed 
that the internalization of these tools led to higher thinking skills (Riddle, 1999). 
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Figure 2.3 Zone of Proximal Development 
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2.2.1.3 Vickers' concept of an appreciation system 
Human beings as individuals always selectively perceive parts of the world, as a 
result of their interests and previous history. Each individual think about the world 
in different ways, relate these concepts to their experience of the world and so 
form judgments which affects their intentions and ultimately their actions. These 
change the perceived world, however slightly, so that the process begins again, 
becoming a cycle. The act of attributing meaning and making judgments implies 
the existence of standards against which comparisons can be made. The source of 
standards, for which there is normally no ultimate authority, can only be the 
previous history of the very process we are describing, and the standards will 
themselves often change over time as new experience accumulates. This is the 
process model for the active human agents in the world of individual learning, 
through their individual appreciative settings. This model has to allow for the 
visions and actions, which ultimately belong to an autonomous individual (Vat, 
2005). Checkland depicts the whole process in the form of a model (Checkland-
Casar model) which is presented in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 An epistemology for making sense of the (groundless) social process 
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So, on Vickers' view, we proceed by going through a double-loop learning cycle. 
At some point we enter a second 'outer' loop and take a different form of action. 
This time it is not to gain a better understanding of the situation but to change it in 
some way. This may or may not achieve what we intended but it certainly will 
change the situation and this requires that we return to the first loop to further 
clarify our values and gain a better understanding of the changed situation. This 
double loop learning cycle looks at 'action' in two ways: Action to enable us to 
understand the situation in which we are operating and to clarify our values as 
opposed to action to bring about change to that situation. (Ballantine, 2003) 
2.3 ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
Organizational learning is a scientific field of growing importance (Skerlavaj and 
Dimovski, 2007). The organizational learning field has the problem of trying to 
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unify different theoretical approaches while at the same time valuing the diversity 
that has evolved since its early start (BUchel and Probst, 2000). In spite of its wide 
acceptance as a major field of study and the fact that several scholars have 
undertaken the daunting task of reviewing the relevant literature, the literature 
remains deeply fragmented with multiple constructs and the creation of a single 
framework for understanding the concept remains elusive (Stafylarakis, 2001). 
2.3.1 Origins Organizational Learning 
Cangelosi and Dill in 1965 produced the first publication in which the words 
"organizational learning" appeared in the title (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). It 
is impossible to attribute its genesis to a single theorist, work or discipline. 
Psychologists might consider that individual learning theories of Thomdike, 
Watson, Pavlov, and Skinner as the precursor of OL. OL theorists might attribute 
the origin of OL to cumulative knowledge in Organizational theory from Adam 
Smith, Taylor, Weber, etc. (Chacon, 2004). Birdthistle (2006) agreed that many 
streams contributed to the OL literature - (1) A management science stream that 
focuses on the processes of knowledge acquisition and information management, 
(2) A sociological perspective - that focuses on organizations as social systems 
with structures and a culture which either enhance or more often inhibit learning 
(3) Another stream relates to how learning contributes to increases in productive 
output, market share, and/or profitability. It sees organizations as embedded in 
competitive environments and the effectiveness of its learning systems are judged 
on the basis of the extent to which an organization keeps its competitive edge. 
This stream examines such topics as innovation and adoption of new technologies 
and practices (4) Other streams in organizational learning literature include 
psychological and behavioral aspects of individual learning and cross-cultural 
comparisons of organizational learning but these have not been much developed in 
the mainstream literature. 
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2.3.2 Perspectives on Organizational Learning 
The different approaches to organizational learning ensure a larger understanding 
of the complex phenomenon that is learning (Fillol, 2006). A discussion on a few 
such different approaches follows. 
2.3.2.1 Acquisition Vs Participation perspective 
The acquisition perspective understands knowledge as a substance, mind as a 
container, and learning as a transfer of a substance from one mind to another. The 
participation perspective focuses on communities of practice and observes no 
teaching but rather goal-directed practical learning (Subramaniam, 2005; Skerlavaj 
and Dimovski, 2007). 
2.3.2.2 Descriptive Vs Prescriptive perspective 
Birdthistle (2006) pointed out that the literature on organizational learning is 
analytic and concentrates on understanding learning processes within 
organizational settings, without necessarily trying to change those processes. 
March and Cyert understand organizational learning as an adjustment of the 
organizational behavior due to environmental changes; the main perspective for 
Argyris & Schon, Hedberg, Kim, March & Tamuz and Simon is functionalist, that 
is to say, researchers try to explain why the society tends to hold together rather 
than fall apart (Chacon, 2004). 
The descriptive perspective is produced by researchers, has been said to be 
skeptical, non-prescriptive, and neutral with respect to its definition of learning -
that is, open to the view that learning may be good or bad, linked or not linked, to 
effective action or desirable outcomes. The prescriptive perspective has been 
developed by consultants, is prescriptive, practice-oriented, sometimes Messianic 
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and most often devoid of critical meaning (Weinstein and Azoulay, 1999; Biichel 
and Probst, 2000). 
2,3.2.3 Interaction Vs Information perspective 
Seen fi"om an Information Perspective the organization consists of information 
systems and decision-making systems and has roots back to the so-called 
behavioral theories of the 1960s. In other words, the organization is seen as a 
system with its own principles and regulation mechanisms. The individual only 
constitutes a small part because it is systems, structures and procedures that are in 
focus. It is the organization's formal system or frames for learning that is in focus, 
while the Interaction Perspective is more concerned with the organization's 
informal system or learning environment and a certain kind of behavior. None the 
less both approaches are necessary to explain the Learning Organization. A 
Learning Organization embodies both frames for learning in the organization's 
formal system (structure, IT and management systems) and a culture and behavior 
in the organization's informal system (a learning environment characterized by 
reflection and knowledge sharing (Thomsen and Hoest, 1999) 
Seen from an Interaction Perspective it is the members of the organization and 
their interaction that are central to organizational learning. It is the individuals as 
learning subjects that is interesting. The Interaction Perspective originates from 
Argyris and SchSn's organizational theory. One of the central concepts of their 
theory is organizational inquiry. Organisational inquiry means that members of the 
organization either individually or collectively question and reflect on their own 
working processes. Learning then occurs "when a match between intentions and 
actuality is produced for the first time. Learning also occurs when actors detect 
and correct mismatches or errors." Argyris and Schon use the concept of 
organizational inquiry in their different learning modes: single-loop, double-loop, 
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and an extended form of double-loop learning, namely deutero learning. The 
members of the organization have to pose more and more fundamental questions 
about the organization (Thomsen and Hoest, 1999) 
2.3.2.4 Other perspectives 
Fillol (2006) found the existence of two dimensions - cultural and social -
respectively built on routines and socialization notions. Shrivastava and Mitroff 
(1983) systematically differentiated four distinct perspectives of organizational 
learning, which are: adaptive learning, assumption sharing, development of 
knowledge base, and institutionalized experience effects. 
Hoang (2005) classified the literatures into six different perspectives. The first, 
and the common perspective that scholars utilize in their papers is Cognitive, 
Knowledge and Information perspective. Second perspective of organizational 
learning is Organizational Adaptation Perspective. The System Theory Perspective 
towards organizational learning defines the organization as systems of consciously 
coordinated activities. The fourth perspective in organizational learning literature 
is the Cultural Perspective. The fifth view on organizational learning is Acfion 
Learning Perspective, in which authors believe that the behavioral oriented 
intervention is the starting point for learning processes in a theoretical fi-amework 
of experimental learning. Finally, there is an emergent trend in the literature of 
organizational learning, in which authors take the Strategic/Managerial 
Perspective of learning (Hoang, 2005) 
A variety of other perspectives include psychology, management science, 
production management, organization theory, evolutionary economics and 
innovation management. Each of these perspectives has resulted in valuable 
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insights in the conditions, dynamics or outcomes of organizational learning 
(Easterby-Smith, 1997). 
2.3.3 Ongoing confusion on the concept of Organizational Learning 
The concept of organizational learning tends to divide researchers. As the 
discussion of the content, agents and processes of learning suggests, the 
organizational learning literature is fragmented, with multiple constructs from 
various theoretical fields (Biichel and Probst, 2000). There is little convergence or 
consensus on what is meant by the term, or its basic nature, has emerged. In large 
part, the lack of convergence is due to the fact that different researchers have 
applied the concept of organizational learning, or at least the terminology, to 
different domains (Bin and Hoon, 2001). 
Even at the conceptual level, there is some disagreement about the premises on 
which the learning organization is based. Consider, at the most fundamental level, 
two very different conceptions of organizational learning - Learning in 
organizations and learning by organizations - both arising from the assertion that 
all learning takes place inside individual human heads. Learning in organizations 
poses the puzzle of how the learning of individuals becomes organizational; 
learning by organizations poses the different puzzle of how learning can take place 
outside individual human heads (Wonacott, 2000) 
Ortenblad (2002) opined that what we need is clarity not consensus. As Easterby-
Smith (1997) rightly points out, the bulk of the OL literature is grounded in a 
limited number of distinct disciplinary perspectives, each with their own ontology. 
Consequently, he argues against attempts at integration that are likely to generate 
greater confusion and suggested that OL is best understood as a multidisciplinary 
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field with complementary contributions and research agendas rather than as a 
unified body of knowledge and practice (Stafylarakis, 2001). 
2.3.4 Relevance of Organizational Learning 
Few topics have attracted more attraction in contemporary management literature 
than that of the learning organization, essentially because so many of the key 
elements of the LO represent state of the art practice in the marketing and 
management fields (Bennett and Gabriel, 1999) 
2.3.4.1 Intellectual capital as an intangible asset 
What used to be important in terms of organizational value were expensive fixed 
assets, but these are often no longer solely what constitute value of an organization 
(Wong and Gardner, 2005). The intangible assets essential for the success of 
organizafions are often described as intellectual capital (IC) (Santti, 2004) 
Edvinsson and Malone (1997) divide intellectual capital into human capital and 
structural capital. Human capital consists of knowledge, skills and innovation of 
the employees. Structural capital consists of customer capital and organizational 
capital; Customer capital - loyalty of the customer relationship, the structure of 
customer relationships etc. and Organizational capital - innovation, process 
capital, organizational design, procedures, HR practices etc. 
According to Lev (2001), "intangible assets are non-physical sources of value 
(claims to fiiture benefits) generated by innovation, unique organizational designs, 
or human resource practices". For example, tangible assets can be used in only one 
purpose at a time. But, intangibles, e.g. knowledge, can be used for multiple 
purposes simultaneously (Lonnqvist, 2002). The general interest in knowledge 
economy and its associated management philosophies, knowledge management 
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learning organizations and intellectual capital management came about as a direct 
result of the general evolution in the way in which work is valued (Van Deventer, 
2002) 
2.3.4.2 OL for Knowledge creation 
Though invisible and difficult to measure, knowledge and human expertise are 
starting to be seen for what they are: The source of value creation (Lank, 1997). 
Competitive advantage is explained via knowledge creation, knowledge 
configurations and knowledge sharing. Thus in a Knowledge Based View, the 
additional value is created through knowledge (Haataja and Okkonen, 2005). 
To an organization, knowledge resides in all the organization's sources, both 
internal and external ones. Accumulated over time, organizational knowledge 
enables firms to. attain deeper levels of understanding, perception, and all 
characteristics of wisdom (Grant, 1997). Acquisition of knowledge is possible 
through learning. For the acquisition of knowledge, one of the possible sources is 
through organizational learning. Thus organizational learning leads to creation of 
value in the form of knowledge, within an organization (Mariani, 2001b). 
2.3.4.3 OL for competitive advantage 
OL makes organizations successful by improving its competitive capability 
(Mariani, 2001b). Studies of organizational learning from the strategic 
management perspective focus on competition (Hau, 2005). Success in the 
marketplace increasingly depends on learning (Argyris, 1991; Bennett and 
Gabriel, 1999). In the resource-based view theory for the organizational learning, 
it is a source of competitive advantage, it takes on from now a strategic character 
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(Fillol, 2006) and human resource development is required for new products, 
quality and safety (Fischer, 2001). 
2.3.4.4 OL for existence and survival 
Survival is a minimalist definition of learning, which is enabling, not simply banal 
(Davies, 1998). Organizational learning produces adaptation in both evolutionary 
and developmental senses (Hall, 2005). In general, organizational learning is a 
theoretical concept outlining the processes which increase the ability of enterprises 
and institutions to effectively adapt to external changes, as well as to efficiently 
improve actions within the organizations (Smallbone et. al., 2007). Cyert and 
March in 1963 expressed the idea that a firm learns from its experience to adapt to 
its environment through organizational learning processes (Easterby-Smith and 
Lyles, 2003). 
Various other opinions expressed from the perspective of existence and survival 
are - Organizational learning is for sustainability (Atiti, 2006; Neve 2007); 
Corporations require new skills to face the uncertainties of the new environment 
(Bhatnagar, 2006); The benefits of adopting a learning organization culture are 
that it ensures that the business is adaptive to changes in the environment, is 
reactive to developments in markets and is proactive to its customers needs, wants 
and desires (Birdthistle, 2006); organizational learning is required to adapt to the 
environment (Leuci, 2005); It is to adapt and change and for sustainable 
competitive advantage (Kerka, 1995; Kumar, 2003; McCutchan, 1997).) 
Organizational learning is to survive (Othman and Leman, 2005, Subramaniam, 
2005). It was argued that evolutionary learning is establishing itself as a viable 
and growing branch of organizational learning (Matthews et al, 2003). 
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Organizational learning is to increase organizations' chances for survival and 
strengthen their market positions (Thomsen and Hoest, 1999). It is for adaptability, 
accountability and continual improvement (Turkington, 2004). Learning in 
organizations simultaneously is both facilitated and necessitated by change 
(Lahteenmaki, 2001). Organizations that learn can manage the change process 
more effectively than can those who do not (Sudharatna, 2004). 
A learning organization is one that continuously adapts to a changing and 
interdependent environment (Kofman and Senge, 1993). It can, not only improve 
competitive advantage but also convert the organization into a place, where 
members of the staff want to spent their energy and creativity (Senge, 2006). As 
far as Koj&nan and Senge (1993) are concerned, commitment in this regard goes 
beyond personal loyalty to include a commitment to societal changes through 
one's organization. 
2.3.4.5 OL for superior performance 
For Snyder and Cummings (1998) organizational learning emerged as a way of 
attaining improvements by encouraging the involvement of all employees in 
response to the "growing need in organizations to move beyond solving existing 
problems to improving continuously in the face of changing conditions" 
It is also argued that organizational learning gives superior organizational 
performance (Blaschke, 2004, Bontis et al, 2002, Briton, 2002; Cors, 2003; 
Ellinger et al, 2000; Fuller et al, 2003; Macpherson et al, 2007; McCaffrey, 2004) 
and leads to competitive advantage to organizations (Bin and Hoon, 2001; 
^kerlavaj and Dimovski, 2007;Chacon, 2004; Sudharatna, 2004; Hoang, 2005; 
Nevis et al, 1995); Learning is for organizations to successfully achieve their 
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mission (Aucoin, 2005); reduced costs and increased Productivity (Nymark, 
2000); OL is said to be about increasing an organization's problem-solving 
capacity (BUchel and Probst, 2000) and also about changing behavior in ways 
leading to improved performance at the individual, team and organizational levels 
(Buckler 1998; Reynolds & Ablett 1998). 
2.3.5 Organizational learning theories 
The intimate relationship between learning and working life is one that does not 
easily lend itself to analysis partly, because it is embedded in the dynamics of our 
human engagement with the challenges of living and working. No one single 
perspective in current learning theory is sufficient to capture fully the multiple 
connections and possibilities that learning creates and from which it emerges 
(Antonacopoulou, 2006). 
Argyris and Sch5n in their important book in 1978 made the distinction between 
organizations with and without the capacity to engage insignificant learning 
(Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). Numerous theories are proposed by authors, 
each one focusing on a precise element of the phenomenon: the learning object 
(information, knowledge, competencies), the learning subject (individual, 
organization), the learning trigger (error, innovation, environment change) or on 
the process itself (socialization, codification) (Fillol, 2006). 
Weick (2001) classified the psychology of learning into two theories: (1) 
behavioral association theories or stimulus - response explanations (2) cognitive 
organizational theories. Easterby-Smith and Araujo (1999) classifies these 
traditions into a) the technical view which assumes that organizational learning is 
about the effective processing, interpretation of, and response to, information both 
inside and outside the organization, quantitative or qualitative, but generally 
explicit and in the public domain and b) the social perspective which focuses on 
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the way people make sense of their experiences at work. Stafylaraki (2001) 
classified the OL theories in to descriptive and prescriptive. The descriptive 
category includes several theorists who consider OL as a function of past 
experience. Intervention theories of OL include OL as organizational improvement 
gained through the participation of individuals. Hoang (2005) found that the 
literatures available so far indicated the four modes of learning, which are: 
cognitive, cultural, action and strategic learning. 
Very few theories can be said to fall neatly into one of the aforementioned 
categories (Stafylaraki, 2001) 
2.3.5.1 Behavioral association theories of OL 
Psychologists assumed that conflict is an essential condition for learning, as it acts 
as the driving force behind learning process (stimulus - response explanation of 
learning). Behavioral theory views learning as a change in behavior as a result of 
an experience in a given situation. The learning process is understood as one of 
trial and error, leading to a better adaptation to the environment. Its outcome is 
new or improved behavior. 
Cyert and March proposed a general theory of organizational learning as part of a 
model of decision making within the firm, and emphasized the role of rules, 
procedures, and routines in response to external shocks which are more or less 
likely to be adopted according to whether or not they lead to positive 
consequences for the organization (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). Levitt and 
March (1988), in a behaviorist perspective, considered organizational learning as 
the process enabling organizations to codify past inference and to transform them 
into routines. To learn, an organization should integrate historic consequences to 
its processes (Fillol, 2006). Thus the behaviorist approach views organizational 
learning as routine-based, history-dependent and target-orientated. Organizations 
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learn by encoding inferences from history into routines that guide behavior, 
enabling learning to be passed to future generations of employees (Matthews et al, 
2003). 
The neorationalist tradition underlying the Cyert and March model suggests that it 
is desirable to maximize the efficient use of knowledge in organizations, while 
recognizing that there are substantial, largely human, obstacles in its way 
(Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). 
According to Cayla (2004), in a way that is similar to individuals who adapt 
themselves by changing their behavior, an organization can change its rules 
system in order to adapt the behavior of its members to the changing state of the 
world. This learning can occur, like individual learning, at three levels, depending 
how deeply the rules system is transformed. A level I learning supposes a change 
in the informal rules system without a change in the formal rules system. An 
organization learns at level II when it changes its formal rules system (contacts, 
regulations...) without changing the coherence and the main objectives of the 
organization. Organizational learning at level III appears when the referential 
framework that permits the formal rules system to evolve and that gives the 
organization main objectives is modified (Cayla, 2004 ). 
2.3.5.2 The 41 framework 
Cangelosi and Dill (1965) argued against the neo-rationality underlying the Cyert 
and March model stating that the model may be appropriate for established 
organizations in stable circumstances, but that it has limited relevance to 
organizations developing within dynamic circumstances. Thus, Cangelosi and Dill 
proposed a model based on tensions between individual and organizational levels 
of learning, which is similar to the notion of organizational learning being a 
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discontinuous process (Argyris and Schon, 1978), and is reflected in the 
contemporary work of Crossan et al. (1999) (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). 
Four key premises formed the foundation for the framework of Crossan et al 
(1999) for organizational learning. First, organizational learning involved a 
tension between assimilating new learning (exploration) and using what has 
already been learned (exploitation). Second, organizational learning is multi-level: 
individual, group, and organization. Third, these three levels of organizational 
learning are linked by four broad categories of social and psychological processes: 
intuiting, interpreting, integrating, and institutionalizing (4rs). Finally, cognition is 
seen to affect action (and vice versa) (Bontis et al, 2002). The 41 frame work is 
presented in figure 2.5 
Figure 2.5 The 4 I framework of organizational learning 
Level 
Individual 
Group 
Organizational 
Process 
Intuiting 
Interpreting 
Integrating 
Institutionalizing 
Inputs/Outcomes 
Experiences, images, 
metaphors 
Language, cognitive map, 
conversation/dialogue 
Shared understanding, 
mutual adjustments, 
interactive systems 
Routines, diagnostic 
systems, rules and 
procedures 
Source: Bontis, Crossan and HuUand, 2002 
2.3.5.3 Cognitive organizationai theories 
For Argyris and Schon (1978), organizational learning is the cognitive process 
enabling the members of an organization to detect mistakes and to correct them by 
changing their action theory. Thus, an organization learns when it acquires 
information, no matter the way (knowledge, understandings, practices) (Fillol, 
2006). Argyris (1991) had coined the terms "single loop" and "double loop" 
learning to capture the crucial distinction between learning to achieve the given 
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variable and learning to question/set the governing variables. "To give a simple 
analogy: a thermostat that automatically turns on the heat whenever the 
temperature in a room drops below 68 degrees is a good example of single-loop 
learning. A thermostat that could ask, "Why am I set at 68 degrees?" and then 
explore whether or not some other temperature might more economically achieve 
the goal of heating the room would be engaging in double-loop leaming"(Argyris, 
1991). 
Learning occurs by detection and correction of errors. In single-loop learning, we 
learn to maintain the field of constancy by learning to design actions that satisfy 
existing governing values. In double-loop learning, we learn to change the field of 
constancy itself (Argyris and Schon, 1974). Thus single-loop learning with it's 
emphasis on the detection and correction of errors within a given set of governing 
variables is linked to incremental change in organizations. Double-loop learning 
involves interrogating the governing variables themselves and often involves 
radical changes such as the wholesale revision of systems, alterations in strategy 
and so on. 
Figure 2.6 Single loop and Double loop Learning 
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Source: Smith, 1999 
This model of learning goes back to some work that Argyris and Schon did in 
1974. Central to the work of Argyris and Schon is the concept of a theory of 
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action. Theories of action are the "mechanisms" by which we link our thoughts 
with our actions (Dick and Dalmau, 2000). They have a number of elements (1) 
Action strategies (2) Consequences for self (3) Consequences for others (4) 
Governing values (5) Action strategy effectiveness. 
Argyris and SchOn divide theories of action into two types (1) Espoused theories 
and (2) Theories-in-use. Espoused theories are those which we know about: which 
we espouse to ourselves. Theories-in-use are the theories of action implied by our 
behaviour; they are more likely to be unknown to us. Argyris and Schon suggest 
that we all have a strong propensity to hold inconsistent thoughts and actions. The 
links between what we think we are trying to achieve and the way we go about it 
are often not what we imagine: our espoused theories differ from our theories-in-
use. Thus are we often less than effective in many of our behaviours. To improve 
this, we can achieve a better understanding of the links between what we think we 
are trying to achieve and what we actually do. We then have more options for 
increasing our effectiveness and satisfaction, and also that of others. 
2.3.5.4 Deutero Learning 
Deutero learning is defined by Probst and Buchel (1997) as the ability of learning 
how to learn, consisting of gaining insights over the learning process. In other 
words, deutero learning means understanding single-loop learning and double-
loop learning in order to increment them. The core element in this type of learning 
is therefore the increment of the ability to learn, that is, the subject of learning is 
learning itself. Probst and Buchel (1997) opined that when an organization 'learns 
how to learn', its internal relations are seen in a clearer way and that reinforces its 
transformation. If the organization's members are able to reflect and 'learn how to 
learn', conflicts are most likely to be foreseen their consequences can then be 
assessed and opportunities for internal correction can be seized. Therefore, this 
type of learning is associated to factors that allow understanding and the resulting 
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facilitation of learning, that is, the creation and use of knowledge through 
understanding its own meaning for the organization (Probst and Buchel, 1997). 
The success of deutero learning and the restructuring of values and rules can be 
assessed by the level of acceptance of change within the organization. Evidently, 
in order for that to happen, organization members have to be provided with the 
conditions necessary for learning (Birdthistle, 2006). 
2.3.5.5 Social processes of organizational learning 
An alternative tradition that regards the social processes of organizational learning 
as pre-eminent is represented by Brown and Duguid (1991), "Lave (1988), Orr 
(1990), Lave and Wenger (1991), Cook and Yanow (1993) and Nicolini and 
Meznar (1995)" (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). Thus for Wenger (2000), in 
one sense, knowing is an act of participation in complex 'social learning systems'. 
Knowing is a matter of displaying competence defined in social communities 
(Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). Our experience of life and the social standards 
of competence of our communities are not necessarily, or even usually, congruent. 
Socially defined competence is always in interplay with our experience. It is in 
this interplay that learning takes place. It combines personal transformation with 
the evolution of social structures ((Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). 
According to Snyder (1997) the community of practice serves as an integrating 
unit of analysis to link the principal variables in a performance-based model of 
organization learning. Competencies in the current environment are rarely static, 
so high-performance Communities of Practices engage in continuous learning 
activities to ensure that competencies are built, shared, and applied effectively. 
There are two principal reasons why the emphasis on learning is so closely related 
to competence-and why communities of practice must focus on both. First, in 
dynamic task environments it is difficult to separate learning and competence 
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because much of competence consists of the ability to "learn on-line". Second, 
learning is deeply entangled with competence because much of competence is 
tacit, (especially the most valuable aspects). The most effective way to manage 
tacit competence is not to codify it, but rather to engage members in continuous, 
informal learning processes that provide competence components as required, 
through story-telling, dialogue, peer coaching, and shared practice. Tacit 
knowledge and informal learning activities are the hallmarks of communities of 
practice, "where the visible rests in the invisible". A number of case studies 
demonstrate that learning occurs most effectively within communities that have 
developed trust, shared understanding of problems, and a language to 
communicate, new and old solutions (Snyder, 1997) 
2.3.5.6 Vickers' concept of an Appreciation system 
The term appreciation captures the connotations of interest, discrimination, and 
valuation. Vickers argued that a human system, as a network of relationships, has 
judgment, which is rooted in its history (past) and culture (present), and influences 
decisions made in the system (Varey, 2005). Thus in the exercise of judgment the 
categories and criteria which tacitly determine what we notice, how we 
discriminate situations from the general confusion of ongoing events, and how we 
regard them, constitute a system because they are mutually related - a change in 
one affects the others (Varey, 2005). 
Every interaction of a person becomes communication only when it is interpreted 
and a meaning is attributed to it by other people. The mental activity and social 
process of attaching meaning to perceived signals to create communication is 
termed as appreciation by Vickers. The initiator begins the process of 
communicating with an intention, whilst the apprehender is drawn into a joint 
system of communication when they try to interpret the other person's intention 
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and the situation, and from this derive a meaning for the event. Vickers would 
term this appreciation. Acceptance arises from the apprehender's choices, not the 
initiator's intentions. Participants to a communicative event take part in a process 
of creating shared meaning. First we interpret the situation, then act, influencing 
one another (Varey, 2005). Appreciation is involved in every human activity as 
every human activity can be considered as a communication. 
The whole process can also be viewed as one of collaborative sense-making. 
Perhaps there will never be complete agreement between everyone involved but 
there must be sufficient agreement to allow collaboration. Thus the process has 
individual, group, organizational and societal dimensions. Objective reality, 
whatever that might be, is less important than what is agreed amongst those 
involved. What matters, is collective reality judgments (Ballantine, 2003). 
2.3.5.7 Nonaka's Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation 
Nonaka (1994) asserted that organizational learning results from a process in 
which individual knowledge is transferred, enlarged, and shared upwardly to the 
organizational level. This process is characterized as a spiral of knowledge 
conversion from tacit to explicit. In the broadest sense, organizational knowledge 
creation may be explicated by the interchange between tacit and explicit 
knowledge. Tacit knowledge is highly personal and hard to formalize, making it 
difficult to communicate or to share with others. Subjective insights, intuitions, 
and hunches fall into this category of knowledge. On the other hand, explicit 
knowledge is more easily transmitted as it is characteristically codified. As such, 
explicit knowledge is more easily processed and shared with others. Nonaka 
(1994) argued that knowledge conversion initiates at the individual level as a 
'justified true belief and is expanded through social interactions to include a 
diversity of perspectives that ultimately represent shared knowledge at the 
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organizational level. According to the theory, the process of knowledge 
conversion proceeds through four different modes (1) Socialization (the 
conversion of tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge) (2) Combination (the 
conversion of explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge) (3) Extemalization (the 
conversion of tacit to explicit knowledge) and (4) Internalization (the conversion 
of explicit to tacit knowledge) (Best et al, 2003) and is presented in figure 2.7 
Figure 2.7 Spiral of Organizational Knowledge Creation 
Froin tacit knowledge 
From explicit 
knowledge 
Source: Nonaka, 1994 
To tacit 
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2.3.5.8 Autopoietic Organizational Learning 
Autopoietic organizational learning concerns the self-organizing and autonomous 
development of organizational knowledge. The structure in and of 
communications evolves in single-loop fashion, i.e., the adaptive improvement of 
current decisions occurs relative to the perceived environment. Information, 
utterance, and understanding are synchronized to incorporate available 
expectations and media with regard to decisions on environmental opportunities 
(eventually including individuals as part of the organizational environment). To 
put it simply, organizational learning improves the structure behind the 
communication about decisions which are consistent with environmental 
conditions (Blaschke, 2004). 
In addition to adaptive organizational learning, forgetting plays an equally 
important role in organizations. Since the actualization of the network of 
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communications is necessarily selective, forgetting sets free communicational 
capacities to cope with environmental complexity. On top of adaptive 
organizational learning, the notion of irritated organizational learning is introduced 
here. The basic operations in adaptive organizational learning are - of course -
closed. However, structural coupling between communications and expectations 
allows for irritations to organizations in form of selective actualization of 
individual expectations (Blaschke, 2004). 
Irritated organizational learning, then, corresponds to a deliberate "influence" on 
organizational learning by individuals. In order to keep the model as simple as 
possible it is assumed that individuals primarily actualize expectations which are 
in congruence with opportunities in the organizational environment, i.e., they 
endow the organization with generally beneficial expectations. Adaptive and 
irritated organizational learning both employ feed-back (Blaschke, 2004). 
In contrast, double-loop learning involves questioning the governing variables of 
the learning systems; it therefore implies feed forward. With a focus on the 
communication of decisions, the prevailing factor in organizational learning is 
evidently the environment. This holds true for both single-loop and double-loop 
learning. The environment, however, is not an objective reality, but an 
organizational construct. That is to say, the (re)enactment of the organizational 
environment is modified by communicated decisions. Or, enactment is a way to 
invoke feed-forward or double-loop learning in organizations (Blaschke, 2004). 
Consequently, the difference between organizational learning and enactment is 
that between adaptive and generative learning. Organizational learning is the 
adaptation of communication to environmental conditions, whereas the 
modification of the enactment process is the generation of new environmental 
conditions. Organizational learning is, first and foremost, evolutionary, but it 
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responds to irritations; enactment is the social construction of the environment 
which, in order to change, presumes decisions (Blaschke, 2004). 
2.3.5.9 Biological theory of Knowledge 
Hall et al (2005) proposed a biological theory of knowledge. According to him, 
Karl Popper explored two themes that provide foundation stones for a biologically 
based theory of knowledge: (1) knowledge grows through variation, combined 
with the selective elimination of errors (e.g., through criticism); and (2) a division 
of the universe into three ontological domains or worlds. World 1 is dynamic 
physical reality and everything in it. World 2 is the domain of embodied behavior, 
mental states and processes. World 3 is the domain of persistently codified or 
linguistically expressed knowledge, where encoded content can exist objectively, 
independent from a knowing entity (Hall et al, 2005) 
However, Popper accepted that knowledge of the world is constructed, and that 
claims to know can never be proven to be true. But, unlike constructivists. 
Popper's epistemology assumed that external reality exists as a fiduciary principle 
against which claims may be tested. He argued that knowledge can grows to more 
closely represent external truth by iterated tests of claims against reality to 
eliminate those that erroneously predict the consequences of the test. What 
survives is an improved construction of reality (Hall et al, 2005). 
Organizational learning can be said to be those cognitive processes within the 
organization that contribute to the growth and value of its knowledge through 
time. Hall et al (2005) offered John Boyd's (1996) OODA loop as a representation 
of Popper's general theory of evolution where OODA is defined as follows: 
Observation - assembles data about the world (including the entity's own effects 
and those of its competitors on that world). Data given context relating to 
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interactions with the world becomes information. Orientation - processes 
information from those observations into semantically linked knowledge to 
construct a world view comprised of recent observations, memories of prior 
experience (which may be explicit, implicit or even tacit), genetic heritage 
(developed dispositions based on inherited genetic code), cultural traditions (i.e., 
also including paradigms ) in individual humans or human organizations), and 
analysis (destruction and criticism) of the existing world view, and synthesis 
(creation) of a revised world view including possibilities for action. This revised 
world view represents intelligence (in a military sense). Decision - selects amongst 
possible actions generated by the orientation, tentative solutions or action(s) to try. 
Choice is governed and informed by wisdom based on experience gained from 
previous OODA cycles, and the synthesis (creation) of new possibilities or 
hypotheses (tentative solutions) to try. Action - puts tests decisions against the 
world. The loop begins to repeat as the entity observes the results of its action 
(Hall et al, 2005) 
2.3.5.10 Lamarkian model of Organizational Learning 
Mattheus et al (2003) proposed Lamarkian processes in organizations. At its root, 
processes of evolutionary learning are concerned with the adaptation of 
populations of entities in dynamic environments, where the environment both 
impacts on and is impacted by the entities. In essence, entities are attempting to 
appropriate resources or 'earn a living' in their environment. The domain of 
corporate strategy shares many of these features (Mattheus et al, 2003). For 
Darwinists and Neo Darwinists, natural selection is blind, even through nature 
itself is blessed with a degree of self-organization. 
Lamark maintained, incorrectly in biological terms, that characteristics acquired 
by an individual during its lifetime could be inherited. However, in organizationai 
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studies Lamarckian inheritance of characteristics or competences is plausible, 
because they are stored in one way or another in organizational memory: routines, 
architectures, traditions are forms of memory, or at least means of storing what is 
learned from the past. Organizations replace less favored competences or simply 
add the new competences to the old ones. Organic growth or takeovers of other 
organizations can spread the acquired characteristics (Mattheus et al, 2003). 
2.3.5.11 Change Management Model 
Against the cyclical learning process of cognitivism, the change management 
models depict organization struggling to develop itself into a learning organization 
in a gradual step by step shift (Lahteenmaki, 2001). LahteenmSki argued that the 
learning need not have to be cyclical but results from interactive and parallel 
processes of thinking, reflecting, experiencing and acting. In his thinking the main 
actor in organizational learning is always the individual. His model presumed that 
there is constant interaction between both the individual and structural levels 
leading to organizational learning. Learning is a dialectical process where building 
the ability to adapt to changes (unlearning) is in dialectical relationship to 
implemented changes. The suggested OL model is loosely connected to the notion 
of structuration and to the notion of a sequential model of institutionalization 
where action and structure are dialectically linked together (LShteenmaki, 2001). 
2.3.5.12 Ken WUber's Integral Theory 
Kupers (2006) argued that integral theory, as outlined by Ken Wilber, provides an 
appropriate over-arching approach for understanding the learning process in 
organizations. With its perspectives of individual and collective orientations, both 
in terms of internal and external views, it provides an encompassing meta-theory 
for approaching the learning process in organizations. Particularly, the four 
quadrants representing the spheres of an interior-agency or self and consciousness 
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(I), an exterior agency or behavior as enactment (Me; It), an interior-communal or 
cultural (We) and an exterior-communal or system (Its) can be applied to such 
learning. This becomes particular relevant because in many conventional 
approaches to learning in organizations the exterior and objective perspectives on 
individual and collective behavior (It, Its) have become the prevailing canon in 
dominant functionalist approaches (Kupers, 2006) 
For developing an integral understanding and practice of learning, what is needed 
is an approach that considers "All Quadrant, All Level, All Lines" (AQAL). This 
is because it is in all these four domains, level and lines and their interrelations 
that learning in and of organizations takes place. It offers an inclusive model of 
holarchic involutionary and evolutionary development in particular (Kupers, 2006) 
2.3.5.13 Structural and Cultural approach 
The structural and cultural approach to organizational learning posits that 
organizational learning entails the existence of Organizational Learning 
Mechanisms (OLMs), institutionalized structural and procedural arrangements, 
and Informal systematic practices for collecting, analyzing, storing, and 
disseminating information that is relevant to the performance of the organization 
and its members (Lipshitz and Popper, 2000). OLMs are integrated or 
nonintegrated and designated or dual-purpose, depending on hen and by whom 
they are operated. An OLM is integrated if its operators and clients (i.e., 
organizational members who are responsible for generating and those responsible 
for applying its les sons learned) are identical. An OLM is nonintegrated if 
operators and clients are not identical. OLMs are designated if learning takes place 
away from task performance, and it is dual-purpose if learning is carried out in con 
junction with task performance. 
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Organizing the discussion of organizational learning around OLMs solves the 
problem of anthropomorphism and relates leaming-in organization to leaming-by 
organization: OLMs are concrete arenas in which the experiences of individual 
organizational members are first analyzed and shared by organizational members 
and then become the property of the entire organization either through distribution 
of lessons earned to relevant units or through changes in standard operating 
procedures. Thus, OLMs are the organizational-level analogue to the nervous sys 
tem that enables individual persons to learn; hence, they explain how 
organizations have a capacity to learn in a nonmetaphorical fashion (Lipshitz and 
Popper, 2000). 
2.3.5.14 Giddens' structuration theory 
Giddens sketched a dynamic picture of structure, as both outcome and resource for 
action, both constraining and enabling. Structure consists of rules and resources. 
Giddens distinguishes two types of rules: interpretative and normative. 
Interpretative rules govern the way actors interpret the world in which they live. 
They constitute the cognitive aspect of social structure. Normative rules regulate 
the legitimization of actions. Resources fall apart into authoritative resources 
(power relationships) and economic resources. This interpretation of structure 
encompasses what is generally taken to be organizational culture. Structure is a 
resource for interaction in the sense that actors do not construct social reality from 
scratch, but draw upon each of the pre-existing structural elements in their actions. 
The existing rules and resources make human actions possible. On the other hand, 
however, human action is also constrained by existing structures (Berends et al, 
2001). 
In order to draw upon pre-existing rules and resources, and therewith reproduce 
them, actors have to be 'knowledgeable' of them. 'Knowledgeability' refers to the 
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knowledge individuals have of the circumstances of their actions and the rules 
they follow. Some of this knowledge is propositional in character, but most of it is 
carried in what Giddens calls practical consciousness. This is comparable to 
Polanyi's (1958) concept of tacit knowing (Berends et al, 2001). Individual acting 
person, as an agency, necessarily draw upon pre-existing rules and resources. This 
entails a 'decentring of the subject'. It does not imply that actors are slaves of 
existing structures. They have the power to 'act otherwise', the possibility to say 
'no' (Giddens 1984). This implies that the means whereby systems are 
reproduced, the interactions of knowledgeable actors, contain within them the 
seeds of change. However, ascribing knowledgeability to actors, does not imply 
that they are omniscient about their motives, conditions and consequences of their 
actions. Giddens speaks of 'unacknowledged preconditions' and 'unintended 
consequencesof action' which form the bounds of knowledgeability. Both play an 
important role in the production and reproduction of structure. This construction 
and reconstruction of structure by the interaction of knowledgeable actors is called 
'structuration'. 
Structures are properties of social systems, or, more adequately, social systems 
have structural properties. A social system exists of the reproduced relations 
between actors or collectivities, organized as regular social practices. According to 
structuration theory, social systems are not less real than individuals. The one is 
not less fundamental than the other is. Social systems do have properties that 
cannot be described in terms of concepts referring to the consciousness of actors. 
But structures cannot be characterized independently of actors' meanings. Social 
systems do not have an independent existence (Berends et al, 2001). 
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2.3.6 Definitions of Organizational Learning 
Hau (2005) recognized that the term Organizational Learning has been defined 
from three different views. The first view emphasizes organizational learning as a 
process. Authors of this group view learning as cognition or information 
processing. They offer definitions such as: organizational learning is the 
development of insights, knowledge and associations between past actions, the 
effectiveness of those actions, and the future actions. In contrast, the second group 
emphasizes the outcomes of organizational learning i.e. change of behavior, 
improvement of organizational effectiveness. For example, organizational learning 
was defined as increasing an organization's capacity to take effective action and as 
a change in the behavior of individuals or groups within an organization, leading 
to changes in the behavior of the organization itself The third group integrates 
both views by offering definitions that link the learning process and its outcomes. 
Tsang (1999) noted that "at the moment definitions are as many as there are 
writers on the subject". Some definitions of organizational learning are illustrated 
in Figure 2.8 
Figure 2.8 Definitions of organizational learning 
Author 
Argyris & 
Schon, 1978 
Cavaleri & 
Fearon, 
1996 
Crossan et 
al, 1995 
Daft& 
Weick, 
1984 
Day, 1994 
Definition 
Organizational learning is a process of detecting and 
correcting errors. 
Organizational leaming is the purposeful creation of 
shared meanings derived from the common experiences 
of people in organizations. 
Leaming is a process of change in cognition and 
behaviour, and it does not necessarily follow that these 
changes will directly enhance performance. 
Organizational leaming is knowledge about the 
interrelationships between the organization's action and 
the environment. 
Organizational leaming is comprised of the following 
processes: open-minded inquiry, informed interpretations 
Reference 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
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Fiol & 
Lyles, 1985 
Huber, 1991 
Kim,1993 
Lee et al, 
1992 
Levinthal & 
March, 
1993 
Levitt & 
March, 
1988 
Meyer-
Dohm, 1992 
Miller, 1996 
Nadler et al, 
1992 
Slater & 
Narver, 
1995 
Scwandt & 
Marquardt, 
2000 
Stata, 1989 
Cangelosi 
and Dill, 
1965 
and accessible memory. 
Organizational learning means the process of improving 
actions through better knowledge and imderstanding. 
An entity learns if, through its processing of information, 
the range of its potential behaviors is changed. 
Organizational learning is defined as increasing an 
organization capacity to take effective action. 
The organizational learning process is viewed as a 
cyclical one in which individuals' actions lead to 
organizational interactions with the environment. 
Environmental responses are interpreted by individuals 
who learn by updating their beliefs about cause-effect 
relationships 
Organizational learning copes with the problem of 
balancing the competing goals of developing new 
knowledge and exploiting current competencies in the 
face of the dynamic tendencies to emphasize one or the 
other. 
Organizations are seen as learning by encoding inferences 
from history into routines that guide behavior. 
Organizational learning is the continuous testing and 
transforming of experience into shared knowledge that the 
organization accesses and uses to achieve its core 
purpose. 
Learning is to be distinguished from decision making. 
The former increases organizational knowledge, the latter 
need not. Learning may in fact occur long before, or long 
after, action is taken 
Learning requires an environment in which the results of 
experiments are sought after, examined and disseminated 
throughout the organization. 
At its most basic definition, organizational learning is the 
development of new knowledge or insights that have the 
potential to influence behaviour. 
Organizational learning represents a complex 
interrelationship between people, their actions, symbols, 
and processes within the organization. 
Organizational learning is the principal process by which 
innovation occurs. In fact, I would argue that the rate at 
which individuals and organizations learn may become 
the only sustainable competitive advantage, especially in 
knowledge-intensive industries. 
Organizational learning consists of a series of interactions 
between adaptation at the individual, or sub group level 
and adaptation at the organizational level 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Bontis et al., 
2002 
Subramaniam, 
2005 
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Cyert and 
March, 
1963 
Duncan and 
Weiss, 1979 
Weick and 
Roberts, 
1993 
Dixon, 1999 
Dimovski, 
1994 
Sanchez, 
2001 
Koenig, 
1994 
Leroy, 1998 
Cayla, 2004 
Berend et 
al,2001 
Nevis et al, 
1995 
Organizational learning is the adaptive behaviour of 
organizations over time 
Organizational learning is defined as a process within the 
organization by which knowledge about action-outcome 
relationships and the effect of the environment 
Organizational learning consists of inter-relating actions 
of individuals 
Organizational learning is the intentional use of learning 
processes at the individual, group and system level to 
continuously transform the organization in a direction that 
is increasingly satisfying to its stakeholders 
Organizational learning is a process of information 
acquisition, information interpretation and resuhing 
behavioral and cognitive changes, which should in turn 
have impact on organizational performance 
Organizational learning aims to generate, disseminate, 
and apply knowledge in an organization. It consists of 
five learning cycles: (1) individual, (2) individual/group, 
(3) group, (4) group/organizational, (5) organizational 
Collective phenomenon of acquisition and elaboration of 
competences, that, more or less deeply, change 
management situations and situations themselves 
Learning can be understood as an organizational behavior 
adjustment responding to environment change, as a 
transformation of the organizational knowledge corpus or 
as an interaction between individuals within the 
organization 
Organizational learning can be defined as a permanent 
change in organizational behavior 
Organizational learning as the process leading to changes 
in potential organizational actions based on the 
development of the knowledge of an organization. 
Organizational learning as the capacity or processes 
within an organization to maintain or improve 
performance based on experience 
Subramaniam, 
2005 
Subramaniam, 
2005 
Subramaniam, 
2005 
Turkington, 
2004 
Skerlavaj and 
Dimovski, 
2007 
Skerlavaj and 
Dimovski, 
2007 
Fillol, 2006 
Fillol, 2006 
Cayla, 2004 
Berend et al, 
2001 
Nevis et al, 
1995 
Source: Author 
From these various definitions the following aspects of organizational learning can 
be discerned: Organizational learning may or may not be purposeful. 
Organizational learning involves one or more of the following processes: 
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a) Detection and correction of errors 
b) Creation of shared meanings derived from the common experiences of people in 
organizations 
c) Change in cognition and behaviour 
d) Knowledge about the interrelationships between the organization's action and 
the environment 
e) Open-minded inquiry, informed interpretations and accessible memory 
f) Improving actions through better knowledge and understanding 
g) Complex interrelationship between people, their actions, symbols, and 
processes within the organization 
h) Occurrence of innovation. 
Organizational learning needs an environment of open-minded inquiry, informed 
interpretations and accessible memory in which the results of experiments are 
sought after, examined and disseminated throughout the organization. The purpose 
of organizational learning include change in behaviour, increased capacity to take 
effective actions, gaining sustainable competitive advantage, achieving 
organizational objectives and sustaining profitability. However it is also opined 
that organizational learning need not directly enhance performance. The above 
definitions also indicate that some researchers concentrate on the process aspect, 
some on the result aspect and some on both. 
Jacobs and Coghlan (2004) summarized the whole issues as follows: "While most 
adaptive and cognitive theories of organizational learning compellingly employ a 
stimulus-response heuristic to model learning processes as adaptation (eg. March 
& Olsen, 1975), information processing (eg. Huber, 1991) or interpretation (eg. 
Deft & Weick, 1984), the concept of social learning emphases the relevance of 
competent participation in communities-of-practice for process of organizational 
learning (eg. Brown & Duguid, 1991; Wegner, 1998)" 
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2.4 LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
As a concept Learning Organization is a combination of ideas, theories and 
practices, some of which have been around for some considerable time, now have 
been gathered under the rubric of the learning organization (Birdthistle, 2006). 
2.4.1 Origins of Learning Organization 
The idea of the learning organization emerged towards the end of the 1980s. The 
paper by DeGeus in 1988 brought the concept to wider attention. The major 
watershed was the book by Senge in 1990 which attracted enormous interest. His 
concept has an underpinning of both technical and social ideas drawn from the 
systems dynamics developed by Jay Forrester at MIT, the psychodynamic 
organizational theory developed by Chris Argyris, and the process consultation of 
Ed Schein (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2003). The "founders" of sorts of this 
approach are Peter Senge, Chris Agyris, Donald Schon, and Margaret Wheatley 
(Cors, 2003). 
The phenomenon of the 'learning organization' must be understood in the context 
of three important currents which converged in its origins (Birdthistle, 2006): 
(1) The tradition of organizational development (OD) and particularly concepts of 
organizational learning. Finger and Woolis argued that five schools of thought 
about organizational learning led to the appearance of Senge's 'learning 
organization' concept 
(2) Economic shifts to globalization, deregulation and information-based industry 
had substantially accelerated competition especially among larger international 
companies. Continuous learning, both of individual employees, of employee teams 
and of the organization as a dynamic entity, attracted interest as a survival strategy 
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(3) The movement towards Total Quality Management, attributed to Deming 
gathered momentum, which embraced change and centered on an organizations 
attention to the shifting of its customer's needs. Thus the organization itself 
became flexible and highly responsive. These changes prepared the way for the 
principles of the learning organization ideology. 
2.4.2 Definitions of Learning Organization 
As may be expected given the upsurge of interest in the concept and the 
proliferation of literature, numerous attempts have been made to define the 
learning organization. A generally accepted definition of a learning organization 
has yet to evolve (Birdthistle, 2006). Yang, Watkins and Marsik (2004) discussed 
four approaches to defining learning organization: (1) Systems Thinking 
represented by Senge (1990) Learning Perspective represented by Pedler, 
Burgoyne, and Boy dell (1991) (2) Strategic Perspective represented by Garvin 
(1993) (4) Integrative Perspective represented by Watkins and Marsick (1993, 
1996). However they identify the following common characteristics: (1) all 
approaches to the construct of a learning organization assume that organizations 
are organic entities like individuals and have the capacity to learn (2) there is a 
difference between two related yet distinct constructs—the learning organization 
(3) the characteristics of a learning organization should be reflected at different 
organizational levels—generally, individual, team or group, and structural or 
system levels (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004) Otala (1995) classifies the 
definitions given by different authors depending on the perspective of each into 
philosophical, mechanistic, educational, adaptive and organic definitions. Some 
definitions of the learning organization are illustrated in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Definitions of Learning Organization 
Author 
Senge, 1990 
Garvin, 
1993 
Bennett and 
O'Brien, 
1994 
Dixon, 1992 
Otala, 1995 
Bamham et 
al, 1988 
Evans, 1998 
Gephart et 
al. 1996 
Marquardt, 
Definition 
"Where people continually expand their capacity to create 
results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns 
of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set 
free and where people are continually learning how to learn 
together". 
"A learning organization is an organization skilled at 
creating, acquiring and transferring knowledge and 
modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge and 
insights" 
"It is £in organization that has woven a continuous and 
enhanced capacity to learn, adapt and change its culture. Its 
values, policies, practices, systems and structures support 
and accelerate learning for all employees" 
"...is the intentional action of an organization to 
continuously transform itself through both adaptive and 
innovative learning". 
"A learning organization is like a living organism, 
consisting of empowered, motivated employees, living in a 
clearly perceived symbiosis, sharing the feelings of a 
common destiny and profit, striving towards jointly defined 
goals, anxious to use every opportunity to learn from 
situations, processes and competition in order to 
harmoniously adapt to the changes in their environment and 
to continuously improve their own and the company's 
competitive performance". 
One where training and personal development are an 
integral part of the organization and where learning is a 
continuous process, rather than being a bolted-on activity at 
various points in an individual's career. 
A learning organization is one that promotes learning 
among its employees but more importantly, is an 
organization that itself learns from learning. 
A learning organization is an organization that has an 
enhanced capacity to learn, adapt and change. It is an 
organization in which learning processes are analyzed, 
monitored, developed, managed and aligned with 
improvement and innovation goals. Its vision, strategy, 
leaders, values, structures, systems, processes and practices 
all work to foster people's learning and development and to 
accelerate systems-level learning. 
Companies that are continuously transforming themselves 
Reference 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
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1996 
Watkins and 
Marsick, 
1996 
Wonacott, 
2000 
Pedler et al, 
1991 
Levitt & 
March, 1988 
Marquardt, 
1996 
Mills & 
Friesen, 
1992 
Aiken and 
Britton, 
1997 
Taylor, 2002 
Farago and 
Skyrme, 
1995 
Argyris, 
1996 
Lu, 2004 
to better manage knowledge, utilize technology, empower 
people and succeed in the changing environment. 
A learning organization is one that learns continuously and 
transforms itself, learning is a continuous, strategically used 
process - integrated with and running parallel to work. 
The learning organization can be defined as an 
organizational culture in which individual development is a 
priority, outmoded and erroneous ways to thinking are 
actively identified and corrected and the purpose and vision 
of the organization are clearly understood and supported by 
all its members. 
An organization that facilitates the learning of all its 
members and consciously transforms itself and its context. 
Organizations are seen as learning by encoding inferences 
from history into routines that guide behavior 
An organization which learns powerftiUy and collectively 
and is continually transforming itself to better collect, 
manage, and use knowledge for success 
A learning organization sustains internal innovation with 
the immediate goals of improving quality, enhancing 
customer or supplier relationships, or more effectively 
executing business strategy, and the ultimate objective of 
sustaining profitability 
writing specifically about NGOs see the learning 
organization as "An organization which actively 
incorporates the experience and knowledge of its members 
and partners through the development of practices, policies, 
procedures and systems in ways which continuously 
improve its ability to set and achieve goals, satisfy 
stakeholders, develop its practice, value and develop its 
people and achieve its mission with its constituency". 
"The organization which builds and improves its own 
practice consciously and continually devising and 
developing the means to draw learning fi-om its own (and 
others') experience". 
Learning organizations are those that have in place systems, 
mechanisms and processes, that are used to continually 
enhance their capabilities and those who work with it or for 
it, to achieve sustainable objectives - for themselves and the 
communities in which they participate 
"an organization may be said to learn when it acquires 
information (knowledge, understanding, know-how, 
techniques, or practices of any kind and by whatever 
means" 
a learning organization is one that has a systemic and 
networked mechanism to create, maintain, and retrieve 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Birdthistle, 
2006 
Bontis et 
al, 2002 
Bontis et 
al, 2002 
Bontis et 
al, 2002 
Briton, 
2002 
Briton, 
2002 
Farago and 
Skyrme, 
1995 
Lu, 2004 
Lu, 2004 
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Malhotra, 
1996 
Rosengarten, 
1999 
Steiner, 
1998 
Sun, 2006 
Worrel, 
1995 
knowledge and information in order to decrease equivocally 
inherent in organizational life 
"[An] organization with an ingrained philosophy for 
anticipating, reacting and responding to change, complexity 
and imcertainty." 
A learning organization is an organization which excels in 
organizational learning and outcomes. This is because the 
organization possesses a high degree of certain 
characteristics that foster the process of acquisition or 
generation of organizational knowledge through its 
members, which is intentionally used for the continuous 
improvement of organizational actions and outcomes 
LO is an organization continually expanding its capacity to 
create its future. 
"This is where learning takes place that moves an 
organization towards a desired state. Thus, learning must 
transfer from individual(s) to collective(s) to organizational 
to inter-organizational, and vice versa, and 'must' result in 
changes in behavior. If it does not result in changes in 
behavior, then genuine transference has not taken place." 
learning organization is "an organizational culture in which 
individual development is a priority, outmoded and 
erroneous ways of thinking are actively identified and 
corrected, and the purpose and vision of the organization 
are clearly understood and supported by all its members. 
Within this framework, the application of systems thinking 
enables people to see how the organization really works; to 
form a plan; and to work together openly, in teams, to 
achieve that plan" 
Pasteure, 
2004 
Turkington, 
2004 
Stewart, 
2001 
Sun, 2006 
Wonacott, 
2000 
Source: Author 
Thus a learning organization is capable of learning how to learn, facilitating 
learning of the organization as well as individuals, through creation, acquisition 
and transfer of knowledge, empowering people and developing new patterns of 
thinking with common goals and vision, leading to modification of 
behavior/culture/systems thereby improving performance. 
2.4.4 Models of a Learning Organization 
Several different models of the learning organization have been proposed 
reflecting a number of divergent ideas. 
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2.4.4.1 Senge's Model of a Learning Organization 
The most significant and influential model is presented by Perer Senge in his book 
"The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization" first 
published in 1990. Senge spells out five 'disciplines' - systems thinking, personal 
mastery, mental modes, building shared vision and team learning - that converge 
to create an ideal Learning Organization. 
Systems Thinking: Systems thinking involves the recognition and conceptual 
accommodation of the fact that all things are inter-connected and inter-dependent. 
Senge proposed that systems thinking lies at the heart of the overall change in 
thinking that is required within learning organizations (Senge, 2006). 
Personal mastery: Personal mastery involves the ability to consistently achieve 
the results that matter most deeply to us (Senge, 2006). Thus people having 
achieved personal mastery would be firmly committed to their own continuous 
development and learning. Personal mastery involves deepening one's personal 
vision, focusing one's energies, developing patience and seeing reality objectively. 
Senge considers personal mastery to be the 'cornerstone' of any learning 
organization (Senge, 2006) 
Mental Models: Developing mental models lead to a process in which people 
could recognize and accommodate differences in how they see the world, 
differences in their learning styles, differences in the ways they express 
themselves, a process which could identify both individual sensitivities and 
common ground, a process which would, ultimately, allow for much more 
effective knowledge-building and dialogue between people. 
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Building Shared Vision: Converting personal vision into a shared vision involves 
unearthing pictures of the future, how it could be and how it should be. A genuine 
shared vision involves commitment not compliance. Hence by building shared 
vision the individual and organizational aspirations can be aligned which is a pre 
requisite for a Learning Organization (Senge, 2006). 
Team Learning: Team learning involves dialogue and collective development 
which will produce extraordinary results as well as the development of 
individuals. It involves identifying one's own prejudices, overcoming personal 
defensiveness, overcoming embarrassment; it can involve the recognition of 
'patterns of interaction' which would otherwise obstruct exchanges that could lead 
to collective learning (Senge, 2006). 
Figure 2.10 Senge's Disciplines of the Learning Organization 
Mental Models Personal Mastery 
Systems 
Thinking 
Team Leamhig Shared Vision 
Source: Adapted from Senge (2006) 
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2.4.4.2 Pedler et aVs Model of the Learning Organisation 
The model proposed by Pedler et al in 1991 as presented in figure 2.11 provides 
comprehensive aspects of learning at all organizational levels, has the following 
elements of management incorporated to support learning (Birdthistle, 2006): (1) 
A learning approach to strategy (2) Participative Policy Making (3) Informating 
(4) Formative accounting and control (5) Internal exchange (6) Reward Flexibility 
(7) Enabling structures (8) Boundary workers as environmental scanners (9) Inter-
company learning (10) Learning climate and (11) Self-development opportunities 
for all. 
Figure 2.11 Pedler et al's. (1991) Model of the Learning Organization 
Looking in 
3. Information 
4. Formative 
accounting and 
control 
5. Intemal exchange I 
Strategy 
1. Learning 
appropriate to 
strategy 
2. Participative 
policy making 
Structure 
7. Enabling 
structures 
Looking out 
8. Boundary workers| 
as environmental 
scanners 
9. Inter-company 
learning 
Possibilities for 
learning 
10. Learning climate 
11. Self 
Development 
opportunities for 
an 
Source: Pedler, etal (\99\) 
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2.4.4.3 Garvin's Model of a Learning Organization 
Garvin in 1993 proposed a model the following building blocks for a Learning 
Organization(Birdthistle, 2006) - systematic problem solving, experimentation 
with new approaches, learning from their own experience and past practices of 
others, and transferring knowledge quickly and efficiently throughout the 
organization as presented in figure 2.12. 
Figure 2.12 Garvin's model of the Learning Organization 
Systomttic 
Problems solving 
Experimentation 
Leafningfrom 
Experience 
n 
Learning 
from others 
Ttansferrbig 
Knowledge 
Source: Garvin (1993) 
2.4.4.4 Huber's four constructs 
Ruber's (1991) four constructs of information acquisition, information 
distribution, information interpretation, and organizational memory can be 
considered as the information processing perspective of a learning organization. 
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Ruber's focus on information management, and the prescriptions he postulates in 
order to conceive an organization as an interpretive system, can be considered as 
normative. This is why Ruber's (1991) work can be placed in the learning 
organization stream. 
'Information acquisition' is the most developed of the four constructs and deals 
with the processes through which an organization acquires information and 
knowledge. It contains five sub-constructs of congenital learning (knowledge 
residing at the birth of the organization), experiential learning (learning from 
experiences within the organizations), vicarious learning (learning from 
experiences of other organizations), grafting (bringing in learning by acquiring 
other organizations or by absorbing new members who possess knowledge 
previously not available), and searching and noticing (scanning the external 
environment). The emphasis paid to the external environment is an important 
contribution, especially in the current context of rapid change. 
The 'information distribution construct' deals with the necessity of sharing 
information across the organization. The necessity to communicate and distribute 
information is considered to be a significant factor in the success of learning 
organizations and requires an underlying value of trust between management and 
employees. 
The third construct is 'information interpretation'. There are four sub-constructs 
involved: cognitive maps and framing, media richness, information overload, and 
unlearning. 
The fourth construct of 'organizational memory' deals with the need to store 
learning so that it can be retrieved by a variety of individuals in the organization. 
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Huber's four constructs can be broken down into the three levels of learning. 
Knowledge acquisition is at the individual level, information distribution and 
interpretation can be considered at the collective or group level, and organizational 
memory can be considered at the organizational level (Sun, 2006). 
2.4.4.5 Watkins and Marsick's model of Learning Organization. 
This study uses Watkins and Marsick's (1993; 1996; 1997a, 1997b) framework for 
a learning organization. A discussion on Watkins and Marsick model of Learning 
Organization is presented in section 3.3, 
2.5 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND 
LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
The terms, learning organization and organizational learning are sometimes used 
interchangeably (Birdthistle, 2006; Hau, 2005). 
2.5.1 Difference based on degree of normativity 
Based on the review of literature Sun (2006) argued that the bifurcation between 
the two streams is primarily based on the degree of normativity. Based on this 
singular dimension he offered five distinctions (1) Descriptive versus prescriptive, 
proposed by Tsang (1997) (2) Naturally occurring versus not naturally occurring 
attributed to Dodgson (1993). (3) Obtainable versus ideal (4) Domain of 
academics versus domain of practitioners (5) Distinction made by considering the 
entities of learning and knowledge location attributed to Ortenblad (2001). 
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2.5.2 Difference based on emphasis on HRM 
Stewart (2001) found that, Jones and Hendry (1994) argued that OL emphasizes 
Human Resource Management, training, knowledge and skills acquisition whilst 
the LO links to 'organizational capability' i.e. the tacit, experiential learning that 
often goes on unnoticed in organizations. "Tjopkenkama and Wognum (1996, in 
Reynolds & Ablett 1998), on the other hand, argued the LO responds to and 
anticipates changes in the environment by proactive OL. In their view, a LO 
deliberately aims at improving its ability for learning and in order to learn on an 
organizational level it makes use of the learning of all employees, therefore 
striving to create a work environment which stimulates and supports learning. In 
contrast, Ikehara (1999) comments 'the spirit of the LO is founded on the learning 
processes of the individuals in the organization. However, it does not necessarily 
mean that it will automatically lead to OL. A LO exists when the individuals in the 
organization continually learn not only to realize efficiency in the work role but 
also to develop as an individual and be creative in the organization as it pursues its 
unknown future... It is not enough to learn to survive; one must enhance one's 
capacity to create' (p 65)" (Stewart, 2001) 
Sugarman (1997) looked at learning organization from the view point of training 
and development and opined that the assumed relationships between training, 
learning, and work involves highlighting the amount of learning that occurs as part 
of work itself The LO is an organization that utilizes the learning capabilities of 
its members and, is open to changes in its structure ~ not just change within that 
structure; the LO exhibits, not just learning in the organization (by individual 
members) but learning by that organization in reshaping itself (Sugarman, 1997). 
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2.5.3 Difference based on environment 
Stewart (2001) found that according to Overmeer (1997), the LO is a particular 
organizational environment facilitating individual learning, which in turn is 
harnessed by the organization, and encourages the continuous development of new 
behaviors and practices. Drew and Smith (1995 in Teare and Dealtry 1998) 
characterize the LO as a social system whose members have learned conscious, 
communal processes for continually generating, retaining and leveraging 
individual and collective learning leading to improved performance of the 
organizational system (Stewart, 2001). 
To Aucoin (2005) the learning organization must be an enterprise that exploits its 
collective capacity to learn and apply what is learned by integrating the dictates of 
management with the dictates of science. The latter can be distinguished from the 
former to the extent that they demand openness to the primacy of evidence-based 
analysis; to challenge and criticism; to an equality of participation in dialogue and 
debate; and to the treatment of knowledge as public, that is, shared, knowledge. 
Although the dictates of management do not always contradict the dictates of 
science, there is an obvious and inherent tension between them that must be 
addressed in any organization that seeks to be a learning organization. The dictates 
of management require that there be a hierarchy of authority linked to a 
distribution of responsibilities in order that managers be subject to an 
accountability regime. The rationale is that all authority, especially public 
authority, is ultimately conferred or delegated. At the same time, organizations can 
be managed in ways that are participatory, inclusive, collaborative and civilized. 
They can seek to fulfill their missions by adopting methods of management that 
foster comprehensive research and analysis, evidence-based decision-making, 
continuous experimentation, systematic measurement and evaluation, and constant 
challenge to established procedures and regulatory frameworks. 
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2.5.4 Difference based on attributes 
According to Hau (2005), Inkpen (1998a) reviewed descriptions of the learning 
organization and identified its seven key attributes: 1) A learning organization is 
an organization that has learned not to make the same mistake twice; 2) A learning 
organization is one which consciously seeks to manage and increase its intellectual 
capital; 3) A learning organization is one which makes learning a performance 
indicator; 4) A learning organization is one where learning is managed 
systematically and professionally at every level, rather than occurring randomly; 
5) It has a pervading culture of learning and architecture for managing knowledge; 
6) A learning organization has understood that the ability to learn faster than its 
competitors may be the only sustainable competitive advantage; and 7) A learning 
organization is not a destination; it is a way of being. According to McCaffrey 
(2004) Watkins and Marsick indicate seven dimensions of a learning organization: 
(1) Create continuous learning opportunities (2) Promote inquiry and dialogue (3) 
Encourage collaboration and team learning (4) Establish systems to capture and 
share learning (5) Empower people towards a collective vision (6) Connect the 
organization to its environment (7) Leaders model and support learning 
However Hau (2005) summarized four differences based on following 
distinctions: Firstly, organizational learning is a concept used to describe certain 
type of process or activity that takes place in an organization while the learning 
organization refers to a particular type of organization in and on itself Secondly, 
organizational learning is as natural as learning in individuals while the learning 
organization can be distinguished as one that moves beyond this "natural" 
learning, and whose goals are to thrive by systematically using its learning to 
progress beyond mere adaptation. As a result, all organizations learn but only 
some could be learning organizations. The third distinction is about research 
focuses. Those authors on learning organization are oriented to the development of 
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normative models or managerial issues to enable organizational learning processes 
(the action-oriented processes of creating and expemding the organization's 
capacity to learn) while organizational learning authors are more descriptive in a 
sense to understand the nature and the process of learning in organizations. The 
fourth distinction relates to the learning entity. Most of the researches on 
organizational learning imply that the individuals learn as agents for the 
organization and in order to be valid as organizational learning, the knowledge 
must be stored in the organizational memory (i.e. shared mental models). 
Therefore, the learning entities are both the individuals and the organization as an 
individual. In learning organizations, however, the knowledge sticks to the 
individuals and is seldom made organizational. The knowledge exists mostly on 
the individuals (i.e. their bodies and brains). The transfer of knowledge in learning 
organizations is supposed to go on between individuals, not between individuals 
and the memory of the company (Hau, 2005). 
2.5.5 Difference based on certain characteristics 
Some studies takes the position that learning organizations are those organizations 
having certain characteristics which helps them to learn better than organizations 
not having these characteristics, leading to continued survival and growth (Britton, 
2002; Cores, 2003; Farago and Skyrme, 1995). According to Britton (2002) these 
key characteristics are - (1) Recognition of the need for change, (2) Provision of 
continuous learning opportunities to its members, (3) Explicit use of learning to 
reach its goals, (4) Linking individual performance with organizational 
performance, (5) Encouragement of inquiry and dialogue, making it safe for 
people to share openly and take risks, (6) Embracing creative tension as a source 
of energy and renewal, (7) Is continuously aware of and interacts with its 
environment. Kerka (1995) also lists these characteristics except the first one. For 
Farago and Skyrme (1995) characteristics of a learning organization are - (1) 
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learning culture, (2) processes that encourage interaction across boundaries, (3) 
tools and techniques for learning, (4) skills and motivation to learn and adapt. 
Thomsen and Hoest (1999) claimed of creating a theoretical model based on 
Pedler et al.'s 11 characteristics divided into frames for learning, information 
scanning, and a learning environment. These eleven characteristics of a learning 
organization are :(1) A Learning Approach to Strategy (2) Participative Policy 
Making (3) Informating (4) Formative Accounting and Control (5) Internal 
Exchange (6) Reward Flexibility (7) Enabling Structures (8) Boundary Workers as 
Environmental Scanners (9) Inter-company Learning (10) Learning Climate (11) 
Self-development Opportunities for All. 
Ang and Joseph (1996) argued that in LO, the focus is less on actions that result in 
learning, but on attributes or structural dimensions that characterized the 
organization as learning. According to them prior research argued that the 
dominant structural factors of Learning Organization include (1) Teams - a 
fundamental organizational redesign necessary for creating learning organizations 
is the reconfiguration of a hierarchical-based organization to a team-based 
organization. Team-based organizations rely dominantly on professionals who 
possess high analytical skills and self-management competences in systematic 
problem solving, team learning, scenario plarming, mental modeling, vision 
creation and sharing; Team-based learning organizations possess two crucial 
characteristics: self-direction, and cross-functional. (2) Leadership - that is widely-
shared, visionary and mentoring; (3) an organization culture that encourages 
experimentation and reflection; and (4) the presence of a learning infrastructure in 
the form of learning resources and technological aids. 
According to Garvin(1993) LOs are skilled at 5 main activities: (1) Systematic 
problem solving - Relying on scientific methods, rather than guesswork, for 
diagnosing problems, Insisting on data, rather than assumptions, as background for 
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decision making ,Using simple statistical tools (Histograms, Pareto charts, 
correlations, cause-and-effect diagrams) to organize data and draw inferences. (2) 
Experimentation - This involves the systematic searching for and testing of new 
knowledge. (3) Learning from past experience - Companies must review their 
successes and failures, assess them systematically, and record the lessons in a form 
that employees find open and accessible. (4) Learning from others - looking 
outside one's immediate environment to gain a new perspective. (5) Transferring 
knowledge - knowledge must spread quickly and efficiently throughout the 
organization. Most popular mechanisms to support this process are written, oral, & 
visual reports and site visits & tours. Personnel rotation programs are another 
powerful method of transferring knowledge. Other tools include education and 
training programs, but for maximum effectiveness, they need to be linked 
explicitly to implementation. Also, right incentives need to be in place to ensure 
the transfer of learning to real-life work. 
2.5.6 Learning organization is a type of organization 
For McCaffrey (2004) organizational learning is the process that leads to the 
outcome of a learning organization; For Tsang (1997, p.75) a Learning 
Organization is an organization that expresses normative commitment to 
organizational learning, and is good at it (Chacon, 2004, Hau, 2005). Thus, there is 
a simple relationship between the two (Birdthistle, 2006). Kim (1993) notes: "All 
organizations learn, whether they consciously choose to or not - it is a 
ftindamental requirement for their sustained existence. Some firms deliberately 
advance organizational learning, developing capabilities that are consistent with 
their objectives; others make no focused effort and, therefore, acquire habits that 
are counterproductive. Nonetheless, all organizations learn" (Hau, 2005) but only 
some could be learning organizations (Hawkins, 1994). Reynolds and Ablett 
(1994) consider a LO to be one where learning takes place that changes behavior 
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in the organization itself and where OL has reached the stage of successful 
adaptation to change and uncertainty through development of new solutions 
(Stewart, 2001). 
No human organization has become as successful as the living organism in its 
systemic functioning. A learning organization strives to be like an organism. (Lu, 
2004).Thus, the learning organization refers to a particular type of organization in 
and on itself The learning organization can be distinguished as one that moves 
beyond the "natural" learning taking place in organizations, and whose goals are 
to thrive by systematically using its learning to progress beyond mere adaptation. 
The learning entities can be individuals, organizations or both together. 
Researchers on learning organization are oriented to the development of normative 
models or managerial issues and an array of tools and techniques to enable 
organizational learning processes (the action-oriented processes of creating and 
expanding the organization's capacity to learn) (Hau, 2005; Bridthistle, 2006). 
Any type of organization can be a learning organization-businesses, educational 
institutions, nonprofits, community groups (Kerka, 1995). 
2.6 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
As for Learning organization and organizational learning, there are numerous 
definitions for knowledge management. We may look at knowledge management 
as the Process responsible for gathering, analyzing, storing and sharing knowledge 
and information within an Organization. Knowledge Management programs are 
closely related to organizational learning initiatives, Knowledge Management may 
be distinguished from Organizational Learning by its greater focus on the 
management of specific knowledge assets and development and cultivation of the 
channels through which knowledge flows. Easterby Smith and Lyles (2003) 
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represent the relations ship between Organizational learning, earning organization, 
organizational knowledge and knowledge management as depicted in figure 4.1. 
Figure 2.13 Relationship between leammg and knowledge 
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2.7 A REVIEW OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL, 
GROUP AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
The relationship between individual learning and organizational learning has been 
extensively discussed within the literature on organizational learning. One central 
point of debate is how the concept of learning, often associated with knowledge, 
cognition, mental activities and consciousness, can be applied to organizations 
(Berends et al, 2001). The vital issue is about the learning entity. Some of the 
possible answers are (1) it is the individuals in the organization leams and 
organizational learning is the sum of the learning by individuals (2) It is the 
individuals in the organization leams but organizational learning is less than the 
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sum of the learning of the individuals because all the learning by individuals are 
not transferred to the organization (3) It is the individuals in the organization 
learns but organizational learning is more than the sum of the learning of the 
individuals because knowledge is created during the interaction of individuals and 
groups (4) It is the organization that is learning and organization transfers part of 
its knowledge to the individual (5) A part of individual learning is independent of 
organization and a part is imparted by organization; similarly a part of 
organizational learning is independent of individuals and a part is imparted by 
individuals. 
2.7.1 Individuals as learning entity in an organization 
The concept that organizational learning is a liner sum of learning of 
individuals is suggested by some authors as pointed out by Huys & Hootegem 
(2001). Pralahad, for instance, felt that much of corporate downsizing represents a 
lost opportunity in that what the older employees have learned disappears. But an 
organization that is so heavily dependent on what its individuals have learned is 
typically characteristic of a lack of learning at the organizational level (Huys & 
Hootegem, 2001). According to Simon (1991) "all learning takes place inside 
individual human heads". 
2.7.2 Organizational learning as a metaphor 
To some authors, associating learning with organizations amounts to considering 
organizations as independent entities and ascribing human-like qualities to the 
organizations (Berends et al, 2001). For them this necessarily implies committing 
the ontological fallacies of reification and antropomorphization. To overcome this 
presumed difficulty such authors argued that organizational learning should be 
interpreted as a metaphor (Argyris and Schon 1978b; Dodgson 1993). According 
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to Cook and Yanow (1993) and Weick and Westley (1996) a cognitivist 
perspective on organizational learning either takes the organization as an 
independent cognitive entity, which according to them, can only be interpreted as 
a metaphor, or reduces organizational learning to individual learning in an 
organizational context. They propose that organizational learning should be 
interpreted in terms which are more appropriate to organizations such as changing 
an organizational culture (Berends et al, 2001). 
2.7.3 Organizations also learn 
"Organizations learn only through individuals who learn" (Senge, 2006). Kim 
(1993) argued that organizations ultimately learns via their individual members 
and therefore, is affected either directly or indirectly by individual learning (Hau, 
2005). Hau (2005) therefore suggested that theories of individual learning are 
crucial for understanding organizational learning. It was argued that, 
organizational learning is more complex and dynamic than a mere magnification 
of individual learning. The level of complexity increases tremendously when we 
go from a single individual to a large collection of diverse individuals. Although 
the meaning of the term "learning" remains essentially the same, the learning 
process is fundamentally different at the organizational level (Hau, 2005). Thus it 
would be simplistic to think that organizational learning is the sum of each 
member's learning because lessons learned by a member of an organization have 
to be shared by other members and be institutionalized before the lessons can 
become part of the organizational knowledge base (Tsang, 1999). While arguing 
that it makes little sense to consider organizational learning in isolation from 
individual learning processes Stafylarakis (2001) recognized that theories which 
argued that organizations as entities cannot really learn are often susceptible to an 
individual action bias which creates the tendency to overlook the role played by 
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structural conditions such as institutional forces, organizational histories, cultures, 
group structures and power structures. 
For Fillol (2006) individual as a source of organizational learning is an established 
and accepted fact. He argued that individual learning becomes organizational 
learning in two ways: socialization and routine diffusion. The socialization process 
not only ensures the routine diffusion but also the organizational learning. The 
routine underlines past influence, experiences and individual behavior, elements 
grouped together under the cultural dimension (which underlines the importance 
of the individual values and beliefs on learning) whereas socialization emphasizes 
the social dimension (which covers exchanges, relationships and dialogs between 
individuals in the organization) of learning (Fillol, 2006). Fillol proposed an 
addition 'organizational dimension' which according to him integrates the 
organizational elements that may favor organizational learning, such as the 
organizational structure or the management staff (Fillol, 2006). 
Van den Broek (1995) argued that "Learning is people's work, but individual 
repositories will be transferred into organizational repositories. These repositories 
are not dependent upon individuals. They follow their own lead and in turn 
influence the learning and subsequent behavior of individuals". It is argued that 
systems, structures, cuhures and artifacts act like the organization's memory; 
hence organizational learning resides in them and is independent of individuals 
(Hedberg, 1981; Walsh and Ungson, 1991). "Organizations do not have brains, but 
they have cognitive systems and memories. As individuals develop their 
personalities, personal habits, and beliefs over time, organizations develop world 
views and ideologies. Members come and go, and leadership changes, but 
organizations' memories preserve certain behaviors, mental maps, norms, and 
values over time" (Hedberg, 1981). The encoding of past learning so that it is 
available even after employee turnover is referred to as creating an organizational 
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memory (Levitt and March, 1988). According to Stafylarakis (2001) the argument 
by Levitt and March (1988) is that organizations as entities accumulate and encode 
experiences in routines that dominate organizational life. Indeed, these routines, 
whether formal (forms, rules, procedures, policies, technologies or work 
processes) or informal (culture, beliefs, paradigms) are said to determine the way 
organizations behave (Watkins and Marsick, 1997). OL is thus seen as a product 
of organizational memory that is stored in the artifacts of the organization 
(Stafylarakis, 2001). 
It is argued that while new knowledge is developed by individuals, organizations 
play a critical role in articulating and amplifying that knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). 
Knowledge has two dimensions - tacit and explicit. Thus there are four modes of 
knowledge conversion. Organizational knowledge creation, as distinct from 
individual knowledge creation, takes place when all four modes of knowledge 
creation are organizationally managed to form a continuous cycle. Organizational 
knowledge creation can be viewed as an upward spiral process, starting at the 
individual level moving up to the collective (group) level, and then to the 
organizational level, sometimes reaching out to the interorganizational level. The 
process of crystelization of knowledge is a social process which occurs at a 
collective level (Nonaka, 1994). Thus organizational knowledge can be more 
than the sum of individual knowledge. 
Lipshitz and Popper (2000) proposed that organizing the discussion of 
organizational learning around Organizational Learning Mechanisms solves the 
problem of anthropomorphism and relates leaming-in organization to leaming-by 
organization: OLMs are concrete arenas in which the experiences of individual 
organizational members are first analyzed and shared by organizational members 
and then become the property of the entire organization either through distribution 
of lessons learned to relevant units or through changes in standard operating 
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procedures. Thus, OLMs are the organizational-level analogue to the nervous 
system that enables individual persons to learn; hence, they explain how 
organizations have a capacity to learn in a nonmetaphorical fashion. OLMs are 
structural features that can account for the feasibility of organizational learning 
(Lipshitz and Popper, 2000). 
2.7.4 Influence of structure on learning 
Lahteenmaki (2001) saw organizational learning as continuous interaction 
between attitudes and structures. According to structuration theory, organizations 
are nothing more than the regularized practices of individuals. Organizations differ 
from other social systems in the degree in which there is an emphasis on the 
reflexive regulation of system reproduction. The individual actors are the agents of 
these practices; they are the ones who are able to make a difference. Organizations 
therefore do not have agency (Giddens 1984). The apparent ability of 
organizations to act consists of the agency of its constituent members. Therefore 
when one describes activities associated with organizational learning, one 
implicitly refers to practices carried out by individuals within an organizational 
context (Berends et al, 2001). 
According to the model proposed by Kim (1993), individual learning affects 
learning at organizational level through their influence on the organizations shared 
mental models and thus becomes embedded in organizations memory and 
structure. An organization can learn only through its members, but it is not 
dependent on any specific members. Individuals, however, can learn without the 
organization (Hau, 2005). Whereas, the cognitive outcome shows that the 
knowledge acquired by an individual can lead directly to individual action or 
indirectly to organizational action through knowledge sharing (Kim, 1993). 
Organizational learning differs from learning by individuals in that it involves the 
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needs, motives and values of various members of the organization (Kim, 1993). 
Organizational learning occurs when new knowledge learned by individual is 
transferred across unit boundaries to others that can benefit the organization as a 
whole (Hamel, 1991). "Without individual learning there can be no question of 
organizational learning. On the other hand, an organization has not automatically 
learned when individuals within it have learned something. Individual learning is a 
necessary but not a sufficient condition for organizational learning" (Swieringa 
and Wierdsma, 1992). Thus organizational learning can be less than individual 
learning. 
Hedberg (1981) states that organizations have cognitive systems and memories. 
"Individuals come and go but organizations preserve knowledge, behaviours, 
mental maps, norms and values over time. The distinctive feature of organization 
level information activity is sharing" (Daft and Weick, 1984. "The interpretation 
system view is concerned with specialized information reception, equivocality 
reduction, and sense making. This perspective represents a move away from 
mechanical and biological metaphors of organizations. Organizations are more 
than transformation processes of control systems. To survive, organizations must 
have mechanisms to interpret ambiguous events and to provide meaning and 
direction for participants. Organizations are meaning systems, and this 
distinguishes them from lower level systems" (Daft and Weick, 1984). 
Probst and Biichel (1998) explained that on the one hand, there are pieces of 
individual knowledge, which are neither known nor accessible to organizations 
and on the other hand, organizations are able to retain pieces of knowledge in their 
cognitive systems that are no longer part of any individual's pool of knowledge. 
Consequently, organizations can have more as well as less knowledge as the 
sum of individuals within the organization (Fischer, 2001). 
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A classic expression of the technical view can be found in the work of Argyris and 
Schon_on single- and double-loop learning (1978a, 1996). They suggest that each 
member of an organization constructs his or her own representation or image of 
the theory-in-use of the whole (1978a). The picture is always incomplete - and 
people, thus, are continually working to add pieces and to get a view of the whole. 
They need to know their place in the organization. Organizational theory-in-use, 
continually constructed through individual inquiry, is encoded in private images 
and in public maps. These are the media of organizational learning (Smith, 2001) 
2.7.5 Influence of intermediate levels 
Cohendet et al (2000) criticized the theory of Argiris and Schon that it failed to 
link individual learning and organizational learning. The specificity of individual 
learning is not acknowledged (members of operational groups and of top 
management do not have the same learning processes and are not concerned the 
same way by changes). It is thus difficult to apply this model in a uniform manner 
to any kind of individuals or structures. They lack an intermediary level of 
analysis (Cohendet et al, 2000). 
Some authors (Solingen et al., 2000; Crossen et al, 1999) suggested that 
organizational learning encompasses different levels of learning: individual 
learning, team learning and organizational learning. Crossan and Hulland (1997) 
simplified the 41 framework of Crossen et al by focusing on the relationships 
between the three levels of learning. They combined the intuiting and interpreting 
processes under the individual level, used the integrating processes to inform the 
group level, and institutionalizing to inform the organization level. It is through 
the continuing conversation among members of the community that the shared 
understanding or collective mind develops in group level learning (Bontis et al, 
2002). 
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Crossan et al. (1999) have suggested that the organization level is more than large-
scale shared understanding. It represents the translation of shared 
understanding into new products, processes, procedures, structures and 
strategy. It is the non-human artifacts of the organization that endure even though 
individuals may leave. Furthermore, the organizational level captures the elements 
of strategic alignment. Organization level learning involves embedding individual 
and group learning into the non-human aspects of the organization including 
systems, structures, procedures and strategy (Bontis et al, 2002). 
Bitar (2003) argued that, although sensemaking is done at an individual level, the 
interaction of individuals within groups or teams, allows the emergence of patterns 
of organizational sensemaking. Individuals in organizational systems are not self 
sufficient but belong to a system that includes themselves, their peers, their groups 
and whatever entity is connected to them through processes. Processes within the 
organizational system and beyond it (within the stakeholder network) are not only 
conduits for change but are also sources of change. Processes need to strike a 
delicate balance between stability, where entities making up the processes have a 
clear visibility on how things work (exploitation), and evolution, where the 
processes will be tweaked to respond to changing needs or to become more 
efficient (existing needs). It is clear, then, that there is a clear role for processes in 
increasing the "institutionalization" of the organizational system. Processes are 
information carriers and also are interfaces where different entities meet to 
negotiate a complimentary role. Processes are crucial for learning and learning to 
learn (Bitar, 2003). 
Buhel and Probst (2000) observed that another form of learning which may take 
place within organizations is learning by "elites". "Organizational learning thus 
becomes that process in the organization through which members of the dominant 
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coalition develop, over time, the ability to discover when organizational changes 
are required and what changes can be undertaken which they believe will succeed" 
(Duncan and Weiss, 1979). Learning may take place through a representative 
"elite" or the dominating coalition. This may consist of leaders of the 
organization, or of powerful members of particular groups. From this perspective, 
organizations are regarded as oligarchic systems in which a dominating coalition 
emerges and rules the organization. Against this background, learning and power 
are perceived as being closely related. The assumption is that the knowledge of the 
powerful has the greatest chance of determining organizational decisions and 
changes. This is especially clear when charismatic leaders take over an 
organization and change existing structures, question values, or formulate new 
goals. A change of leadership often functions as a trigger of organizational 
learning, since basic changes are made which for years had not even been 
contemplated. In this way leaders, or the elite, can be agents of learning (Buhel 
and Probst, 2000). Buhel and Probst, further observed that groups exert a major 
influence on decision-making and learning. This means that the agents of learning 
may include not only a dominant coalition, but groups of all kinds. Different 
groups such as political alliances, innovation teams, or even whole functional 
areas can be vehicles for learning. Specific management levels or management 
areas can exert a decisive influence in both horizontal and vertical directions on 
the learning of an organization. Finally, the agents of learning need not be 
powerful; they can also be creative groups such as network teams within the firm. 
Innovation groups, for instance, produce ideas for modifying the rules of the 
game. Their suggestions are considered when critical decisions are made, and 
subsequently enter the collective knowledge base. A vital role is played by those 
members of the organization who are the first to act according to the new rules, 
thus paving the way for them to be institutionalized for the whole organization. 
According to Schein (1996) the specific cultures or rules of various groups 
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within organizations eventually have to be aligned in order for organizational 
learning to occur (Buhel and Probst, 2000). 
2.7.6 Learning takes place in communities 
Cohendet et al (2000) argued that the firm is composed of a multitude of 
overlapping communities (functional work groups, project teams, networks, 
communities of practices, epistemic communities), each of which presenting a 
dominant mode of learning and collective behavior. The organizational learning 
results from a complex process of interaction between heterogeneous 
communities. The notions of existence of inter-individual, transversal, hierarchic 
relationships, the emergence of an organizational knowledge and the constitution 
of an organizational memory due to interactions give a cognitive account of the 
firm. The cognitive architecture of the firm decides the way in which knowledge is 
produced and distributed in the firm. Two modes of cognitive architecture can be 
historically distinguished within firms, in each, organizational learning has to be 
interpreted differently: The first mode is a traditional vision of separation between 
the communities in charge of a deliberate production of knowledge and the 
communities in charge of using knowledge for the regular production activities. In 
this first mode the core of the formation of organizational learning resides in the 
interaction between the two 'hierarchical communities, the functional work groups 
and the multidisciplinary teams. The second mode relies on the hypothesis that 
there are less and less separation between the communities in charge of producing 
new knowledge and the communities in charge of using and transferring 
knowledge. In this second mode we will argue that the core of the formation of 
organizational learning resides in the interaction between the two nonhierarchical 
communities, the communities of practices and epistemic communities. Thus the 
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learning process stems from the complex cognitive structure of the firm (Cohendet 
et al, 2000). 
2.7.7 Learning takes place in communities extending outside organization 
Brown and Duguid (1991) found that group theory in general focuses on groups as 
canonical, bounded entities that lie within an organization and that are organized 
or at least sanctioned by that organization and its view of tasks. The communities 
that Brown and Duguid discern are, by contrast, often noncanonical and not 
recognized by the organization. They are more fluid and interpenetrative than 
bounded, often crossing the restrictive boundaries of the organization to 
incorporate people from outside and are emergent. Indeed, the canonical 
organization becomes a questionable unit of analysis from this perspective. 
Therefore work practice and learning need to be understood not in terms of the 
groups that are ordained (e.g. "task forces" or "trainees"), but in terms of the 
communities that emerge. Looking only at canonical groups, whose configuration 
often conceals extremely influential interstitial communities will not provide a 
clear picture of how work or learning is actually organized and accomplished. It 
will only reflect the dominant assumptions of the organizational core. Attempts to 
introduce "teams" and "work groups" into the workplace to enhance learning or 
work practice are often based on an assumption that without impetus from above, 
an organization's members configure themselves as individuals. In fact, people 
work and learn collaboratively and vital interstitial communities are continually 
being formed and reformed. 
The reorganization of the workplace into canonical groups can wittingly or 
unwittingly disrupt these highly fiinctional noncanonical~and therefore often 
invisible—communities. Learning is fostered by fostering access to and 
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membership of the target community-of-practice, not by explicating abstractions 
of individual practice. Thus central to the process are the recognition and 
legitimation of community practices. Thus for Brown and Duguid, (2001) 
learning, in all, involves acquiring identities that reflect both how a learner SQes 
the world and how the world sees the learner. Thus, "absorptive capacity" (Cohen 
and Levinthal 1990) is more than a function of the intelligence of the individual 
members of an organization. It is also reflects the way in which organizational 
context shapes the outlook of those individuals (Brown and duguid, 2001) Indeed, 
the cultural forces most salient for the members of an organization are probably 
not those "determined by leaders" (Schein 1985, p. 2) nor even necessarily those 
espoused by their members. Rather, they are those arising through and at the point 
of an individual's engagement in the organization and its work (Brown and 
Duguid, 2001). 
According to Ortenbaid (2002) the social approach to learning represented by 
Brown and Duguid, Lave and Wegner, Cook and Yanow and others rejects both 
cognitive learning by individuals and by the organization as an individual. Instead 
the 'collective' learns (Cook and Yanow, 1993) or humans as social beings within 
a 'community of practice' learn (Brown and Duguid, 1991). Ortenbaid interprets it 
as "Thus learning means participation, not acquisition of information" (Ortenbaid, 
2002). Bohm (2007) pointed out that most of our thought in its general form is not 
individual. It originates in the whole culture and it pervades us". 
2.7.8 Organizations can learn by itself 
Buhel and Probst (2000) observed that there are other theories of organizational 
learning which do not focus on groups or individuals as agents of learning (Cyert 
and March, 1963; Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Levitt and March, 1988; Huber, 1991). 
Theories of this kind are mainly concerned with changes in the organization itself, 
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i.e. with the collection and standardization of learning experiences in rules, 
standard operating procedures, artifacts or systems (Cohen and Bacdayan, 
1994; Pentland and Rueter, 1994). Organizations are regarded as having storage 
systems containing hypotheses by means of which links can be established 
between the internal and external environments. These represent the organization's 
knowledge or memory (Walsh and Ungson, 1991), and enable it to store 
knowledge and continue to process it without the aid of individual members. 
The individuals come and go, the organization remains. In this sense, they can be 
interpreted as part of a collective "organizational memory" (Walsh and Ungson, 
1991). When information is stored in organizational "knowledge systems", 
operational patterns are preserved. The behaviors and actions of individuals are 
transformed into lasting knowledge possessed by the organization. Social 
complexity is an important element of the systemic properties attributed to 
learning by the organization as a whole. The different components of an 
organization - individuals, elites, groups - interact over an extended period of time 
resulting in complex relationships which can be characterized as 'emergent' 
properties of the organizational system. Learning thus occurs not only when parts 
combine, but also when a new total system develops, with its own laws. 
Stafylarakis (2001) argued that organizational learning by capturing of the 
experiential lessons (adapt to various stimuli) in to routines as described by Levitt 
and March (1988) is most likely to be adaptive or incremental rather than 
generative (Stafylarakis, 2001). 
Admane (2005) argued that a company's knowledge capital is formed by the 
progressive standardization of the entities - physical objects, rules, processes, etc. -
it handles for different actions. It is very volatile and often scattered on the experts 
of the company and in documents (Admane, 2005). Some theorists cast doubt on 
the plausible relationship between individual learning and organizational learning 
by arguing that organizational learning is quite possible without individual 
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learning (Huys & Hootegem, 2000). According to Adler (1993) organizational 
learning is based on routines and procedures and is reflected in the standard 
operation procedures (S.O.P.) of the organization. Organizational learning is thus 
the process of identifying and creating best practice work routines, standardizing 
and diffiising these throughout the organization and then finally, renewing the 
process (Huys & Hootegem, 2001). Gephart et al. (1996) proposed that systems-
level learning occurs when organizations synthesize and then institutionalize 
people's intellectual capital and learning that are housed in their memories their 
cultures, knowledge systems, and routines - and in their core competencies. 
Employees may come and go and leadership may change. But an organization's 
memories preserve behavioral norms, values and 'mental maps' over time. As an 
organization addresses and solves problems of survival, it builds a culture that 
becomes the repository for lessons learned. It further creates core competencies 
that represent the collective learning of its employees, past and present. As 
members of the organization leave and new ones join and are socialized, 
knowledge and competence are transferred across generations of learning 
(Birdthistle, 2006). 
2.7.9 Organizations are mental entities capable of thought 
Cayla (2004) opined that an organization cannot "think" or "want" independently 
from its members and it has no "cognitive system" in the same way a person has a 
cognitive system. Argyris and Schon (1978b) argued that organizational memory 
is only a metaphor and organizations do not literally remember. Sandelands and 
Stablin (1987b) have raised the possiblility that organizations are mental entities 
capable of thought (Lemon and Sahota, 2002). Sandelands and Stablein (1987a) 
use the analogy of "mind" to identify the process by which organizations form 
ideas. Mind is distinct from the brain in the same way that computer software is 
distinct from hardware. In brain, whether or not one neuron influences another 
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depends on a complex set of factors primarily to do with physical proximity, 
availability of path ways, intensity of the electrochemical signals, and whether or 
not the target neuron is inhibited by other neurons. Similarly, whether one 
behavior influences another in social organizations depend on a complex of factors 
primarily concerned with physical access, lines of communication, power, and 
competition from other behaviors. At an abstract formal level, at least, the politics 
of the social organization and the physiology of the brain share much in common 
(Sandelands and Stablein, 1987a) 
Walsh and Ungson (1991) define organizational memory as "stored information 
from an organization's history that can be brought to bear on present decisions. 
This information is stored as a consequence of implementing decisions to which 
they refer, by individual recollections and through shared interpretations". 
According to the authors, organizational memory resides in individuals (in their 
memories, knowledge, assumptions, beliefs and cause maps), in culture (myths, 
stories, language and symbols of the organization), in transformations (processes 
of the organization), in structures (organizational roles and design of the 
organization) and the ecology (physical structure) of the organization. They also 
identify external sources of stored information such as former members, 
government reports and competitors' records. Clearly, a vast amount of 
information relevant to an organization can be stored. The difficulty, however, lies 
in knowing where to access particular information that is no longer in current use 
and also in finding suitable retrieval mechanisms (Lemon and Sahota, 2002) 
2.7.10 Organizations have heredity 
In a wider social setting, Belew (1990) notes that in humans, learning takes place 
at three levels (i) The results of evolutionary learning processes is encoded in 
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genetic structures (ii) Individual learning is encoded in neural structures (iii) 
Societal learning is encoded in cultural artifacts. 
Hall et al (2005) argued that organizations such as firms have "hereditary" 
properties transcending those of their individual members, justifying their 
treatment as evolutionary individuals. Hall (2005) argued that organizational 
learning and knowledge growth were inevitable products of autopoietic processes 
in living organizations. An organization's heredity or memory is the sum of its 
tacit and explicit knowledge. Tacit organizational knowledge is embedded in 
physical and cybernetic structure in routines, in connectivity provided by physical 
layout, organizational jargons, etc., or is embodied in and shared among people 
belonging to the organization from time to time (Nelson and Winter, 1982). 
Explicit organizational knowledge is symbolically encoded for distribution and 
processing in a variety of physical documentation. Organizational learning can be 
said to be those cognitive processes within the organization that contribute to the 
growth and value of its knowledge through time (Hall, 2005) Thus, organizational 
memory is organizational heredity. Organizational heredity is comprised of the 
genetic capabilities of its constituent human parts plus persistent forms of 
knowledge such as articles of incorporation, systems used to tag individuals as 
members of the organization, corporate manuals, routines, procedures, and other 
persistent forms of knowledge governing interactions of individuals in the 
organization serving to maintain organizational integrity in a dynamic economic 
environment (Hall, 2005) 
2.7.11 Summery of the discussion on learning entity 
Individuals can learn without the organization (Hau, 2005). Individual learning 
can lead directly to individual action (Kim, 1993). However the argument that it is 
the individual that is learning (Simon, 1991) in an organization is largely rejected. 
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It has already been opined (Huys & Hootegem, 2001; Stafylarakis, 2001) that the 
concept that organizational learning is a liner sum of learning of individuals is 
typically characteristic of a lack of learning at the organizational level. The 
argument that with out individual learning an organization cannot learn (Senge, 
2006; Kim, 1993; Fillol, 2006) and that individual learning is not a sufficient 
condition for organizational learning (Swieringa and Wierdsma, 1992; Tsang, 
1999) leads to a situation where organizational learning is always less than the 
sum of individual learning. However most authors agree that organizations do 
learn (Kim, 1993; Tsang, 1999; Hau, 2005; Stafylarakis ,2001; Swieringa and 
Wierdsma, 1992; Fillol, 2006). 
It has been opined that organizational learning differs jfrom learning by individuals 
because the concept of learning, often associated with knowledge, cognition, 
mental activities and consciousness, may not be applicable to organizations 
(Berends et al, 2001) or it involves the needs, motives and values of various 
members of the organization (Kim, 1993). These group of authors argue that 
organizations learn by (i) sharing of lessons learned members and 
institutionalization of the shared lessons (Tsang, 1999) (ii) role played by 
structural conditions such as institutional forces, organizational histories, cultures, 
group structures and power structures (Stafylarakis, 2001) (iii) socialization and 
routine diffusion (Fillol, 2006). (iv) 'structuration' or construction and 
reconstruction of structure by the interaction of knowledgeable actors (Berends et 
al, 2001) According to structuration theory, social systems are not less real than 
individuals (Giddens 1984). Still these authors opine that organizations do not 
have agency (Giddens 1984), the apparent ability of organizations to act consists 
of the agency of its constituent members and when one describes activities 
associated with organizational learning, one implicitly refer to practices carried 
out by individuals within an organizational context (Berends et al, 2001) 
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Even those authors who opine that organizations learn only through individuals 
agree that organizations have cognitive systems (Giddens, 1984) and memories 
(Kim, 1983; Hedberg, 1981). Organizations preserve knowledge, behaviours, 
mental maps, norms and values over time independent of individuals (Daft and 
Weick, 1984). Organizations are meaning systems, and this distinguishes them 
from lower level systems" (Daft and Weick, 1984) and organizational learning is a 
product of organizational memory that is stored in the artifacts of the organization 
(Watkins and Marsick, 1997). 
Nonaka (1994) considered organizational knowledge creation as an upward spiral 
process starting at individual level moving up to group, organizational and 
interorganizational level where crystallization of knowledge is a social process 
occurring at collective level. Thus there are different levels of learning (Solingen 
et al., 2000; Crossen et al, 1999) and the organization level learning is more than 
large-scale shared understanding (Crossan et al, 1999). On the one hand, there are 
pieces of individual knowledge, which are neither known nor accessible to 
organizations and on the other hand, organizations are able to retain pieces of 
knowledge in their cognitive systems that are no longer part of any individual's 
pool of knowledge (Probst and Buchel, 1998). Thus, organizations can have more 
as well as less knowledge than the sum knowledge of individuals within the 
organization (Fischer, 2001). 
Brown and Duguid (1991) found that rather than canonical groups, self emerging 
communities are the learning entity. For Brown and Duguid "OL occurs when 
individuals are socialized into the organization and acquire its values, norms, 
beliefs and language" (Stafylarakis, 2001). Thus there is a reversal of roles -
groups and organizations learning from individuals to individual learning from 
groups/communities. 
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Organizational learning and knowledge growth are inevitable products of 
autopoietic processes in living organizations (Hall (2005) and organizations can be 
treated as hereditary individuals (Hall et al, 2005) having nerve systems (Belew 
(1990; Lipshitz and Popper, 2000), and mind (Sandelands and Stablein, 1987a). 
Bohm (2007) pointed out that "most of our thought in its general form is not 
individual. It originates in the whole culture and it pervades us". Our 
representation is basically collective, in the sense that the general properties are 
determined collectively, and particular details are determined individually (Bohm, 
2007). Therefore it can be argued that structures are characterized by the shared 
meaning of the community. Social systems exist independent of individuals. 
Individuals live in social systems. Large organizations are independent of 
individuals. Even those large organizations exclusively controlled by a single 
individual also in many of its aspects demonstrate agency. Individuals have 
agency, organizations also have agency. The relation between individual and 
organization is dialectical. Hence all of them are learning entities. 
To the question of "Can the concept of learning, often associated with knowledge, 
cognition, mental activities and consciousness, be applied to organizations?" This 
study answers in the affirmative. Studies in different fields of science led to the 
need for a systems theory (Winder, 2001). Each event creates a system that affects 
a larger system that affects an even larger system that we call life (Carter, 2004). 
Thus there are systems and sub systems. Individuals, groups and organizations are 
such systems or sub systems which are parts of larger systems. They can be 
considered as living organisms indulging in metabolic activities. Considering 
groups or organizations as living organisms may lead to arguments that they are 
not exactly comparable to the most developed organism namely 'homo sapiens'. 
However, if one looks at the living world, a spectrum from viruses to mammals 
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and plants exist. Groups and organizations similarly represent a spectrum under 
different stages and modes of development. 
Individuals are systems which reciprocally interact with groups and organizations 
which are larger systems. Thus organizations are capable of learning by means of 
its structures, procedures, and other subsystems. The concept of an appreciation 
system was introduced by Vickers (1978) to describe human activity. Learning by 
individual organizations, individual groups or human individuals depends on their 
history, culture and environment which constitute the appreciation system. 
Reciprocal learning between individual and individual, group and group, 
organization and organization, individual and organization, individual and group 
or group and organization depends on the reciprocal appreciation. 
2.8 RANGE OF PAST STUDIES 
2.8.1 Types of organizations studies 
Almost all types of organizations in all the geographical areas were studied from 
the perspective of organizational learning. Such studies include: study on 
Canadian mutual fiind industry (Bontis et al, 2002), Non Governmental 
Organizations in Bangladesh (Davies, 1998), National Museums of Kenya 
(NMK). (Atiti, 2006), Canadian public service organizations (Aucoin, 2005), UK 
sea ports (Bennet and Gabriel, 1999), Church related organizations in Sweden 
(Britton, 2002), in Australia (Turkington, 2004), Veterans Health Administration 
in USA (Best et al), family businesses in Ireland, as small and medium-sized 
(SME) firms (Birdthistle, 2006), Cemig power company in Brazil (Chacon, 2004), 
Non Profit Organizations (Ebrahim, 2005), qualilitative study on nuclear and 
commercial branches in the public company Electricite de France (EDF)(Fillol, 
2006), Chemical industry in Germany, UK, Italy and belgium (Fischer and Roben, 
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2001), International Joint ventures (Hau, 2005). University of technology Finland 
(Lemmetty et al, 2005). Role of middle leaders in fostering OL in State 
cooperative extention service USA (Leuci, 2005); Organizational learning in a 
hospital (Lipshitz and Popper, 2000) Western Australia public sector (McCaffrey, 
2004) Australian hotel industry (Subramaniam, 2005), Malaysian army (Ibrahim 
and Othman), Australian non-Governmental development organizations (Kiraka, 
2003), Mobile phone service industry in Thailand (Sudharatna, 2004) Property 
developer organization in Malaysia (Ismail, 2006) Indian R&D organization 
(Pandey et al, 2006), among others. 
2.8.2 Studies on the aspects and elements of learning 
Various aspects organizational learning looked into by researchers include the 
existence and survival of Non Governmental Organizations (Davies, 1998), 
learning strategies of family businesses, classified as small and medium-sized 
firms.(Birdthistle, 2006), individual, organizational, social and managerial 
dimensions of organizational learning (Fillol, 2006), how standardized working 
and learning procedures are formed and organized within a learning company 
(Huys and Hootegem, 2001,) inputs/outcomes issues as well as the strategic 
implications of organizational learning (Hau, 2006), listening as the central 
element of social theorises of organizational learning (Jacobs and Coghlan, 2004), 
the reason for the concept of organizational learning to stand out from other 
competing concepts (Jackson, 2000). 
It is opined that much of the work seeks to build, test, and refine the rhetorical 
vision of the learning organization, whereas a sizable portion is devoted to 
critiquing the vision on instrumental, theoretical, moral, and political Grounds 
(Jackson, 2000) 
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Some studies looked on the organizations as a whole (Davies, 1998; Birdthistile, 
2006) while some studies looked in to individual employees (Stafylarakis, 2001; 
Best et al, 2003, Blackman and Henderson, undated). Many studies looked in to 
specific elements such workplace learning as experienced from below, from the 
perspective of entry-level hourly wage workers (Howell, 2001), conceiving the 
firm as composed of overlapping communities brings forwards a renewed 
understanding of the process of organizational leaming.(Cohendet et al, 2000), 
investigation of individual learning, adult learning, integration of unplanned 
learning and self directed learning (Stafylarakis, 2001) study of the impact of 
informal learning at work on business productivity (Fuller et al, 2003), models for 
understanding individuals' willingness to learn and individuals' willingness to 
contribute in organizational settings.(Bin and Hoon, 2001), perspective of 
organizational learning as a system of stocks and flows across three levels: 
individual, group and organizational level (Bontis et al, 2002). Berends et al 
(2001) makes a comprehensive account of the relationship between individual and 
organizational learning and an analysis of organizational learning (Berends et al, 
2001). 
Other studies include examination of the information processes that support 
organisational sense-making, knowledge creation and decision making (Choo, 
2001), research effort into workplace learning to identify the characteristics of 
workplace learning as experienced by the learner, leading to the observation that 
the impact of the wider organizational process in which that learning is embedded 
have been played down (Ashton, 2004), efforts to develop and validate a 
multidimensional measure of the learning organization (Yang et. al., 2004: 
Subramaniam, 2005 ). 
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2.9 EMPERICAL STUDIES ON LEARNING OUTCOMES IN THE PAST 
Organizations with learning ability have been argued to become more competitive 
because they are more agile (Prieto and Revilla, 2006). LO survive longer because 
they dynamically monitor interfirm diversity and continually change internal 
organizational rules, routines, and procedures (Parkhe, 1991; Schulz, 1991). 
Overall there is relatively sparse empirical literature on learning outcomes (Ang 
and Joseph, 1996; Prieto and Revilla, 2006). Significant number of publications 
highlight, theorize and predict that OL and LO will nudge organizations towards 
greater competitiveness and sustained survival. Very few studies probe potential 
negative consequences of OL and LO. 
2.9.1 Simulation studies 
In one simulation study, Schulz (1992) showed how inefficient experiences in 
organizational learning incur substantial search costs and set backs and 
consequently deplete initial assets of a firm. In another simulation study, Carley 
(1992) demonstrated the trade off between team-based and hierarchical based 
organizations. Although team-based organizations learn faster and better, 
hierarchical-based organizations possess greater institutional memory and are 
therefore more resilient of personnel turnover. 
2.9.2 Study of SME's 
An Irish study by Birdthistle (2006) indicated that small and medium-sized family 
businesses do display some characteristics of the learning organization at the 
individual, team and organizational level. Macpherson et al (2007) examined the 
evolution of business knowledge in SMEs based in the Northwest of England and 
identified strong links between the way in which owner-managers in SMEs create 
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what can be described as 'strategic space' in order to encourage and embed 
organizational learning and positive performance claims by owner-managers. 
European commission carried out a study into "Developing Learning Organization 
models in Small and Medium Enterprise Clusters" in European countries using case 
study and questionnaire methods (Tagliacame, 2000). 
2.9.3 Private sector 
The empirical study by Bennet and Gabriel concluded that privatization has in 
reality resulted in a greatly enhanced market focus among UK seaports, plus 
increased tendencies to behave as "Learning Organizations". Moreover, these 
qualities contributed significantly to perceived financial performance and to 
perceived growth of sales relative to competing firms (Bennet and Gabriel, 1999). 
Bhatnagar (2006) in her Indian study found through an organizational learning 
capability questionnaire that private sector and multinational managers have more 
organizational learning capability than public sector managers. 
The research findings of EUinger et al suggested that the learning organization 
concept may be positively associated with firm performance (EUinger et al, 2000). 
The results of the study by Bontis et al (2002) support the premise that there is a 
positive relationship between the stocks of learning at all levels in an organizafion 
and its business performance. Furthermore, the proposition that the misalignment 
of stocks and flows in an overall organizational learning system is negatively 
associated with business performance was also supported (Bontis et al, 2002). 
Sudharatna (2004) through a study of mobile phone industry of Thailand 
demonstrated that organizations having high level of LO characteristics have got 
high level of readiness to change. 
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Lopez et al (2005) had obtained empirical evidence on the contribution of 
organization learning to both employee and customer satisfaction and 
economic/financial results, which have important implications for strategic 
management. Prieto and Revilla (2006) find that organizational learning is 
positively correlated with organizational performance - financial as well as non 
financial. Khandekar and Sharma (2006) in their Indian study found that the 
organizational learning, which largely gets reflected through HRM activities, has a 
positive correlation with organizational performance. Hemaus et al (2008) found 
evidence in their empirical study, evidence about existence of strong, statistically 
significant, positive relationship between organizational learning and 
organizational performance. 
2.9.4 Public sector 
McCaffi-ey's (2004) study of West Australian public sector "indicate that the 
public sector has the characteristics of a learning organization and demonstrates 
that these characteristics influence agency performance". 
2.9.5 Mixed results 
Mixed resuhs were found for the market indicators of firm performance, i.e. firm's 
financial turnover and firm's profit as predictors of OLC in Indian organizations, 
where financial turnover was predicting organizational learning capability 
(Bhatnagar, 2006). Research by European commission into Developing Leaming 
Organization models in Small and Medium Enterprise Clusters reports that " There is 
no clear association between collaborative leaming and cluster 'success', in terms of 
various factors including economic performance" (Tagliacarne, 2000). Other 
researchers cautioned that OL can obstruct rapid diffusion of innovation adoption. 
Where organizational firms do not possess the requisite technical know-how, firms 
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need to spend inordinate amounts of time and effort to building a knowledge base 
before innovation can be implemented and operated effectively (Attewell, 1992). 
However measuring the performance of an organization itself is complicated task. 
Moreover organization's performance is a complex phenomenon. Performance 
may be different depending on the perspectives it is examined from. Ultimately, 
the performance of an organization is about achieving its goals. Performance may 
relate to actual results, activities or the potential for results (Lonnqvist, 2002). 
Therefore relating organizational performance with organizational learning is 
much more difficult. 
2.10 RESEARCH GAPS 
2.10.1 Past reviews on research gaps 
Extensive literature review reveals several gaps in organizational learning research 
that need filling before one can really talk about a theory of organizational 
learning or verify the traits and very existence of learning organizations as a 
phenomenon (Lahteenmaki et. al., 2001). It is observed that many current studies 
and practices in knowledge management are based on only limited views of what 
constitutes knowledge in the organization and have not been conducted within any 
visible framework for understanding the organization's survival imperatives, or 
how the knowledge and processes being studied relate to the organization's overall 
strategic aims (Hall, 2005). In spite of its wide acceptance as a major field of 
study and the fact that several scholars have undertaken the daunting task of 
reviewing the relevant literature, the literature remains deeply fragmented with 
multiple constructs and the creation of a single framework for understanding the 
concept remains elusive (Stafylarakis 2001) 
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Jacobs (1995) and W. West (1994) cite a lack of critical analysis of the theoretical 
framework of the learning organization. They suggest that, apart from anecdotes, 
few studies support the relationship between individual and organizational 
learning and there is little discussion of how the individual benefits. West calls for 
research that details conditions under which the concept is successful, types of 
organizations that cannot use the model, and what happens when it is imposed on 
the unwilling (Kerka, 1995). Burrell (1994) argued 'sooner or later organization 
studies must enter an area where philosophy and social science meet. Organization 
studies must also enter intellectual theory where the well-established French and 
German traditions of social theory meet' (Stewart, 2001). 
Limited research has been conducted on how collaborative experience influences a 
firm's market orientation; and the role that learning plays in facilitating this 
relationship (Ratten and Ratten, 2004). Trigger events, processes of OL, structural 
characteristics of LO, and learning outcomes offer core theoretical and practical 
hooks for fruitful avenues in future research and practice. For example, prior 
research has adopted primarily a Western ethnocentric view of organizational 
learning (Ang and Joseph, 1996). Empirical work is needed to identify the extent 
to which the psychological mechanisms underlying individual knowledge learning 
and contributing behaviours in organizations settings affect organizational learning 
activities (Bin and Hoon, 2001). 
There is little understanding, from a holistic perspective, of what are the learning 
barriers and how they affect the learning transfer, and thus perpetuates the gap 
between organizational learning and the learning organization and affect the levels 
of learning in the organization (Sun, 2006). 
Studies indicate contradictory results with respect to organizational learning and the 
performance of organizations. To Sudharatna (2004) the process of developing into 
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a learning organization seemed to be unclear. Complexity, divergence, and even 
confusion exists about what characterizes and contributes to organizational 
learning, the purpose of organizational learning, the nature of the collective 
learning process, and the role that leaders play in that process (Leuci, 2005). 
2.10.2 Findings of tliis review on research gaps 
This research addresses the following gaps in this field of study: 
^ Rarity of empirical studies on building of learning organizations 
v^  Very few Indian studies 
v^  Very few studies in the Electric power Sector 
"^ Unclear nature of the relation between learning enablers, learning outcomes 
and organizational performance 
v^  No attempts to study learning organization using the framework of a 
learning appreciation system. 
This proposal is to bridge these gaps. The purpose of this proposal is to understand 
the relationships promoting a learning organization and to develop a theory for 
learning organizations which can assist in organizational learning by studying one 
class of organizations known as thermal power plants. 
2.11. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
The purpose of this research is to understand the relationships promoting a 
learning organization and to develop a theory for learning organizations which can 
assist in organizational learning by studying thermal power plants in India. The 
conceptual basis for understanding corporate learning is fragmented and the 
empirical basis of many influential models limited (Altman and lies, 1998). This 
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research aims to make empirical contributions to the field of learning organization 
by testing hypnotized relationships. It also aims to make theoretical contribution 
by applying the concept of an appreciation system to learning organization. 
This is the first study on learning organization as applied to thermal power plants 
India. This is also one of the very few studies on learning organizations in India 
and on thermal power plants elsewhere. This research provides an important 
extension to current theoretical perspectives on learning organization theory. 
2.12 BOUNDARIES ON THE SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
This section clarifies the boundaries of the study, clarifying what the study is and 
what it is not. This study aims at understanding the building of learning 
organizations in India by studying thermal power plants in India focusing on the 
largest thermal power utility. This study tries to develop a theory for learning 
organizations by using the Watkins and Marsick's model of learning organization 
within the framework of an appreciation system. This study investigates whether 
Indian thermal power plants display the characteristics of a learning organization. 
This study looks at the empirical relations between learning dimensions, learning 
outcomes and organizational performance. 
Some aspects not considered in this study are 
1. Various learning mechanisms have been suggested. This thesis does not 
involve a study of these mechanisms. 
2. Aspects of conversion/transfer of individual learning to group learning to 
organizational learning are not considered in this study. 
3. Attempts to relate learning to decision making has not been made in this 
study. 
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4. Specific learning agents and their contributions to learning are not 
considered in this study. 
5. Learning processes are not examined in this study. 
6. Various sources of learning are not proposed to be studied in this study. 
7. Individual/group/organizational and temporal learning needs are not being 
studied in this study. 
8. Various information sources are not studied in this study. 
9. Specific characteristics of learning organizations are not studied in this 
thesis. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 TYPE OF RESEARCH 
The present research is descriptive as it tries to portray an accurate profile of a 
learning organization using statistical method. Most research can be thought of as 
a blending of these two terms - a comparison of our theories about how the world 
operates with our observations of its operation. This research is a blend of 
theoretical and empirical. 
3.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 
The key question this thesis addresses is "Are thermal power plants in India 
learning organizations?" To answer this question the following research 
objectives are taken up: 
• To investigate whether thermal power plants in India display the 
characteristics of a learning organization at the individual, group and 
organizational level? 
• To investigate whether there is a relationship between learning organization 
characteristics and learning achieved in an organization? 
• To investigate whether there is a relationship between learning in an 
organization and organizational performance? 
Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
These objectives can be achieved by answering the following questions: 
1. Are the seven Dimensions of a Learning organization present in the thermal 
power plants? 
2. Is there a difference between the seven dimensions among Higher and 
Middle Management? 
3. Is there a difference in the learning outcomes at three levels among Higher 
and Middle Management? 
4. Is there a relation between the seven Dimensions of Learning organization 
and the learning outcomes at three levels? 
5. Is there a relation between the learning out comes at three levels and the 
performance of the organization? 
3.3 CONCEPTUAL FREAMEWORK USED TO ANSWER THE 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
This study used Watkins and Marsick's (1993; 1996; 1997) framework for a 
learning organization. It interpreted Watkins and Marsick model in the perspective 
of a learning appreciation system. Watkins and Marsick model of learning 
organization emphasizes three key components: (1) systems-level, continuous 
learning leading to (2) creation and managing of knowledge outcomes leading to 
(3) improvement in the organization's performance, and ultimately its value, as 
measured through both financial assets and non-financial intellectual capital. 
Learning helps people to create and manage knowledge that builds a system's 
intellectual capital (Yang, Watkins, Marsick, 2004). 
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Watkins and Marsick learning organization model integrates two main 
organizational constituents: people and structure. Watkins and Marsick (1993, 
1996) identified seven distinct but interrelated dimensions of a learning 
organization at 
v^  Individual level 
^ Group level and 
^ Organizational level 
These seven dimensions and their definitions are described as follows 
v^  Continuous Learning (CL) represents an organization's effort to create 
continuous learning opportunities for all of its members. 
^ Dialogue and Inquiry (DI) refers to an organization's effort in creating a 
culture of questioning, feedback, and experimentation 
^ Team Learning (TL) reflects the "spirit of collaboration and the 
collaborative skills that undergird the effective use of teams" 
^ Employee Empowerment (EE) signifies an organization's process to create 
and share a collective vision and get feedback from its members about the 
gap between the current status and the new vision. 
v^  Embedded System (ES) indicates efforts to establish systems to capture and 
share learning. 
^ System connection (SC) reflects global thinking and actions to connect the 
organization to its internal and external environment, 
v^  Strategic Leadership for Learning (LL) shows the extent to which leaders 
"think strategically about how to use learning to create change and to move 
the organization in new directions or new markets". 
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Watkins and Marsick's (1993, 1996) theoretical framework of learning 
organization has several distinctive characteristics. First, it has a clear and 
inclusive definition of the construct of the learning organization. It defines the 
construct from an organizational culture perspective and thus provides adequate 
measurement domains for scale construction. Second, it includes dimensions of a 
learning organization at all levels. Redding (1997) reviewed several assessment 
tools of learning organizations and suggested that the framework created by 
Watkins and Marsick (1996) was among the few that covered all learning levels 
(that is, individual, team, and organizational) and system areas. Third, this model 
not only identifies main dimensions of the learning organization in the literature 
but also integrates them in a theoretical framework by specifying their 
relationships. This model of the learning organization shares characteristics with 
that of Redding and Catalanello (1994) on speed, depth and breadth of learning; 
and the thinking of Pedler et al. (1991) on how companies learn to sustain and 
develop themselves and their people (Birdthistle, 2006). 
Watkins and Marsick's theoretical framework defines the proposed seven 
dimensions of a learning organization from the perspective of action imperatives 
and thus has practical implications. This action perspective of the learning 
organization both provides a consistent cultural perspective on the construct and 
suggests several observable actions that can be taken to build a learning 
organization (Yang, Watkins, Marsick, 2004). Thus in Watkins and Marsick 
model, dimensions of learning organization at the people level, lead to the 
dimension of the learning organization at the structural level which in turn lead to 
learning outcomes - a) Gain of organizational knowledge b) Increase of 
organization financial performance. Watkins and Marsick's theoretical framework 
as represented in Yang, Watkins, Marsick, (2004) is presented in figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Network of the Dimensions of Learning Organization and Performance 
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Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2004) treated the three structural level learning 
dimensions - System Connection, Embedded Systems and Leadership for 
Learning - as the mediators between individual level learning dimensions 
(Continuous learning, Dialogue and Inquiry, Team Learning and Employee 
Empowerment) and the learning outcomes. It has also been argued that learning 
takes place at three interdependent levels in an organization - individual level, 
team level, and organizational level (Birdthistle, 2006). A study on Australian 
public sector by McCaffrey (2004) found that all the seven dimensions of the 
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learning organization are all significantly correlated with each other. Thus 
McCaffrey (2004) and Birdthistle (2006) did not consider such mediatory role for 
the structural level dimensions. Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2004) also agreed 
that these seven dimensions of learning organization are distinct but interrelated. 
Hence this study takes a view that all the seven dimensions are the integral parts of 
the learning appreciative system operating in an organization. These seven 
learning dimensions are related to each other and cause the learning out come at 
three levels - individual, group and organizational. Learning at Individual, group 
and organizational level, in turn, leadsnstrument to organizational performance 
(Bontis et al, 2002). This study used the scale of Bontis, Crossan and HuUand to 
measure the learning out comes as it gives the outcomes at individual, group and 
organizational level. 
Hence the hypothesized conceptual model adopted for this study can be 
represented as presented in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Conceptual model of Learning Organization adopted for this study 
LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
LEARNING DIAMENSIONS LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Source: Author 
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3.4 HYPOTHESES 
The steps leading to the Hypotheses testing is presented in figure 3.3 
Figure 3.3 Steps leading to the hypotheses testing 
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The review of Indian electric power sector carried out in chapter two concluded 
that there is marked improvement in the power sector scenario - availability based 
tariffs were successfully implemented and there is marked improvement in the 
efficiency parameters of thermal power plants (MOP, 2007). Hence this study 
assumes that thermal power plants in India are possibly learning organizations. 
The key research question, research objectives and hypotheses are framed based 
on this assumption and hence the results shall verify or falsify this assumption. 
The hypotheses are stated below: 
HOI: The dimensions of a learning organization are not present in thermal 
power plants in India 
There are seven sub hypotheses corresponding to the seven learning dimensions: 
HOl.l: The Continuous Learning dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India 
H01.2: The Dialogue and Inquiry dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
H01.3: The Team Learning dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
H0L4: The Embedded System dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
H01.5: The Employee Empowerment dimension of a learning organization is 
not present in thermal power plants in India. 
H01.6: The System Connection dimension of a learning organization is not 
present in thermal power plants in India. 
HOI.7: The Leadership for Learning dimension of a learning organization is 
not present in thermal power plants in India. 
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H02: There is no difference between the dimensions of learning organization 
among higher and middle management. 
There are seven sub hypotheses corresponding to the seven learning dimensions: 
H02.1: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
continuous learning. 
H02.2: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
dialogue and inquiry. 
H02.3: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
team learning 
H02.4: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
embedded system 
HO.1.5: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
employee empowerment 
H02.6: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
system connection 
H02.7: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
leadership for learning 
H0.3: There is no difference among Higher and Middle Management on 
learning outcomes at individual, group and organizational level. 
There are three sub hypotheses corresponding to three levels of learning outcomes: 
H03.1: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
learning outcome at individual level. 
H03.2: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
learning outcome at group level. 
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H03.3: There is no difference among higher and middle management on 
learning outcome at organizational level. 
H04: There is no relation between Learning dimensions and learning 
outcomes. 
H05: There is no relation between organizational performance and learning. 
3.5 RESEARCH DESIGN 
The quantitative research methodology adopted for this research is an analytical 
survey of coal based thermal power plants of the leading power utility in India, to 
explore the relationship between particular variables to verify hypotheses using a 
structured questionnaire. The structured questionnaire survey approach chosen for 
this research helped the researcher to conduct a study of coal based thermal power 
plants distributed all over India at a reasonable cost and reasonable time frame 
maintaining anonymity. The sample selection process is illustrated in figure 3.4 
and described subsequently. 
Figure 3.4 Sample Selection Process 
Organizations/Industry in general 
I 
Electric power Industry 
The Leading Power utility in India 
I ~ 
Thermal Power plants 
I 
Coal based Thermal Power Plants 
I ( AH the 14 Coal based Power Plants 
( ^Employees in the Higher and Middle Management 
I 
Convenience sampling 
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3.5.1 Reason for selection of the power industry 
Possible effects due to specific industries, the size of workforce and the category 
of employees can affect the outcome in such studies. In order to control for 
industry-specific effects, the current study focuses on the power sector. This 
industry is appropriate for studying the phenomena of organizational learning 
because it is a buoyant industry; having experienced considerable growth over the 
last several years due to increased power demand due to general industrial growth. 
India's power sector has grown tremendously since Independence in 1947, with 
installed capacity rising 8% annually to more than 1, 35,782 MW by 2007. Sixty 
four percent of the power produced is by thermal power plants and fifty three 
percent of the total power produced is from coal based thermal power plants 
(MOP, 2007). Power production which was almost entirely in the public sector is 
presently a mixture of private and public sectors. 
3.5.2 Reason for selection of the specific power utility 
Most of the power supply is based on thermal generation, with only 3% from 
nuclear power and about 25% from hydropower (MOP, 2007). Out of the total 
thermal power generation in India, 30% of the generation capacity and nearly 50% 
of the actual production are by one leading power utility alone. The power utility 
nearest to the leading power utility owns only one fourth of the capacity of the 
leading power company (NTPC, 2007). When the companies other than the 
leading power utility, generating thermal power are concerned, ownership is 
scattered among thirty state governments and a few private players. These entities 
include highly performing companies owned by Andhra Pradesh and Kamataka 
governments and very poor performing companies owned by Bihar and Jharkhand 
governments. Hence a random sampling of thermal power plants may not yield 
meaningftil interpretations regarding building of a learning organization with one 
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major organization and many minor organizations with widely varying culture and 
performance. Hence this study is focused on the coal based thermal power plants 
of the leading power utility in India, so that this study will address the major 
player in Indian power sector. Controlling organizational size is required to 
counter the argument that an organization with large number of employees will 
naturally have a more difficult time in sharing knowledge among individuals and 
groups than a firm with only a few employees. Each of the 14 coal based thermal 
power plants of the leading power utility in India have more than 200 employees 
in the higher and middle management level. 
3.5.3 Reason for selection the selection of specific sampling universe 
To control the variation in composition of the employees, employees from upper 
managerial, middle managerial categories are to be sampled proportionately. The 
middle management level constitutes the El to E5 levels and the upper 
management level constitutes E6 and above level (NTPC, 2008c). Supervisory 
category constituting W8 to Wll and worker category constituting Wl to W7 
category of employees are not considered as their role in organizational learning is 
limited. No other control of variables is considered to be necessary. 
3.5.4 Sources of data 
The primary data are collected through structured questionnaire from the higher 
and middle level managerial employees of all the 14 coal based Thermal Power 
Plants of the leading power utility in India. The secondary data related to 
organization was collected from the web site, annual reports and others 
publications. 
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3.5.5 Target population 
Target population for the purpose of this study is defined as all the employees in 
the higher and middle managerial category in all the 14 coal based thermal power 
plants of the leading powet utility in India. 
3.5.6 Sampling elements 
Individual employees in the higher and middle managerial category in all the 14 
coal based thermal power plants of the leading power utility in India are the 
sampling elements for this study. 
3.5.7 Sampling units 
A two stage sampling was adopted. The first stage sampling units were the coal 
based thermal power plants of the leading power utility in India. The second stage 
sampling unit were individual employees in the higher and middle managerial 
category in all the 14 coal based thermal power plants of the leading power utility 
in India are the sampling elements for this study. 
3.5.8 Sample size 
All the fourteen coal based thermal power plants of the leading power utility in 
India had been sampled. "For most purposes n=30 is sufficient, provided the 
universe is not exceedingly asymmetrical" (Boyd et. al., 2005). 100 is a medium 
sized sample and 400 is a larger sample (Boyd et. al., 2005). More than 5% sample 
size is an appreciable proportion of the sample universe (Boyd et. al., 2005). Now 
there are 14 coal based thermal power plants of the leading power utility in India. 
It was decided to sample all these power plants. To have a normal distribution for 
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the samples collected from each plant (even though analysis will not be done on 
individual plants), a minimum sample size of 30 was decided for each plant. This 
makes 14x30=420 as the total minimum sample size, which is a large sample. The 
issue can be looked into from another angle - as a percentage of sample universe. 
Each power plant sampled has 200 to 500 higher and middle managerial 
employees. Thus the sample size is 6 to 10% of the universe, which is an 
appreciable sample. 
3.5.9 Reason for considering convenience sampling 
There are over 5, 000 employees in the higher and middle management level of 
these 14 power plants. To carry out a probability random sampling about 420 
employees are to be selected from the list of these 5, 000 employees using random 
table. Each of these selected employees is then to be administered with the 
questionnaire. However these employees are scattered in 14 power stations spread 
all over India. Hence it is not practically possible to contact about 420 employees 
from the list of such a universe spread all over the country. An e-mail response of 
employees from the random list was tried during the pilot stage and the response 
without additional canvassing, even after ten reminders, was found to be less than 
10%. Hence this method was abandoned as it can lead to sampling bias. 
Hence this study did not consider a probability sampling. This research used 
convenience sampling and sampled a group of people readily available to the 
researcher at the time of sampling. A quota system was used to select at least 30 
employees from each power station and to select approximately 25% of the 
employees from the higher management and the remaining from the middle 
management. However the demographic data presented in Appendix B indicates 
that the sample represents a random population, as it represents the approximate 
distribution of various categories in the sampling universe. 
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3.5.10 Research instrument 
The process of selection of the research instrument, its rehability & vahdity and 
the data analysis process leading to the research findings is presented in figure 3.5 
and discussed subsequently. 
Figure 3.5 Research instrument selection and data analysis process 
Selection and development of Research instrument 
I 
Pilot study 
I 
Validity of the instrument 
I 
Reliability of the instrument 
I 
Final questionnaire 
I 
Questionnaire survey 
Hypothesis testing 
I 
Analysis of secondary data 
Research findings 
The research instrument used in this study involved two scales - one developed by 
Yang, Watkins and Marsick (2004) which measures whether the organization has 
the capability to learn forming part A of the questionnaire and the other developed 
by Bontis, Crossan and Hulland (2002) which measures the result of the learning 
process forming part B of the questionnaire. The instrument is a Likert response 
scale (Trochim, 2006) to measure responses on an interval level using a 1 to 6 
rating from strongly disagrees to strongly agree. This research adopted the 
pragmatist view of treating Likert scale as an interval scale as it is being followed 
by most social researchers (Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch, 2000). Part C of 
the questionnaire constituted demographic data. 
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3.5.10.1 Reasons behind the selection of the Research instrument 
Two main perspectives appear to emerge in the development of an organizational 
learning scale. These perspectives are determined by their aims, which as they are 
different, mean that their dimensions also differ (Chiva et al, 2006). The first 
perspective attempts to determine whether a certain process of organizational 
learning is being accomplished. These questionnaires organize their items 
according to each of the phases of the organizational learning process, in an 
attempt to determine the existence of these phases within the organization. Each of 
these phases is therefore taken as the dimensions of the scale. These scales are 
based on models such as that of Ruber (1991) or Crossan et al. (1999b). The 
studies of Bontis et al. (2002) or Tippins and Sohi (2003) are notable examples of 
this perspective of OL measurement (Chiva et al, 2006). 
The second perspective on scales aims to determine the organizational propensity 
or capability to learn. These questionnaires organize their items according to the 
main facilitators of organizational learning. The main facilitators of organizational 
learning (experimentation, risk taking, etc.) are therefore taken as the dimensions. 
These measurement scales are mainly based on the learning organization literature 
(Chiva et al, 2006). 
3.5.10.2 Watkin and Marsick's Scale 
This research used the Watkins and Marsick model within the frame work of an 
appreciation system. The Watldns and Marsick's Dimensions of the Learning 
Organisation Questionnaire (DLOQ) (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004) was 
used to measure the learning dimensions in this study. 
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The learning appreciation system of an organization is considered to be consisting 
of seven key dimensions which are presented below 
CL = Continuous Learning (1-7) 
DI = Dialogue and Inquiry (8-13) 
TL = Team Learning (14-19) 
ES = Embedded System (20-25) 
EE = Employee Empowerment (26-31) 
SC = System Connection (32-37) 
LL = leadership for Learning (38-43) 
LAS = Learning Appreciation System of the organization = the sum of the seven 
dimensions of a Learning Organization. The numbers in the bracket indicate the 
serial numbers of the questions in DLOQ. 
Thus a separate scale was used to measure each of the seven dimensions of a 
learning organization proposed by Watkins and Marsick (1993, 1996). Yang, 
Watkins and Marsick (2004) tested the learning organization questionnaire and 
calculated the estimates of the structural coefficients for their nomological 
network. An item pool was generated by the instrument authors based on 
behavioral evidence of each dimension identified in their research on the learning 
organization. The authors of the instrument are the experts in the field, and they 
had checked relevant literature to ensure that the instrument covered adequate 
content area for the construct of learning organization. Three stages of field testing 
were conducted in the instrument development process to ensure the reliability and 
content validity of the scale. All of the responses were then coded and analyzed 
using the SPSS program. Item analysis procedures were performed at each stage. 
Reliability testing enabled the revision of each version of the instrument into the 
final form. Analysis of internal consistency (as reflected by Cronbach's alpha) for 
each scale, identified items with low item-total correlations. These items were 
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replaced or revised in later versions with an overall eye toward content validity. 
The field tests continued until acceptable reliability and content validity were 
achieved. Their study selected six criterion indices: the chi-square test, Joreskog 
and Sorbom's (1989) goodness-of-fit index (GFI) and goodness-of-fit index 
adjusted for degree of freedom (AGFI), Bentler's (1990) comparative fit index 
(CFI), Bentler and Bonett's (1980) non-normed fit index (NNFI), and Steiger's 
(1990) root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). The study showed 
strong evidence of construct validity for the scale measuring dimensions of the 
learning organization (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004)). Thus in using this 
research instrument, the validity, reliability and generalisability of the instrument 
has been tested and approved. This scale measures whether the organization 
has capability to learn (Chiva et al, 2006) and was used in this study to 
measure the dimensions of learning organization and to identify whether the 
organization has the characteristics of a learning organization. 
3.5.10.3 Bontis, Crossan and Hulland's Scale 
The scale developed by Bontis, Crossan and Hulland (2002) was used in this study 
to measure the learning out comes. This scale measures whether the 
organizational learning process is being completed or not (Chiva et al, 2006). 
The scale considers Learning Outcomes at three levels as well as the 
Organizational Performance, as presented below: 
0P= Organizational performance 
ILL = Individual level learning 
GLL = Group level learning 
OLL = Organizational level learning 
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LOC = Learning outcome = the sum of the learning out comes at Individual Level, 
Group Level and Organizational Level. 
A total of three pilot studies were conducted before the fiill study (Bontis et. al, 
2002). Tests for reliability and validity of the measurement items relating to the 
constructs were evaluated using PLS (Partial Least Squares) as suggested by 
Barclay, Higgins, and Thompson (1995) (Bontis et al, 2002). A matrix of loadings 
and cross-loadings was used to test discriminant validity. All constructs had 
adequate reliability (Carmines and Zeller, 1979) and internal consistency well 
above the 0.7 threshold prescribed by Nunnally (1978). In terms of convergent 
validity, Bagozzi (1981) and Fomell and Larcker (1981) suggest using an average 
variance extracted threshold of 50 percent - a value found for all six constructs in 
the fiill study (Bontis et al, 2002). Thus in using this research instrument, the 
validity, reliability and generalisability of the instrument has been tested and 
approved. 
3.5.10.4 Pilot Survey 
A pilot study of the measurement instrument was necessary to validate the items 
as well as the scale for the Indian power industry and also due to minor changes 
made to the original scale. Moreover constructing a valid instrument is an ongoing 
process (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004)). In this study, the questionnaire was 
pilot tested with a sample size of thirty in November 2007. 
For the learning dimensions all the 43 questions of the Yang, Watkins and 
Marsick's questionnaire were used as such. Researcher has modified the language 
used in the scale of Bontis et al (2002). In the individual learning outcome, two 
items from the scale of Bontis et al (2002) were removed and four questions were 
added; in the group level learning outcome one item was removed and two items 
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added; in the organizational level two items were removed and three items added; 
in the performance outcome scale two items were removed and three items were 
added including two from the questionnaire of Watkins and Marsick. As the 
original questionnaire of Yang, Watkins and Marsick was a six point Likert scale, 
a six point scale was used uniformly for all the questions. Eleven questions were 
used to collect demographic information. Hence a total of 99 questions were used 
in the pilot study. 
After the validation of the scale using the pilot study thirty eight items remained, 
after removal of five items, in the Part A of the scale; thirty five items remained, 
after removal of ten items, in the Part B of the scale; four questions were removed 
from Part C, demographic data. Hence a total of eighty questions remained in the 
final questionnaire. 
3.6.10.5 Objectivity and Subjectivity 
A researcher cannot avoid having data contaminated by some form of bias. 
However, bias can be reduced and objectivity enhanced (Leedy and Ormrod, 
2001). To enhance objectivity in this study, this research used a standardized 
instrument and also used the triangulation method of data collection by obtaining 
information using secondary sources to qualitatively corroborate the questionnaire 
survey. 
3.6.10.6 Reliability and Validity 
It is not possible to calculate reliability exactly. Instead, reliability is to be 
estimated (Trochim, 2006). This research enhanced the reliability of the study 
through the use of a structured questionnaire survey using standardized 
instrument. Further Internal Consistency Reliability was estimated in this research 
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by calculating Chronbach's Alpha values for each construct. An alpha value above 
0.7 was taken as an acceptable measure of reliability (Gliem and Gliem, 2003). 
This study used standard instrument tested in a different context and has been 
adapted after pre testing in this context, hence have external validity and construct 
validity (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001). However Convergent validity and 
Discriminant validity (which are sub divisions of construct validity) are again 
established in this study using Partial Least Square method and is presented in the 
analysis section. 
For evaluating the reliability and validity of the 88 measurement items relating to 
the eleven constructs using Partial Least Squares, the estimated loadings 
(regression coefficients) for the total set of measurement items were tabulated. 
Items with loading values less than 0.7 (Bontis et al, 2002) are removed to ensure 
construct validity. A matrix of loadings and cross-loadings were made to test 
discriminant validity. To evaluate the discriminant validity of measures, one 
compares the loading of an item with its associated factor (i.e., construct) to its 
cross-loadings. All remaining items had higher loadings with their corresponding 
factors in comparison to their cross-loadings. In terms of convergent validity, an 
average variance extracted threshold of 50 percent was used. 
Conclusion validity is related to statistical power. As a 1 to 6 rating likert type 
scale was used a score of 3.5 shall be taken as neutral point. To increase statistical 
power this research used a large sample size of more than four hundred and a 
significance level of 0.01. 
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3.6.11 Administration of questionnaire 
The structured questionnaire used for this study was distributed at each power 
station and responses collected back. An e-mail option was given to respondents 
who were willing to respond through e-mail. There was some need for 
administrative facilities for distribution of questionnaires at random - advantage 
was taken of the availability of employee development centers available at each 
power station and also the cooperation the general manager or another senior 
officer of the power station. The whole survey was carried out during the period 
from January 2008 to November 2008. 
3.6.12 Response rate 
A total of seven hundred questionnaires were distributed. Five hundred and 
sixteen responses were received, fourteen responses were rejected. Five hundred 
and two usable responses gave a response rate of 71.7%. The total executive man 
power in these fourteen power stations is 5966 (NTPC, 2008b). Thus the usable 
responses constitute 8.4% of the total executive man power, hence is a substantial 
sample. 
3.6.13 Analysis of results 
The returned questionnaires were coded and were first recorded in excel 
worksheets. The data was then assessed for missing data. In all cases the missing 
values were considered minimal and missing completely at random therefore any 
omissions were a secondary issue (Hair et al, 1998). A commonly used approach 
to missing data was employed, which is replacement of the missing value with the 
person mean within the scale or item mean from the sample (Egan, Yang & 
Bartlett, 2004). SPSS and Minitab were used for analyzing the data. As per 
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requirements of the analysis they were copied to SPSS and Minitab for analysis. 
Analysis results from SPSS and Minitab were copied and stored in word document 
files. 
3.6.14 Secondary data collection and analysis 
Secondary data was collected from websites, publications of the company, 
presentations on the company and individual correspondences and the source has 
been acknowledged where ever such data is presented in this thesis, to (a) 
ascertain organization's efforts to build a learning environment inside the 
organization and the organizations efforts to learn (b) organization's financial and 
non financial performance. Such data shall be used to qualitatively supplement the 
findings of the quantitative analysis - that is the presence of learning dimensions, 
non financial performance out comes and financial performance outcomes. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
4.1 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE INSTRUMENT 
As stated in Section 3.5.9 Part A of the instrument (having seven constructs) used 
in this research was the scale developed and validated by Yang, Watkins and 
Marsick (Dimensions of Learning organization Questionnaire) (Yang et al, 2004) 
and Part B (having four constructs) was the scale developed and validated by 
Bontis, Crossan and HuUand (Bontis et al, 2002). Thus in using this instrument the 
validity, reliability and generalisability of the instrument has been tested and 
approved. However Yang Watkins and Marsick (2004) opined that constructing a 
valid instrument is an ongoing process. Thus the instrument was revalidated to 
apply it to the Indian power industry with minor changes to the original scale. 
4.1.1 Instrument validity 
It is better to consider convergent and discriminent validity together (Trochim, 
2006). To evaluate the convergent and discriminant validity of measures, Partial 
Least Squares regression was used to compare the loading of an item in a construct 
with its associated factor (of the construct) to its cross-loadings (Bontis et al, 
2002). All remaining items had higher loadings with their corresponding factors in 
comparison to their cross-loadings. The results of this test show that there is 
convergent and discriminant validity for the remaining measures and their 
corresponding constructs. A matrix of loadings and cross-loadings of all 88 items 
belonging to 11 constructs as displayed in table 4.1 was used to test convergent 
and discriminant validity. 
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CL5 
CL2 
CL7 
CL3 
CLl 
CL4 
CL6 
DI3 
DIl 
DI2 
DI6 
DI4 
DI5 
TL2 
TL3 
TL5 
TLl 
TL4 
TL6 
ESS 
ES3 
ES6 
ES4 
ES2 
ESI 
EE3 
EE6 
EEl 
EE2 
EE5 
EE4 
SC4 
SC3 
SCI 
se2 
SC6 
SC5 
LL5 
LLl 
LL6 
LL2 
LL4 
LL3 
CL 
0.880 
0.866 
0.843 
0.818 
0.522 
0.436 
0.291 
0.544 
0.679 
0.437 
0.543 
0.649 
0.188 
0.586 
0.577 
0.676 
0.570 
0.468 
0.442 
0.459 
0.442 
0.514 
0.435 
0.572 
0.450 
0.579 
0.612 
0.354 
0.592 
0.509 
0.464 
0.462 
0.607 
0.572 
0.653 
0.291 
0.105 
0.547 
0.335 
0.372 
0.469 
0.401 
0.516 
Table 4.1 Matrix of 
DI 
0.510 
0.604 
0.606 
0.543 
0.694 
0.338 
0.316 
0.905 
0.849 
0.813 
0.810 
0.804 
0.516 
0.586 
0.495 
0.570 
0.652 
0.510 
0.504 
0.611 
0.476 
0.467 
0.575 
0.568 
0.488 
0.510 
0.526 
0.542 
0.558 
0.417 
0.526 
0.434 
0.656 
0.525 
0.423 
0.208 
0.175 
0.644 
0.399 
0.340 
0.464 
0.345 
0.503 
TL 
0.476 
0.619 
0.537 
0.611 
0.563 
0.404 
0.163 
0.667 
0.634 
0.481 
0.530 
0.496 
0.366 
0.924 
0.867 
0.837 
0.789 
0.784 
0.601 
0.510 
0.295 
0.549 
0.324 
0.561 
0.550 
0.643 
0.571 
0.519 
0.694 
0.481 
0.401 
0.484 
0.698 
0.578 
0.664 
0.428 
0.242 
0.583 
0.279 
0.253 
0.433 
0.389 
0.376 
ES 
0.566 
0.603 
0.552 
0.491 
0.459 
0.334 
0.302 
0.530 
0.584 
0.583 
0.565 
0.654 
0.365 
0.600 
0.545 
0.542 
0.527 
0.413 
0.487 
0.821 
0.787 
0.757 
0.757 
0.735 
0.724 
0.397 
0.517 
0.334 
0.342 
0.369 
0.504 
0.442 
0.628 
0.590 
0.499 
0.279 
0.438 
0.510 
0.217 
0.327 
0.274 
0.389 
0.366 
loadings and cross loadings 
EE 
0.457 
0.500 
0.638 
0.650 
0.572 
0.391 
0.316 
0.570 
0.615 
0.390 
0.661 
0.458 
0.516 
0.532 
0.564 
0.617 
0.645 
0.577 
0.413 
0.418 
0.346 
0.441 
0.279 
0.464 
0.482 
0.896 
0.785 
0.784 
0.781 
0.764 
0.721 
0.384 
0.608 
0.425 
0.424 
0.300 
0.184 
0.477 
0.363 
0.078 
0.516 
0.251 
0.543 
SC 
0.435 
0.583 
0.435 
0.462 
0.445 
0.259 
0.080 
0.505 
0.571 
0.243 
0.503 
0.327 
0.328 
0.590 
0.646 
0.475 
0.521 
0.617 
0.501 
0.498 
0.307 
0.448 
0.382 
0.561 
0.643 
0.446 
0.520 
0.248 
0.365 
0.474 
0.238 
0.837 
0.813 
0.778 
0.767 
0.756 
0.706 
0.550 
0.571 
0.522 
0.513 
0.466 
0.468 
LL 
0.445 
0.521 
0.360 
0.561 
0.532 
0.081 
0.036 
0.569 
0.562 
0.302 
0.469 
0.483 
0.311 
0.412 
0.343 
0.435 
0.426 
0.499 
0.597 
0.334 
0.261 
0.348 
0.457 
0.309 
0.330 
0.423 
0.375 
0.380 
0.450 
0.334 
0.292 
0.523 
0.645 
0.494 
0.666 
0.396 
0.330 
0.870 
0.806 
0.777 
0.774 
0.754 
0.740 
ILL 
0.351 
0.473 
0.479 
0.520 
0.334 
0.266 
0.145 
0.412 
0.603 
0.248 
0.432 
0.374 
0.419 
0.532 
0.490 
0.429 
0.465 
0.437 
0.423 
0.356 
0.265 
0.424 
0.476 
0.246 
0.489 
0.612 
0.294 
0.596 
0.389 
0.544 
0.288 
0.620 
0.392 
0.537 
0.554 
0.309 
0.266 
0.560 
0.586 
0.483 
0.558 
0.595 
0.509 
GLL 
0.334 
0.504 
0.350 
0.465 
0.497 
0.129 
0.000 
0.467 
0.533 
0.410 
0.524 
0.511 
0.400 
0.469 
0.326 
0.369 
0.531 
0.393 
0.475 
0.377 
0.338 
0.415 
0.469 
0.560 
0.490 
0.372 
0.472 
0.192 
0.394 
0.427 
0.251 
0.445 
0.543 
0.487 
0.458 
0.294 
0.349 
0.670 
0.357 
0.397 
0.473 
0.434 
0.349 
OLL 
0.544 
0.562 
0.456 
0.520 
0.476 
0.378 
0.237 
0.484 
0.587 
0.337 
0.384 
0.569 
0.428 
0.695 
0.598 
0.470 
0.555 
0.579 
0.577 
0.530 
0.381 
0.613 
0.509 
0.574 
0.659 
0.482 
0.520 
0.321 
0.473 
0.505 
0.324 
0.569 
0.675 
0.688 
0.613 
0.343 
0.408 
0.634 
0.453 
0.360 
0.540 
0.400 
0.614 
OP 
0.330 
0.430 
0.529 
0.529 
0.413 
0.414 
0.006 
0.316 
0.370 
0.156 
0.565 
0.189 
0.245 
0.498 
0.458 
0.539 
0.538 
0.402 
0.384 
0.369 
0.239 
0.396 
0.508 
0.409 
0.329 
0.616 
0.540 
0.435 
0.517 
0.441 
0.286 
0.626 
0.556 
0.523 
0.557 
0.352 
0.475 
0.535 
0.417 
0.427 
0.465 
0.416 
0.331 
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ILL9 
ILL12 
ILL6 
ILLS 
ILLS 
ILL7 
ILL4 
ILLIO 
ILL3 
ILL2 
ILLl 
ILL 11 
GLL2 
GLL8 
GLL9 
GLL7 
GLL3 
GLL5 
GLLIO 
GLL6 
GLLl 
GLLll 
GLL4 
0LL6 
0LL2 
OLL9 
OLL4 
OLLli 
0LL7 
OLL3 
OLLl 
OLL8 
0LL5 
OLLIO 
OP2 
0P6 
0P9 
OPl 
OP5 
OP3 
OP4 
OF? 
0P8 
OPll 
OPIO 
0.469 
0.300 
0.402 
0.335 
0.365 
0.266 
0.437 
0.239 
0.601 
0.562 
0.268 
0.231 
0.496 
0.334 
0.323 
0.375 
0.436 
0.344 
0.251 
0.317 
0.106 
0.401 
0.540 
0.513 
0.466 
0.484 
0.336 
0.635 
0.386 
0.465 
0.507 
0.358 
0.504 
0.275 
0.456 
0.475 
0.402 
0.429 
0.296 
0.508 
0.403 
0.477 
0.419 
0.282 
0.031 
0.458 
0.351 
0.218 
0.210 
0.324 
0.291 
0.348 
0.348 
0.534 
0.614 
0.280 
0.048 
0.595 
0.377 
0.504 
0.430 
0.304 
0.345 
0.372 
0.597 
0.168 
0.292 
0.421 
0.506 
0.326 
0.407 
0.416 
0.386 
0.441 
0.529 
0.365 
0.277 
0.603 
0.276 
0.249 
0.418 
0.143 
0.396 
0.470 
0.308 
0.172 
0.109 
0.163 
0.376 
0.156 
0.409 
0.467 
0.339 
0.433 
0.287 
0.410 
0.381 
0.389 
0.454 
0.586 
0.256 
0.366 
0.578 
0.394 
0.478 
0.353 
0.289 
0.234 
0.254 
0.360 
0.331 
0.370 
0.477 
0.484 
0.522 
0.557 
0.623 
0.542 
0.438 
0.536 
0.460 
0.541 
0.579 
0.281 
0.395 
0.522 
0.388 
0.414 
0.560 
0.539 
0.465 
0.290 
0.127 
0.226 
0.011 
0.392 
0.370 
0.236 
0.318 
0.286 
0.337 
0.350 
0.217 
0.509 
0.573 
0.272 
0.143 
0.534 
0.417 
0.508 
0.592 
0.352 
0.532 
0.240 
0.343 
0.186 
0.323 
0.271 
0.638 
0.454 
0.455 
0.500 
0.514 
0.626 
0.547 
0.518 
0.330 
0.635 
0.423 
0.507 
0.494 
0.326 
0.386 
0.404 
0.246 
0.367 
0.266 
0.453 
0.240 
0.263 
0.475 
0.371 
0.410 
0.382 
0.311 
0.344 
0.329 
0.319 
0.372 
0.528 
0.668 
0.349 
0.537 
0.279 
0.541 
0.208 
0.290 
0.292 
0.171 
0.291 
0.101 
0.231 
0.270 
0.434 
0.439 
0.389 
0.502 
0.429 
0.445 
0.395 
0.463 
0.331 
0.520 
0.231 
0.415 
0.456 
0.485 
0.521 
0.521 
0.508 
0.421 
0.325 
0.328 
0.265 
0.128 
0.400 
0.487 
0.463 
0.538 
0.455 
0.381 
0.517 
0.426 
0.354 
0.402 
0.333 
0.431 
0.677 
0.514 
0.555 
0.377 
0.315 
0.267 
0.209 
0.398 
0.393 
0.568 
0.403 
0.575 
0.518 
0.662 
0.513 
0.571 
0.452 
0.453 
0.593 
0.453 
0.520 
0.471 
0.646 
0.568 
0.506 
0.474 
0.437 
0.597 
0.469 
0.151 
0.366 
0.344 
0.453 
0.555 
0.537 
0.593 
0.422 
0.608 
0.458 
0.428 
0.614 
0.528 
0.530 
0.389 
0.304 
0.479 
0.571 
0.435 
0.409 
0.505 
0.350 
0.301 
0.509 
0.290 
0.460 
0.415 
0.505 
0.423 
0.560 
0.433 
0.524 
0.579 
0.345 
0.506 
0.372 
0.535 
0.367 
0.446 
0.499 
0.291 
0.574 
0.443 
0.523 
0.432 
0.256 
0.338 
0.490 
0.350 
0.830 
0.827 
0.808 
0.804 
0.767 
0.756 
0.735 
0.729 
0.710 
0.702 
0.616 
0.571 
0.448 
0.443 
0.477 
0.335 
0.340 
0.312 
0.137 
0.321 
0.174 
0.322 
0.166 
0.376 
0.417 
0.459 
0.436 
0.418 
0.581 
0.343 
0.444 
0.398 
0.584 
0.349 
0.551 
0.646 
0.456 
0.646 
0.559 
0.554 
0.573 
0.365 
0.541 
0.455 
0.341 
0.345 
0.374 
0.434 
0.247 
0.401 
0.390 
0.262 
0.440 
0.349 
0.353 
0.281 
0.194 
0.810 
0.802 
0.774 
0.765 
0.733 
0.733 
0.712 
0.706 
0.465 
0.425 
0.314 
0.444 
0.414 
0.426 
0.434 
0.489 
0.466 
0.557 
0.422 
0.320 
0.583 
0.472 
0.497 
0.598 
0.342 
0.607 
0.373 
0.387 
0.555 
0.272 
0.370 
0.298 
0.217 
0.544 
0.332 
0.454 
0.516 
0.472 
0.421 
0.340 
0.356 
0.522 
0.522 
0.276 
0.313 
0.625 
0.417 
0.596 
0.475 
0.392 
0.428 
0.310 
0.381 
0.245 
0.306 
0.572 
0.821 
0.806 
0.783 
0.742 
0.739 
0.727 
0.717 
0.716 
0.712 
0.709 
0.598 
0.531 
0.444 
0.488 
0.537 
0.369 
0.502 
0.472 
0.345 
0.332 
0.334 
0.234 
0.623 
0.691 
0.679 
0.602 
0.402 
0.554 
0.665 
0.397 
0.431 
0.377 
0.308 
0.549 
0.638 
0.579 
0.539 
0.345 
0.424 
0.440 
0.305 
0.302 
0.335 
0.291 
0.366 
0.348 
0.513 
0.567 
0.358 
0.470 
0.378 
0.390 
0.548 
0.421 
0.492 
0.314 
0.891 
0.843 
0.811 
0.792 
0.790 
0.768 
0.752 
0.466 
0.425 
0.421 
0.261 
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However some items (fifteen items) showing item to total correlation lower than 
0.7 (Bontis et al, 2002) to its construct are removed from further calculations -
CLl, CL4, CL6, DI5, TL6, ILLl, ILLll, GLLl, GLL4, GLLll, OLLIO, 0P7, 
OPS, OP 10, and OP 11 - to keep the average variance extracted above 50%. In 
addition to the matrix of loadings and cross-loadings described earlier, AVE is a 
method to test convergent and discriminant validity as proposed by Fomell and 
Larcker (1981), according to whom AVE should be more than 50% for each 
construct. They also suggested that the shared variance between any two 
constructs should be less than the variance extracted by either of the individual 
constructs. In other words, values along the diagonal of the correlation matrix in 
Table 4.2 must be greater than the corresponding values in each row or column 
(Bontis et al, 2002). The results in this table show that this is the case, showing 
discriminent validity. The table 4.2 is constructed by tabulating the squire root of 
the average variance extracted along the diagonals and tabulating the correlations 
in the off diagonal cells (Fomell and Larcker, 1981). Bold values in table 4.2 are 
to be greater than those in corresponding rows and columns as per Fomell and 
Larcker (1981). 
Table 4.2 Correlation matrix and discriminant validity assessment 
CL 
DI 
TL 
ES 
EE 
SC 
LL 
ILL 
GLL 
OLL 
OP 
CL 
0.852 
0.651 
0.657 
0.609 
0.656 
0.554 
0.562 
0.552 
0.488 
0.621 
0.519 
DI 
0.837 
0.667 
0.694 
0.650 
0.514 
0.578 
0.486 
0.583 
0.572 
0.372 
TL 
0.842 
0.606 
0.696 
0.660 
0.501 
0.540 
0.493 
0.696 
0.571 
ES 
0.764 
0.531 
0.626 
0.444 
0.468 
0.581 
0.706 
0.483 
EE 
0.790 
0.494 
0.474 
0.542 
0.452 
0.581 
0.589 
SC 
0.777 
0.657 
0.573 
0.555 
0.705 
0.650 
LL 
0.788 
0.693 
0.585 
0.638 
0.559 
ILL 
0.768 
0.469 
0.595 
0.698 
GLL 
0.755 
0.610 
0.589 
OLL 
0.748 
0.594 
OP 
0.808 
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4.1.2 Instrument reliability 
Descriptive statistics and reliability coefficients of the valid items (Seventy three 
items) of the eleven constructs are displayed in Table 4.3. All of the Cronbach's 
Alpha's exceeded the accepted limit (of 0.7) and therefore suggest that the eleven 
constructs in the scale demonstrate acceptable reliability for survey of thermal 
power plants in India. 
Table 4.3 Descriptive Statistics and Cronbach's Alpha's 
Item 
CL2 
CL3 
CL5 
CL7 
DIl 
DI2 
DI3 
DI4 
DI6 
TLl 
TL2 
TL3 
TL4 
TL5 
ESI 
ES2 
ES3 
ES4 
ESS 
ES6 
EEl 
EE2 
EE3 
EE4 
EE5 
EE6 
SCI 
SC2 
SC3 
Mean 
3.766 
4.000 
3.800 
3.633 
3.433 
3.566 
3.333 
3.633 
3.800 
3.700 
3.533 
3.833 
3.900 
3.8333 
3.700 
3.900 
3.566 
3.533 
3.633 
3.5333 
3.700 
3.433 
3.700 
3.600 
3.500 
3.600 
3.466 
3.700 
3.733 
Standard Deviation 
0.727 
0.830 
0.805 
0.614 
0.773 
0.678 
0.958 
0.718 
0.805 
0.876 
0.973 
0.985 
0.884 
1.019 
1.022 
0.959 
1.006 
0.937 
0.808 
0.819 
0.651 
0.727 
0.794 
0.894 
0.861 
0.855 
0.937 
1.055 
0.907 
Number of items 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
Cronbach's 
Alpha 
0.875 
0.893 
0.896 
0.858 
0.879 
0.869 
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SC4 
SC5 
SC6 
LLl 
LL2 
LL3 
LL4 
LL5 
LL6 
ILL2 
ILL3 
ILL4 
ILLS 
ILL6 
ILL7 
ILL8 
ILL9 
ILLIO 
ILL12 
GLL2 
GLL3 
GLL5 
GLL6 
GLL7 
GLL8 
GLL9 
GLLIO 
OLLl 
0LL2 
0LL3 
0LL4 
0LL5 
0LL6 
0LL7 
0LL8 
0LL9 
OLLU 
OPl 
0P2 
0P3 
0P4 
OPS 
0P6 
OP9 
3.600 
3.833 
3.7667 
3.833 
3.733 
3.600 
3.633 
3.733 
3.633 
4.100 
4.066 
4.366 
4.200 
4.466 
4.200 
4.200 
4.200 
4.300 
4.366 
4.033 
3.833 
4.166 
3.866 
4.133 
4.000 
3.966 
4.000 
4.100 
4.100 
4.000 
4.033 
3.900 
3.700 
3.766 
3.933 
4.000 
3.900 
4.233 
4.200 
3.900 
4.066 
3.900 
3.966 
4.066 
0.724 
1.176 
0.817 
0.647 
0.944 
0.563 
0.614 
0.907 
0.808 
0.758 
0.691 
0.614 
0.761 
0.681 
0.550 
0.846 
0.805 
0.749 
0.668 
0.808 
0.746 
0.698 
0.507 
0.434 
0.525 
0.718 
0.643 
0.758 
0.884 
0.787 
0.556 
0.661 
0.836 
0.858 
0.583 
0.587 
0.547 
0.773 
0.761 
0.547 
0.691 
0.712 
0.490 
0.827 
6 
10 
8 
10 
7 
0.879 
0.923 
0.893 
0.913 
0.910 
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4.1.3 Summery of Instrument reliability and validity 
Table 4.4 displays the summary of the construct statistics. 
Table 4.4 Summary of Construct statistics 
Arithmetic 
mean (all 
items) 
Arithmetic 
mean (used 
items) 
Cronbach's 
alpha 
Convergent 
validity 
(AVE) 
Discriminent 
validity 
correlation 
values 
CL 
3.86 
3.80 
0.875 
0.726 
0.852 
DI 
3.65 
3.55 
0.893 
0.700 
0.837 
TL 
3.77 
3.75 
0.896 
0.709 
0.842 
ES 
3.66 
3.66 
0.858 
0.584 
0.764 
EE 
3.59 
3.59 
0.879 
0.625 
0.790 
SC 
3.69 
3.69 
0.869 
0.604 
0.777 
LL 
3.69 
3.69 
0.879 
0.621 
0.788 
ILL 
4.24 
4.24 
0.892 
0.590 
0.768 
GLL 
3.99 
4.00 
0.893 
0.571 
0.755 
OLL 
3.94 
3.95 
0.913 
0.560 
0.748 
OP 
4.07 
4.04 
0.910 
0.653 
0.808 
The assessment of Convergent and Discriminant validity should suffice to assess 
the Construct Validity of the instrument (Churchill, 1979). Thus the instrument is 
now justifiably reliable and valid in an Indian public sector context as it has been 
tested for the biggest thermal power utility in India which is a public sector 
organization. 
4.2 LEARNING ORGANIZATION FINDINGS 
The findings of the questionnaire survey are presented below in the form of the 
results of testing hypotheses. Five hypotheses and their sub hypotheses are tested 
below. 
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4.2.1 Hypothesis No.l 
The first hypothesis answers the question "Are the seven Dimensions of a 
Learning organization present in the thermal power plants?" 
To answer the research hypothesis for the organization as a whole, the descriptive 
statistics was subjected to a sampling statistics test by determining the critical t 
value for the specified confidence level of 99%. A one sample t-test of the overall 
mean of each dimension and overall mean of all the seven dimensions together 
was carried out against the neutral point of 3.5. The results of the t-test are 
tabulated in table 4.5 
Table 4.5 Learning dimensions - one sample t-test results 
Hypothesis 
No. 
HOLl 
H0L2 
HOI.3 
HOI.4 
HOLS 
HO 1.6 
HO 1.7 
HOI 
Construct 
Continuous learning 
Dialogue and inquiry 
Team learning 
Embedded system 
Employee empowerment 
System connection 
Leadership for learning 
Learning Appreciation 
System 
Overall 
Mean 
3.817 
3.549 
3.768 
3.685 
3.619 
3.696 
3.794 
3.701 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.850 
0.912 
0.834 
0.914 
0.869 
0.892 
0.896 
0.752 
t-
statistic 
8.36 
1.20 
7.19 
4.54 
3.07 
4.94 
7.36 
5.99 
P 
value 
0.000 
0.229 
0.000 
0.000 
0.002 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
The t- values tabulated in Table 4.5 above indicate that there is no statistically 
significant difference for the Dialogue and Enquiry dimension from the neutral 
point of 3.5. For all other six dimensions and also for the organizadon as a whole 
there is a statistically significant difference from the neutral point at 99% 
confidence level (p < 0.01), rejecting the null hypotheses. 
Accept or reject null Hypothesis (Hypothesis No.l) based on the t-test results is 
tabulated in table 4.6 
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Table 4.6 Accept or reject null Hypothesis (Hypothesis No.l) based on the t-test 
results. 
Hypothesis No. 
HOl.l 
HOI.2 
HOI.3 
HOI.4 
HOI.5 
HO 1.6 
HO 1.7 
HOI 
Construct 
Continuous learning 
Dialogue and inquiry 
Team learning 
Embedded system 
Employee empowerment 
System connection 
Leadership for learning 
Learning Appreciation 
System (Overall seven 
dimensions) 
Accept or reject null 
Hypothesis 
Not Accept 
Accept 
Not Accept 
Not Accept 
Not Accept 
Not Accept 
Not Accept 
Not Accept 
The results of the testing of Hypothesis No.l (HOI) indicate that "The 
dimensions of a learning organization are present in thermal power plants in 
India". 
However as can be seen from the Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 the sub hypothesis on 
Dialogue and Inquiry (HO 1.2) is accepted. Thus the Dialogue and Inquiry 
dimension of a learning organization is not present in thermal power plants in 
India. 
4.2.2 Hypothesis No.2 
The Second hypothesis answers the question "Is there a difference between the 
seven dimensions of a learning organization among Higher and Middle 
Management?" 
To answer the research hypothesis a two sample t test of the mean of the seven 
dimensions together for the higher management against the mean for the lower 
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management was conducted to determine the critical value of t for the specified 
confidence level of 99%. To answer the research hypothesis at the sub hypothesis 
level, a two sample t test of the mean of each of the seven dimensions for the 
higher management against the mean of each of the seven dimensions for the 
lower management was conducted. The results of the t-test are tabulated in table 
4.7 
Table 4.7 Learning dimensions - two sample t-test results 
Hypothesis 
No. 
H02.1 
H02.2 
H02.3 
H02.4 
H02.5 
H02.6 
H02.7 
H02 
Construct 
Continuous 
learning 
Dialogue and 
inquiry 
Team 
learning 
Embedded 
system 
Employee 
empowerment 
System 
connection 
Leadership 
for learning 
LAS 
Overall Mean for 
Management 
Level 
Higher 
3.720 
3.283 
3.714 
3.548 
3.552 
3.497 
3.717 
3.571 
Middle 
3.865 
3.651 
3.792 
3.739 
3.650 
3.777 
3.827 
3.754 
Standard 
Deviation for 
Management 
Level 
Higher 
0.861 
0.908 
0.839 
0.938 
0.901 
0.945 
0.940 
0.782 
Middle 
0.843 
0.896 
0.835 
0.900 
0.860 
0.855 
0.880 
0.735 
t-
statistic 
1.83 
4.10 
0.93 
2.08 
1.11 
3.05 
1.20 
2.39 
P 
value 
0.069 
0.000 
0.351 
0.038 
0.268 
0.003 
0.231 
0.018 
The t- values tabulated in Table 4.7 above indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference for two of the seven dimensions - Dialogue & Inquiry and 
System Connection- between the Higher and Middle management. For all other 
five dimensions of a learning organization there is no statistically significant 
difference between higher and Middle management. For overall average of the 
seven dimensions also there is no statistically significant difference between 
Higher and Middle Management at the specified significance level of 0.01. 
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Accept or reject null Hypothesis (Hypothesis No.l) based on the t-test results is 
tabulated in table 4.8 
Table 4.8 Accept or reject null Hypothesis (Hypothesis No.2) based on the t-test 
results. 
Hypothesis No. 
H02.1 
H02.2 . 
H02.3 
H02.4 
H02.5 
H02.6 
H02.7 
H02 
Construct 
Continuous learning 
Dialogue and inquiry 
Team learning 
Embedded system 
Employee empowerment 
System connection 
Leadership for learning 
Overall seven 
dimensions(LA$) 
Accept or reject null 
Hypothesis 
Accept 
Not Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
Not Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
The results of the testing of Hypothesis No.2 (H02) indicate that "There is no 
difference between the dimensions of learning organization among higher and 
middle management in thermal power plants in India". 
However as can be seen from the Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 the sub hypothesis on 
Dialogue and Inquiry (H02.2) is not accepted. Thus there is a difference among 
higher and middle management on the Dialogue and Inquiry dimension of a 
learning organization. 
Similarly the sub hypothesis on System Connection (H02.6) is not accepted. Thus 
there is a difference among higher and middle management on the System 
Connection dimension of a learning organization. 
For five other sub hypotheses - Continuous Learning (H02.1), Team Learning 
(H02.3), Embedded Systems (H02.4), Employee Empowerment (H02.4), 
Leadership for learning (H02.4) - The results of the t test indicate that "There is 
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no difference among higher and middle management" and the hypotheses are 
accepted. 
4.2.3 Hypothesis No.3 
The Third hypothesis answers the question "Is there a difference in the learning 
outcomes at three levels among Higher and Middle Management?" 
To answer the research hypothesis a two sample t test of the mean of the three 
levels of learning - Individual, Group and Organizational - for the higher 
management against the mean for the lower management was conducted to 
determine the critical value of t for the specified confidence level of 99%. To 
answer the research hypothesis at the sub hypothesis level, a two sample t test of 
the mean of each of the three levels of learning for the higher management against 
the mean of each of the three levels for the lower management was conducted. The 
results of the t-test are tabulated in table 4.9 
Table 4.9 Learning Outcomes - two sample t-test results 
Hypothesis 
No. 
H03.1 
H03.2 
H03.3 
H03 
Construct 
Individual 
Level learning 
Group Level 
Learning 
OrgEinizational 
Level 
Learning 
Overall for the 
three levels of 
learning 
(LOG) 
Overall Mean 
for Management 
Level 
Higher 
4.444 
3.945 
3.892 
3.892 
Middle 
4.229 
3.944 
4.087 
4.096 
Standard 
Deviation for 
Management 
Level 
Higher 
0.696 
0.781 
0.854 
0.854 
Middle 
0.765 
0.799 
0.838 
0.716 
t-
statistic 
3.03 
0.01 
2.33 
2.53 
P 
value 
0.003 
0.990 
0.021 
0.012 
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The t- values tabulated in Table 4.9 above indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference for one of the three learning levels - Individual Lever 
Learning- between the Higher and Middle management. For the other two levels 
of learning there is no statistically significant difference between higher and 
Middle management. For overall average of the three levels of learning outcomes 
also there is no statistically significant difference between Higher and Middle 
Management at the specified significance level of 0.01. 
Accept or reject null Hypothesis (Hypothesis No.l) based on the t-test results is 
tabulated in table 4.10 
Table 4.10 Accept or reject null Hypothesis (Hypothesis No.3) based on the t-test 
results. 
Hypothesis No. 
HO.3.1 
HO.3.2 
HO.3.3 
HOJ 
Construct 
Individual Level learning 
Group Level Learning 
Organizational Level Learning 
Overall for the three levels of 
learning (LOC) 
Accept or reject null 
Hypothesis 
Not Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
Accept 
The results of the testing of Hypothesis No.3 (H0.3) indicate that "There is no 
difference among higher and middle management on learning outcomes in 
thermal power plants in India". 
However as can be seen from the Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 the sub hypothesis on 
Individual Level Learning (H03.1) is not accepted. Thus there is a difference 
among higher and middle management on Individual Level Learning. 
For the other two sub hypotheses - Group Level Learning (H03.2), and 
Organizational Level Learning (H03.3) - The results of the t test indicate that 
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"There is no difference among higher and middle management" and the 
hypotheses are accepted. 
4.2.4 Hypothesis No.4 
The Fourth hypothesis answers the question "Is there a relation between the seven 
Dimensions of Learning organization and the learning outcomes at three levels?" 
This hypothesis is tested by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients and 
observing its statistical significance better than 0.01. The following table 4.11 
represents the Pearson correlation coefficients of each of the seven dimensions of 
learning to each of the learning outcomes at three levels - individual, group and 
organizational. 
Table 4. II Pearson correlation coefficients of learning dimensions and learning 
levels with significance level 
Construct 
Continuous 
learning 
Dialogue and 
Inquiry 
Team 
Leaming 
Embedded 
systems 
Employee 
Empowerment 
System 
Connection 
Leadership for 
Leaming 
Individual Level Leaming 
Correlation 
coefficient 
0.439 
0.357 
0.469 
0.473 
0.517 
0.461 
0.510 
Significance 
level 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Group Level Leaming 
Correlation 
coefficient 
0.600 
0.556 
0.662 
0.695 
0.689 
0.645 
0.676 
Significance 
level 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Organizational Level 
Leaming 
Correlation 
coefficient 
0.656 
0.637 
0.637 
0.710 
0.720 
0.717 
0.708 
Significance 
level 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
The table 4.11 indicates that each of the seven dimensions of the leaming 
organization is correlated with each of the three levels of leaming at a significance 
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level of 0.000. This would give evidence for a statistically significant relationship 
for the seven learning dimensions with individual, group and organizational level 
learning of the learning organization. 
Hence the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate hypothesis that there is 
a relation between Learning dimensions and learning outcomes in thermal 
power plants in India is accepted. 
4.2.5 Hypothesis No.5 
The Fifth hypothesis answers the question "Is there a relation between the learning 
out comes at three levels and the performance of the organization?" 
This hypothesis is tested by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients and 
observing its statistical significance better than 0.01. The following table 4.12 
represents the Pearson correlation coefficients of learning outcomes at individual, 
group and organizational levels with organizational performance 
Table 4.12 Pearson correlation coefficients of learning outcomes at individual, 
group and organizational levels with organizational performance 
Variable 
Individual Level Learning 
Group Level Learning 
Organizational Level Learning 
Organizational 
Performance 
0.626 
0.603 
0.741 
Significance level 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
The individual level learning, group level learning and organizational level 
learning are correlated with organizational performance at a significance level of 
0.000. This would suggest that there is a statistically significant relationship for 
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each of the three levels of learning - individual, group and organizational level 
learning - with organizational performance. Hence the null hypothesis is 
rejected and the alternate hypothesis that there is a relation between 
organizational performance and learning in thermal power plants in India is 
accepted. 
4.2.6 Learning Dimensions at Individual, Group and Organizational level 
The descriptive statistics of Learning dimensions at Individual, Group and 
Organizational level is presented in table 4.13 
Table 4.13 Learning dimensions at Individual, Group and Organizational level -
one sample t-test results 
Construct 
Individual level leaming 
dimensions 
Group level leaming 
dimensions 
Organizational level 
leaming dimensions 
Overall 
Mean 
3.668 
3.768 
3.699 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.816 
0.834 
0.791 
t-
statistic 
4.62 
7.20 
5.65 
P 
value 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
The t- values tabulated in Table 4.13 above indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference for leaming dimensions at Individual, Group and 
Organizational level from the neutral point and all the means are above neutral 
point. 
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4.2.7 Learning Dimensions at People level and Structural level 
The descriptive statistics of Learning Dimensions at People level and Structural 
level is presented in table 4.14 
Table 4.14 Learning dimensions at People level and Structural - one sample t-test 
results 
Construct 
People level learning dimensions 
Structural level leaming dimensions 
Overall 
Mean 
3.678 
3.725 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.756 
0.804 
t-
statistic 
5.29 
6.29 
p value 
0.000 
0.000 
The t- values tabulated in Table 4.14 above indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference for leaming dimensions at People level and Structural level 
from the neutral point and all the means are above neutral point. 
4.2.8 Learning Outcomes for the Organization as a whole 
The descriptive statistics of Leaming outcomes at Individual, Group and 
Organizational level for overall Higher and Middle management level is presented 
in table 4.15 
Table 4.15 Leaming outcomes for the whole organization - one sample t-test 
results 
Construct 
Individual Level Leaming 
Group Level Leaming 
Organizational level learning 
Overall 
Mean 
4.285 
3.942 
4.032 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.751 
0.794 
0.846 
t-
statistic 
23.42 
12.50 
14.11 
p value 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
The t- values tabulated in Table 4.15 above indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference for leaming outcomes at Individual, Group and 
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Organizational level from the neutral point and all the means are above neutral 
point. 
4.2.9 Organizational Performance 
The descriptive statistics on Organizational Performance is presented in table 4.16 
Table 4.16 Organizational Performance - one sample t-test results 
Construct 
Organizational Performance 
Overall 
Mean 
4.439 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.851 
t-
statistic 
24.74 
p value 
0.000 
The t- values tabulated in Table 4.16 above indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference for the Organizational Performance from the neutral point 
and the mean is above neutral point. 
4.3 ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY DATA 
Secondary data was collected to qualitatively answer the key question this thesis 
addresses "Are thermal power plants in India learning organizations?" Secondary 
data about the company being studied was collected from websites, publications of 
the company, presentations on the company and individual correspondences to 
ascertain (a) various actions taken by the company to create a learning 
organization to corroborate the quantitative study using the Dimensions of 
Learning Organization Questionnaire (b) various non financial performance 
indicators to corroborate the quantitative study using the learning outcome 
questionnaire so as to ascertain that learning takes place in the organization (c) 
various financial performance indicators to corroborate the quantitative study 
using the learning outcome questionnaire to ascertain that learning results in to 
financial performance. 
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4.3.1 Actions by the organization to create a learning organization. 
Various actions taken by the organization to create a learning organization are 
detailed below: 
1. Vision 
The organization studied in this thesis has formulated the following human 
Resources vision "To enable our people to be a family of committed world class 
professionals, making" the company "a learning organization" (NTPC, 2008a). It 
has aligned its strategy to national priorities, market dynamics, environment 
protection, social responsibility and ethics (CPC, 2007). it has adopted a five 
prong strategy to 'power the nation' - (a) rapid and high quality integrated 
growth, (b) exceptional operational performance, (c) commercial focus and 
market agility, (d) high performance team work and building a strong team of 
power processionals, (e) comprehensive change management. The organization 
strives to attain the following core values "BCOMIT" - Business ethics. 
Customer focus, Organizational and Professional pride, Mutual Respect and 
Trust, Innovation and speed, Total quality for Excellence (CPC, 2007). Human 
Resources Function of the company has formulated an integrated HR strategy 
which rests on four building blocks of HR viz. Competence building. 
Commitment building. Culture building and Systems building (NTPC, 2008a). 
2. Induction 
To induct talent and groom them into a dedicated cadre of power professionals 
"Executive Trainee" Scheme was introduced in the company in the year 1977 for 
recruitment in the disciplines of Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, Control & 
Instrumentation and now encompasses Computer Science, Chemistry, HR and 
Finance disciplines also (CPC, 2007). 
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3. Training and development 
The company has attached high importance for training and development of its 
employees. The company spends about 0.5% of its profit on training (Ghadei et al, 
2008). Every power station of the company has a well equipped training centre. In 
addition the company has established a Power Management Institute, at Noida to 
impart technical and managerial training to power professionals inside and out 
side the company (NTPC, 2008a). Seven days training is mandatory every year for 
each employee (Ghadei et al, 2008). Supplementary capsule courses of one week 
to one month duration are conducted for managerial employees who are about to 
take up higher responsibilities. E-Guru the 24x7 e-leaming programme of the 
company was initiated in 2007 and is run by the Power Management Institute, 
accessible at all power stations, to help employees to learn at their own place in 
own time and as long as they wish. Company imparts training on mentoring for 
senior executives and coaching and counseling skills for reporting officers. 
Company carries out value and vision v^orkshops for employees (Ghadei et al, 
2008). The company has institutionalized "Development Centers" in the company 
to systematically diagnose the current and potential competency requirements of 
the employees with the objective of enhancing their development in a planned 
manner (NTPC, 2008a). 
4. Academic enrichment initiatives 
The company has collaboration with national and international universities like 
Anna University, Chennai and Quinns land University, Australia (Ghadei et al, 
2008). Every year, the company sponsors a batch of it executives for Post 
Graduate Diploma in Business Management at Management Development 
Institute, Gurgaon. Every year, the company sponsors a batch of it executives for 
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MTech., in Power Engineering at India Institute of Technology, New Delhi, The 
company sponsors executives not having engineering degree for BSc in Power 
Engineering conducted by Birla Institute of Technology, Pilani (CPC, 2007). The 
company sponsors batches of it executives for Advanced Certificate Programme 
on Project management in association with International Institute of Project 
Management, for Energy Auditor and Energy manager courses conducted by 
Bureau of Energy Efficiency, for Boiler Operation Certificate courses conducted 
by BOE, India, for advanced management courses on Power Distribution 
Management conducted by Indira Gandhi National Open University. The company 
sponsors its workmen for Engineering Diploma in Power Engineering conducted 
by Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi and its workmen not having a certificate from 
Industrial Training Institute for the same. The company provides cash incentives 
for all employees who acquire higher academic qualification on their own (Ghadei 
et al, 2008). 
5. Team Based Initiatives for Knowledge Enhancement, Greater Exposure 
and Experimentation 
Company's National Open Competition for Executive Talent (NOCET) is 
conducted since year 2000 as a three tire level competition and rewards are given 
to the winners at all levels (Ghadei et al, 2008). Company conducts Power HR 
forum, a three tier level competition and two winning teams from the company 
participates at the national level along with other power sector utilities. Business 
Mind Simulation Games, a three tier level competition in the company is 
conducted by All India Management Association and then the 4 winning teams 
from the company belonging to four regions of the company participate in the 
National level where all the best performing companies of India participate. The 
company sponsors its executives for the National Competition for Young 
Managers, conducted by All India Management Association. Company conducts 
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Medha Pratiyogita, a three tier level quiz competition where the final quiz 
competition is conducted by Direck O'Brein. Company sponsors it executives for 
other quiz programes like TATA crucible Quiz and Brand India Equity Quiz. 
Company sponsors and encourages creation of Professional Circles in each 
department where executives study and present their findings; occasional 
competitions between professional circles are carried out where winners are 
rewarded. There are more than one thousand Quality Circles in the company, 
which are dedicated for process improvement, reduction of waste, pollution 
minimization and efficiency improvement. Quality Circle teams solve problems 
and present case studies at various QCFI chapters and other forums, at National 
and international levels. Company takes help of development centers like TV Rao 
Learning Centre for assessment and development of executives (Ghadei et al, 
2008). 
6. Specific teams for learning 
Teams formed by the company include Task force for innovation and creafivity. 
Team for knowledge Management, Team for Process Improvement Programmes, 
Projects for Bench marking and Projects for Six sigma (Ghadei et al, 2008). 
7. Idea generation 
Company has instituted an Employee Suggestion schemes for idea generation, in 
which the employees giving useful suggestions are rewarded and the suggestions 
are implemented on a time bound basis (NTPC, 2008a). 
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8. Information sharing 
Company prepares and publishes Operation Directives, Operation Guidence notes, 
and Operation Information notes at corporate level (Ghadei et al, 2008). Local 
Management Instructions on technical and managerial procedures are prepared 
and published by the company which is accessible through company's intranet. 
Company publishes book series on best HR practices, best Operation and 
Maintenance practices and best materials management practices. Company 
publishes a management journal "Horizon". All the power stations of the company 
have their own in-house journals. Different departments in a power station such as 
HR department, TQM department, IT department have their own journals some of 
which are online. Company publishes a video journal "Power Vision" (Ghadei et 
al, 2008). 
9. Other initiatives 
Company conducts periodical organizational survey like BODH, e-Darpan, the 
expectation survey etc. (Ghadei et al, 2008). Company is implementing a project 
named project Disha for organizational transformation. Company is involved in 
technological up-gradation. Company is rolling out Enterprise Resource Planning. 
Company has executed a formal mentoring process for newly appointed 
executives (Ghadei et al, 2008). Company conducts daily planning meeting to plan 
each days work and to evaluate results, to liaison with other departments and to 
analyze and find solutions for technical and managerial problems. Each 
department conducts a monthly communication meeting for its employees. 
Company has instituted various committees - joint performance committee, plant 
level committees, shop level committees, safety committees, etc. Company has a 
reward scheme for achievements by employees (CPC, 2004). Company has 
systems for joint budget preparation and joint target setting. Company constitutes 
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various committees for coordinating interdepartmental activities time to time. 
Company constitutes investigation committees to investigate safety lapses and 
technical failures and the recommendations are circulated all over the company to 
prevent future incidents. Power stations of the company have acquired ISO 9000 
certification, ISO 14000 certification, ISO 18000 certification, 5S workplace 
management certification all of which involve external auditing for compliance as 
well as for continual improvement. Company has instituted external energy audit, 
safety audit with a view to improve its systems in addition to internal energy, 
safety and technical audits. Frequent meetings of various functional group heads 
of various power stations are carried out at corporate level to share practices and 
experiences. Job rotation are under taken systematically to provide opportunity to 
get vide experience and knowledge in various functional areas (CPC, 2004). 
Company is also sponsoring HR circles, HR nodal officers and HR ambassadors, 
project nodal officers and training coordinators to improve socialization process 
(CPC, 2004). Exit interviews are conducted to get feedback from employees on 
people and organization related issues (CPC, 2004). All power stations of 
company have its own cable TV network which is used as an effective medium of 
communication with the employees as well as their families (CPC, 2004). 
Company has its own intranet which inurn is connected with internet which acts as 
the back bone of company communication (Ghadei et al, 2008). 
The knowledge Management Process in the company (Ghadei et al, 2008) is 
represented in figure 4.1. Centralized database architecture in the company 
(Ghadei et al, 2008) is represented in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1 The knowledge Management Process in the company 
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Figure 4.2 Centralized database architecture in the company 
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A description of various actions taken by the organization to create a learning 
organization as detailed above corroborates the findings of descriptive statistics in 
section 7.8.1 and provides strong evidence to characterize Indian thermal power 
plants as learning organizations. The organizational actions presented above gives 
credence to the quantitative finding that irrespective of the management level 
seven dimensions of learning are present in Indian thermal power plants and it is 
possible for an Indian public sector organization to become learning organization. 
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4.3.2 Learning outcomes - non financial performance. 
The company which was set up in 1975 has become the largest power Company in 
India with power generating facilities in all regions of the country (NTPC, 2008a). 
It is among the world's largest and most efficient power generation companies. In 
th 
Forbes list of World's 2000 Largest Companies for the year 2007, it occupies 411 
place. The company is now in the entire power value chain and is poised to 
become an Integrated Power Major. It is among the largest five companies in India 
in terms of market capitalization. The company is well on its way to realize its 
vision of being "A world class integrated power major, powering India's growth, 
with increasing global presence" (NTPC, 2008a). 
4.3.2.1 Technical performance of the company 
The growth of company's installed capacity is presented in figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.3 Growth of installed capacity of the company 
GROWTH OF iNSTAllED CAPACITY & GENERATION 
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Source: Adapted from NTPC, 2008a 
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The operating performance of the company has been considerably above the 
national average (NTPC, 2008a). The availability factor for coal based stations has 
increased fi-om 85.03 % in 1997-98 to 92.12 % in 2007-08, which compares 
favorably with international standards (ibid). The Plant Load Factor (PLF) has 
increased jfrom 75.2% in 1997-98 to 92.24% during the year 2007-08. The table 
4.17 below shows the detailed operational performance of coal based stations over 
the years (NTPC, 2008a). The improvement in performance as reflected in the 
Plant Load Factor is presented in figure 4.4 
Table 4.17 Operational performance of Company's coal based stations 
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF COAL BASED STATIONS 
07-08 
Generation BU i 109.5 118.7 1130.1 133.2 1140.86 149.16 159.11 170.88 188.67 200.863 
i jQO I g o \r\r\ 01 • 
lUnitP^" IQQ IQJ 1^ 2 i02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 
PLF % 76.60 80.39 81.8 81.1 ;83.6 84.4 87.51 87.54 89.43 92.24 
Availability^^ 89.3690.06 88.54 81.8 88.7 88.8 91.20 89.91 90.09 92.12 
r actor 
The energy conservation parameters like specific oil consumption and auxiliary 
power consumption have also shown considerable improvement over the years 
(NTPC, 2008a). A new national record of 559 days of uninterrupted running set by 
Unit 3 of Vindhyachal Super Thermal Power Station (NTPC, 2008a). 
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Figure 4.4 Plant Load Factors 
i. 
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Source: Author 
The company has also demonstrated its ability to turn around poorly performing 
units, after takeover. The multifold improvement in performance after taking over 
is presented in table 4.18 below (Kama, 2008) 
Table 4.18 PLF before and after takeover 
Station 
Unchahar 
Talcher Thermal 
Tanda 
Badarpur 
Taken over on 
February 1992 
June 1995 
January 2000 
June 2006 
PLF(%) prior to 
takeover 
18.02 
18.70 
19.80 
31.94* 
PLF(%) 
2007-08 
97.69 
86.35 
91.66 
86.46 
during 
(*Badarpur was managed by the company since 1978 and the PLF is of that time) 
Source: Kama, 2008 
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It can be seen from the table 4.19 below that while the installed capacity has 
increased by 62.34% in the last ten years, the employee strength went up by only 
4.23% (NTPC, 2008a) 
Table 4.19 Installed capacity and Generation Vs Employee strength 
Description 
Installed Capacity 
Generation 
No. of Employees 
Generati on/Employee 
Unit 
MW 
MUs 
No. 
MUs 
1997-98 
16,847 
97,609 
23,585 
4.14 
2007-08 
27,350 
2,00,863 
23,674 
8.48 
% of increase 
62.34 
105.78 
4.23 
4.83 
Source: NTPC, 2008a 
4.3.2.2 Recognitions received by the company during the last two years 
(NTPC, 2008a): 
• Great Places to Work award - 2008 in India awarded on 17"' May, 2008. 
The company has been ranked number ONE in the special category the 
"Best Workplaces for Large Organizations' and number eight overall for the 
year 2008 This is the fourth consecutive year when the Company figures 
among the top 10 list and also has the distinction of being the only PSU in 
the top 10 Companies that are the great places to work in the country. 
. Business World FICCI-SEDF CSR Award 2007 Awarded on 16^ ^ May 
2008. The company was ranked 2"** Runner up in the Business world 
FICCI-SEDF Corporate Social Responsibility Award for its efforts in 
integrating and internalizing CSR into its core business operation. 
• Enterprise Excellence Award 2007 received on 26'*' May, 2008. Awarded to 
the company for its financial and operational strength assessed under 5 
perspectives-Financial Strength, Achievements, Internal Processes, 
Innovation & learning and External Customer orientation. 
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• CII Exim Bank Award for Excellence 2007 received on 2nd Nov 2007 in 
Bangalore Six NTPC Stations (Farakka, Kawas, Korba, Simhadri, Talcher 
Thermal & Unchahar) have received the CII-EXIM Award for excellence. 
Simhadri has received the second level of recognition titled "Significant 
Achievement Award" while the other five station received the first level 
recognition titled "Strong Commitment to Excel" Award under this series. 
Six Indian Organisations ie HP India, Maruti Udyog ltd., Tata Steel, 
Infosys Technologies, Tata Motors & TCS have received the Role Model 
Award so far. 
• SAP award for Customer Excellence Awarded on 27* August, 2007 in New 
Delhi. Company has received the SAP Award for Customer Excelelnce 
(ACE) for Best Implementation in Utilities .The ACE Awards take into 
account the overall perspective of the implementation process being 
followed by the organization. 
• Infi-aline Energy Excellence Awards 2007,received on October 12, 2007 at 
Hotel Intercontinental, the Grand, New Delhi. Award for Recognizing 
Long Standing Contribution and Service to the Nation in the Power 
Generation Sector. 
• Sustainability Awards 2007 Conferred on 12^ ^ December 2007 at ITC 
Maury a Sheraton. Company received Commendation Certificate for 
Significant Achievement among large Business organization. This award 
has been instituted to recognize and reward excellence in social, economic 
and environmental performance. 
• TOUCH-Best Corporate Citizen Award was conferred on 18th August. 
Company won the Runners up Prize. 
• Golden Peacock Global Award for Excellence in Corporate Governance 
2007 was awarded to the company. 
• SCOPE Meritorious Award for Good Corporate Governance 2005-06 
Awarded on 5"" September 2007 at New Delhi. 
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Scope Meritorious Awards have been instituted in specialised fields so that 
the excellence achieved /contributions made by various PSEs in different 
fields could be encouraged recognized & rewarded. 
• Gold Award for Excellence in People Management Conferred on 1^ ' August 
2007 at a ftinction held at New Delhi. The award is recognition of the 
company as a national leader in the area of Human Resource Management. 
• CARE-Award for Best practices towards Promotion of Women's Welfare 
Development, &. Empowerment was conferred on 18'*' August. The 
company was the winner. Powergrid was the runners up. 
• The company was identified as the 2007 Platts Top 250 Global Energy 
Company on Thursday, September 13, 2007 at the Four Seasons Hotel 
Singapore. The Platts Top 250 recognises outstanding financial 
performance of energy industry's elite using four key metrics: asset worth, 
revenues, profit & return on invested capital based on data fi-om Standard & 
Poors compustat. Piatt has also analysed energy companies by nine industry 
classifications & three global regions The Company ranked 5"^  in the 
Independent power producer «fe energy trader category worldwide & 20 
overall in the Asia region. Ranked No. 1 Independent power producer in 
Asia. 
. Golden Peacock Occupational Health & Safety Award 2007 & 2008 
Conferred on 9 June 2007 At SM Convention Centre, Palampur. 
• Golden Peacock Environment Management Award - 2008 Conferred on 
9'^Conferred on Saturday, 31'' May 2008 at S M Convenfion Centre, 
Palampur. The company's Dadri station has been selected as the winner. 
• Srishti Good Green Governance Award 2006 Conferred on 22"** April 2007. 
The Company received the Runners up award in the category of 
Infi-astructure and large Industries. 
• Greentech Environment Excellence Award 2007 received on 29* August 
2007 in Goa. The following units of the company have been selected for 
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this award: (l)Faridabad: Gold Award (2) Dadri Thermal: Gold Award (3) 
Auraiya: Silver Award (4) Rihand: Silver Award (5) Farakka: Silver Award 
(6) Simhadri: Silver Award (7) Korba: Bronze Award. 
• MoU Award for Excellence in Performance for the years 2004-05 and 
2005-06 received in the year 2006-07; excellent rating for the 20th 
consecutive year since inception of the MoU System by Government of 
India. 
• National Awards for Meritorious Performance for 7 Stations for the years 
2004-05 and 2005-06 received in the year 2006-07 from the Prime 
Minister. 
• IPMA award for Vindhyachal Power Plant for project excellence, during 
the IPMA world congress held at Rome, recently. 
• The company has been ranked No. 1 Independent Power Producer in Asia in 
the third annual plats Top 250 Global Company Awards. 
4.3.2.3 Recognitions received by Groups in the company during the last two 
years (NTPC, 2008a): 
• Company's Unchahar Station QC Team 'Chempower' wins Gold Medal at 
the ICQCC-2007 at Beijing. 
• QCFI-Kolkata Convention- 2007: Many teams of the company won laurels 
- Par Excellence & Excellence Awards 
4.3.2.4 Achievements at individual level: 
Data on Individual level achievements are difficult to gather as such date is not 
widely circulated. However it is worth mentioning that Shri RS Sharma, CMD, 
NTPC has been conferred with the Leadership Award for Sectoral Excellance in 
the Power Industry for his outstanding contribution to the growth of Indian 
Business and bringing glory to the country through his pioneering leadership. The 
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award was presented by Shri Digvijay Singh, to Shri RS Sharma in the 4* Global 
Leadership Summit held in New Delhi recently. 
A description of (a) the technical performance of the company and (b) various 
awards and recognitions received by the company as well and its teams and 
individuals from external agencies as detailed above corroborates the findings 
of the statistical study through hypotheses testing in section 4.2 and provides 
strong evidence for learning taking place at individual, group and 
organizational levels in Indian thermal power plants irrespective of 
managerial level and also for learning resulting into performance outcome in 
the organization. 
4.3.3 Financial performance of the company 
The financial performance of the company has consistently improved over the 
years. The profit after tax has increased from Rs. 28158 million rupees in 1998-99 
to 74148 million rupees in 2007-08. Net worth during the same period increased 
form 201416 million rupees to 526386 million rupees and net worth per share 
increased from Rs. 26.12 to Rs. 63.84. Data on financial performance during the 
last ten years is presented in section 1.6.1 table 1.1. The trend of Net worth, Net 
Worth/Share, profit after tax (PAT), Return on Capital Employed (ROCE), Return 
on Net Worth (RONW) and Value added/ Employee during 1998-99 to 2007-08 
(last ten years) as presented in figure 4.5 reveals that profit after tax increased 
163%, net worth increased 161% and net worth per share increased by 144.5% 
during the last ten years (NTPC, 2008a). 
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Figure 4.5 Financial performance during 1998-99 to 2007-08 
Financial Performance 
- Net Worth, Rs.XE* 10 
-NW/Share 
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Source: Author 
A description of the flnancial performance of the company as detailed above 
corroborates the findings of descriptive statistics in section 4.2 and provides 
strong evidence for learning resulting into performance outcome in the 
organization. Thus it is possible for an Indian public sector organization to 
become learning organization. 
4.4 FINDINGS 
The descriptive statistics as well as qualitative study of the secondary data has 
provided evidence for significant learning is taking place in the organization and 
all seven dimensions required for learning are present in the organization. 
The Research hypothesis No.l that "The dimensions of a learning organization are 
not present in thermal power plants in India" has not been accepted by the study. 
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The research hypothesis No.2 that "there is no difference between the dimensions 
of learning organization, among higher and middle management" has been 
supported by the study. 
The research hypothesis No.3 that "There is no difference among higher and lower 
management on learning outcomes at individual, group and organizational level" 
has also been supported by the study. 
The research hypothesis No.4 that "there is no relation between Learning 
dimensions and learning outcomes" has not been supported by this study. 
The research hypothesis No.5 that "there is no relation between organizational 
performance and learning" has also not been supported by this study. 
The key question this thesis addressed was "Are thermal power plants in India 
learning organizations?" The result of findings presented in this chapter provides 
strong evidence for the presence of all the seven dimensions of a learning 
organization in Indian thermal power plants, for learning taking place at 
individual, group and organizational levels, for a positive relationship between 
learning dimensions and learning outcomes and a positive relationship between 
learning and performance. Thus it is possible to characterize Indian thermal power 
plants as learning organizations. Hence it is possible for an Indian public sector 
organization to become learning organization. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
BUILDING OF A LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
5.1 THE KEY RESEARCH QUESTION ANSWERED 
The key research question addressed in this thesis was "Are thermal power 
plants in India learning organizations?" 
In order to answer the key research question it is further examined through five 
research questions and to answer them five research hypotheses were tested. 
A two way approach was taken to answer these questions. First, a questionnaire 
survey of Higher and Middle level managerial employees from all the fourteen 
power stations of the leading power utility in India was carried out to 
quantitatively answer the questions and to verify the hypothesized relations. 
Second, a review of the secondary literature available about the learning initiatives 
undertaken by the organization and their qualitative and quantitative outcomes was 
carried out to understand the learning climate in the organization and the learning 
outcomes. 
The result of findings provided strong evidence 
v^  For the presence of the dimensions of a learning organization in Indian 
thermal power plants across the management levels, 
^ For learning taking place at individual, group and organizational levels, 
•^ For a positive relationship between learning dimensions and learning 
outcomes and 
v^  For a positive relationship between learning and performance. 
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Thus it is possible to characterize Indian thermal power plants as learning 
organizations. Hence it is possible for an Indian public sector organization to 
become learning organization. 
5.1.1 Dimensions of learning organization 
The t- test results forming part of hypothesis No.l and No.2 indicated the presence 
of six out of seven learning dimensions for the organization as a whole and across 
the Higher and Middle management at a confidence level of 99%. 
The mean of two learning dimensions at the individual level - continuous learning 
and dialogue and inquiry, one learning dimension at group level and four learning 
dimensions at organizational level - employee empowerment, embedded systems, 
system connection and leadership for learning all have statistically significant 
means above the neutral value of 3.5. 
Similarly the mean of four learning dimensions at People Level - continuous 
learning, dialogue and enquiry, team learning and employee empowerment and the 
three learning dimensions at Structural level - embedded systems, system 
connection, and leadership for learning all have statistically significant means 
above the neutral value of 3.5. 
A qualitative review of the secondary data revealed (section 4.3.1) that the 
organization has taken a series of actions to create a learning organization, such as 
(a) alignment of vision, (b) induction training, (c) various steps for continuous 
training and learning (d) academic enrichment initiatives (e) team based 
knowledge enhancement initiatives (f) specific teams, (g) idea generation schemes 
(h) information sharing systems (i) surveys (j) committees etc. These actions 
explain the presence of seven dimensions of learning organization in the company. 
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^ Thus the investigation provided evidence for the presence of the 
dimensions of a learning organization in Indian thermal power plants 
across the management levels. 
5.1.2 Learning outcomes at three levels 
The learning outcomes at the three levels - individual, group and organizational -
have statistical means of 4.28, 3.94 and 4.03 all at a significance level 0.000 in 
comparison to neutral value of 3.5. This would indicate that learning does results 
in to learning outcomes at all the three levels in thermal power plants in India. The 
descriptive statistics tabulated in Table 4.9 indicated that Individual level 
learning takes place at a much higher rate in the higher management level in 
comparison to the Middle management level (a Mean of 4.44 and Standard 
deviation of 0.696 against a Mean of 4.23 and Standard deviation of 0.765). 
A description of (a) the technical performance of the company and (b) various 
awards and recognitions received by the company as well and its teams and 
individuals from external agencies as detailed in section 4.3.2 using secondary 
data corroborates the findings of descriptive statistics in section 4.2.3 and provides 
strong evidence for learning taking place at individual, group and organizational 
levels in Indian thermal power plants irrespective of managerial level and also for 
learning resulting into performance outcome in the organization. 
The hypothesis testing (Hypothesis No.3) revealed that there is no difference on 
learning outcomes at Group and Organizational Level among middle and higher 
management. 
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Values of Pearson's correlation coefficients indicated that each of the seven 
dimensions of the learning organization is correlated with each of the three levels 
of learning at a significance level of 0.000. This would give evidence for a 
statistically significant relationship for the seven learning dimensions with 
individual, group and organizational level learning of the learning organization. 
Hence the null hypothesis (hypothesis No.4) is rejected and the alternate 
hypothesis that there is a relation between the seven Dimensions of Learning 
organization and the learning outcomes at three levels (or that there is a relation 
between the appreciation of learning in an organization and the learning outcomes) 
in thermal power plants in India is accepted. 
Thus the investigation provided evidence 
^ For learning taking place at Group level and Organizational level 
irrespective of the management level. 
"^  For learning taking place at the Individual level at a much higher rate 
in Higher Management level than Middle Management level. 
v^  For "the presence of the dimensions of a learning organization" 
resulting into learning out comes at Individual, Group and 
Organizational level. 
5.1.3 Organizational performance 
Values of Pearson's correlation coefficients of learning outcomes at individual, 
group and organizational levels with organizational performance were significant 
at a level of 0.000. This would give evidence for a statistically significant 
relationship for individual, group and organizational level learning with the 
Organizational Performance. Hence the null hypothesis (hypothesis No.5) is 
rejected and the alternate hypothesis that there is a relation between Learning 
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Outcomes and Organizational Performance in thermal power plants in India is 
accepted. 
Organizational performance was measured using the performance outcome 
construct the statistical mean of which was 4.44 (significance level 0.000) on a six 
item scale. A one sample t-test of the overall mean of performance outcome 
against the neutral point of 3.5 indicated that levels the difference from the neutral 
point is statistically significant. 
A qualitative description of secondary data on financial performance of the 
company as detailed in section 4.3.3 corroborates the findings of descriptive 
statistics in section 4.2.9 and provides strong evidence for learning taking place at 
individual, group and organizational levels in Indian thermal power plants 
irrespective of managerial level and also for learning resulting into performance 
outcome in the organization. 
^ Thus the investigation provided evidence for learning resulting into 
improved Organizational Performance. 
5.2 A THEORY FOR LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS 
The review carried out in this thesis reveals that there is a growing body of 
literature with occasional references in the 1980's, and numerous studies from the 
1990's onwards, concerning the learning organization. Various perspectives, 
concepts, theories and models were put forward. This study attempted to build up 
on the well established foundations of the Watkin and Marsick's (1993; 1996; 
1997) framework for a learning organization within the perspective of an 
appreciation system. 
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5.2.1 Appreciation System Model 
This thesis argues that the concept of appreciation system can provide theoretical 
basis for organizational learning process. This is because appreciative systems are 
a key element in organizing and regulating human systems. They include the 
ability to create and alter organized patterns (Wolff, 2000). It can also help in 
understanding the various processes, factors and their relationships. Hence it can 
lead to practical solutions to organisational learning problems. Different factors 
affecting organisational learning can be understood using a number of observable 
attributes of learning, which are derived from the organizations learning 
appreciation system. 
Vickers' appreciative model provides a way of making sense of the social 
processes - mental, spoken and written - which enables human society to exist 
and survive and can be applied to individual, group, institutional and societal 
levels. According to his model, firstly, life consisted of experiencing and 
maintaining satisfactory relationships where goal seeking is only a special case. 
Secondly he related systems ideas with social processes. Thirdly the stimulus for 
change is not external but internal. Fourthly he developed the concept of an 
appreciation system which is a cultural mechanism which maintains desired 
relationships and eludes undesired ones (Checkland, 2005). 
Thus, one of the major criteria of whether an information is acceptable, retained, 
changed or dropped is its systemic relationship to other parts of the field of 
understanding (Vickers, 1978). Of particular interest here is the idea of 
appreciative settings, which according to Vickers (Vickers, 1972), could refer to 
the body of linked connotations of personal interest, discrimination and valuation 
which we bring to the exercise of judgment and which tacitly determine what we 
shall notice, how we shall discriminate situations from the general confiision of 
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ongoing events, and how we shall regard them. The word 'settings' is used 
because such categories and criteria are usually mutually related; a change in one 
is likely to affect others. Appreciative settings may be attributed to a group of 
people, including members of a team, or the larger organization as a whole, even 
though we must remember that there will hardly be complete congruence between 
the individual and the group settings (Vat, 2005). 
Here appreciative setting is defined as the predispositions to select based on 
culture, communication system, infrastructure and application of learning. 
Learning is defined as the selective retention of information (Davies, 1998), the 
selection being done on the basis of settings of the appreciation system. 
Observations are sensory experiences articulated with beliefs. Data are formally 
recorded observations. Information consists of observations that shape beliefs. The 
distinction of observation from information is dynamic (Winder, 2001). These 
definitions capture the dynamic, dialectical, mutually influencing and continuously 
changing process of learning taking place in any human system. 
Thus it is important to understand the current appreciative setting of the various 
elements of the learning system - position of these settings refers to how, 
individuals, groups and organizations feel about the learning environment in the 
organization. A high value of these settings indicates that organizafional learning 
is appreciated in the organization and the organization can be characterized as a 
learning organization. The combined effect of these elements leads to individual, 
group and organizational learning and can be characterized as the learning 
appreciative setting of the organization. Considering the above aspects as the 
elements of an appreciative system permits the understanding of the organizational 
processes leading to a learning organization. 
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5.2.2 Watkins and Marsick framework 
Watkins and Marsick (1993, 1996) provided an integrative framework of a 
learning organization which integrates the two main organizationals constituents -
people and structure (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004). Watkins and Marsick 
have identified seven action imperatives that characterize companies traveling 
toward the goal of becoming a learning organization. Their model emphasizes 
three key components: (1) systems-level, continuous learning (2) that is created in 
order to create and manage knowledge outcomes (3) which lead to improvement in 
the organization's performance, and ultimately its value, as measured through both 
financial assets and nonfinancial intellectual capital. Learning helps people to 
create and manage knowledge that builds a system's intellectual capital (Marsick 
and Watkins, 1999). The learning organization is viewed in this framework as one 
that has the capacity to integrate people and structures in order to move toward 
continuous learning and change (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004). 
This study found that Watkins and Marsick's framework can be integrated with 
the concept of appreciation system. Watkins and Marsick's (1993, 1996) 
framework of learning organization defines the concept of learning organization 
from an organizational culture perspective (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004) 
and the epistemology of an appreciative system is a cultural mechanism by which 
the desired relationships are maintained and undesired ones are discarded. The 
framework of Watkins and Marsick (1996) covered all learning levels (that is, 
individual, team, and organizational) and system areas (Redding, 1997 in Yang, 
Watkins and Marsick, 2004). This framework identifies the main dimensions of 
the learning organization which determines the appreciative settings at individual, 
group and organizational level. These seven dimensions of learning organization 
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are distinct but interrelated (Yang, Watkins and Marsick, 2004) thus forming the 
integral parts of the learning appreciative system operating in the organization. 
Yang, Wakins and Marsick (2004) treated the three structural level learning 
dimensions —system connection, embedded system, and provide leadership for 
learning—as the mediators between individual-level learning dimensions - Create 
continuous learning opportunities, Promote inquiry and dialogue, Encourage 
collaboration and team learning. Empower people toward a collective vision - and 
the learning outcomes. However this study does find that all the seven dimensions 
of the learning organization are all significantly correlated with each other. A 
study on Australian public sector by McCaffrey (2004) also made a similar 
finding. Thus these seven dimensions are processes undergoing change due to 
reciprocal interactions, in the course of building a learning organization. These 
seven dimensions are further interacting reciprocally with the learning outcomes -
the learning achieved at individual, group and organizational level and with the 
performance of the organization. 
It is to be clearly understood that these seven dimensions are enablers present in 
the organization for learning - they are present at three levels namely individual, 
group and organizational at one plane and at two levels namely people level and 
structural level at another plane. Any of these enablers may influence learning out 
come at any of the three levels of learning outcomes. Thus an enabler at individual 
level may influence learning outcome at organizational level and vice versa. Or an 
enabler at individual level may not influence learning out come at individual level 
but may influence learning outcome at organizational level (through other learning 
dimensions partially justifying the mediator role envisaged by Yang et al). This is 
because individuals are not merely members of an organization but are also 
members of other social groups (Brown and Duguid, 1991). In other words 
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individual's appreciation system need not be completely overlapping with the 
organizations appreciation system. 
5.2.3 Learning organization as an appreciation system 
Systems thinking with an appreciative view point results in holistic visualization 
of interdependent relationships and reflection on organizational culture, systems 
and structures. A learning appreciation system in an organization shall be capable 
of 'making sense' of new information available within and outside the 
organization. It should be capable of making the organization self driven rather 
than being controlled from outside. The activities in an organization must be 
sufficiently linked to permit integrated, synergistic achievement of the 
organization's purpose (Somerville and Mirijamdotter, 2005). 
Vat (2005) described the concept of appreciation system at individual level as 
follows: Human beings as individuals always selectively perceive parts of the 
world, as a result of their interests and previous history. Each individual think 
about the world in different ways, relate these concepts to their experience of the 
world and so form judgments which affects their intentions and ultimately their 
actions. These change the perceived world, however slightly, so that the process 
begins again, becoming a cycle. The act of attributing meaning and making 
judgments implies the existence of standards against which comparisons can be 
made. The source of standards, for which there is normally no ultimate authority, 
can only be the previous history of the very process we are describing, and the 
standards will themselves often change over time as new experience accumulates. 
This is the process model for the active human agents in the world of individual 
learning, through their individual appreciative settings. This model has to allow 
for the visions and actions, which ultimately belong to an autonomous individual 
(Vat, 2005). Individuals will interact with the world not only as individuals but 
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also through their simultaneous membership of multiple groups, some formally 
organized, some informal (Vat, 2005). 
"Although each human being retains at least the potential selectively to perceive 
and interpret the world in their own unique way, the norm for a social being is that 
our perceptions of the world, our meaning attributions and our judgments of it will 
all be strongly conditioned by our exchanges with others. The most obvious 
characteristic of group life is the never-ending dialogue, discussion, debate and 
discourse in which we all try to affect one another's perceptions, judgments, 
intentions and actions. This means that we can assume that while the personal 
process model continues to apply to the individual, the social situation will be that 
much of the process will be carried out inter-subjectively in discourse among 
individuals, the purpose of which is to affect the thinking and actions of at least 
one other party. As a result of the discourse that ensues, accommodations may be 
reached which lead to action being taken. Consequently, this model of the social 
process which leads to purposeful or intentional action, then, is one in which 
appreciative settings lead to particular features of situations as well as the 
situations themselves, being interpreted in specific ways by standards built up 
from previous experience. Meanwhile, the standards by which judgments are made 
may well be changed through time as our personal and social history unfolds. 
There is no permanent social reality except at the broadest possible level, immune 
from the events and ideas, which, in the normal social process as evidenced by a 
role taken up by two or more team members, continually change it" (Vat, 2004). 
Perceptions will be exchanged, shared, challenged, and argued over, in a 
discourse, which will consist of the inter-subjective creation of selected data and 
meanings. Those meanings will create information and knowledge which will lead 
to accommodations being made, intentions being formed and purposeful action 
undertaken. Both the thinking and the action wilt change the perceived world, and 
may change the appreciative settings that filter the perception (Vat, 2004). 
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The organizational learning process will be one in which the data-rich world is 
perceived selectively by individuals groups and the organization. The selectivity 
will be the result of the predispositions to "select, amplify, reject, attenuate or 
distort" (Land, 1985) because of previous experience. Changes both internal and 
external to the organization will change individual, group and organization's 
perceptions and judgments, leading to new accommodations related to evolving 
intentions, purposes and actions. 
Crossan et al. (1999) have suggested that the organization level is more than large-
scale shared understanding. It represents the translation of shared understanding 
into new products, processes, procedures, structures and strategy. It is the non-
human artifacts of the organization that endure even though individuals may leave. 
Furthermore, the organizational level captures the elements of strategic alignment. 
Organization level learning involves embedding individual and group learning into 
the non-human aspects of the organization including systems, structures, 
procedures and strategy (Bontis et al, 2002). 
Cohendet et al (2000) argued that the firm is composed of a multitude of 
overlapping communities (functional work groups, project teams, networks, 
communities of practices, epistemic communities), each of which presenting a 
dominant mode of learning and collective behavior and organizational learning 
results from a complex process of interaction between heterogeneous 
communities. 
Brown and Duguid (1991) found that groups as canonical, bounded entities that lie 
within an organization and that are organized or at least sanctioned by that 
organization and its view of tasks becomes a questionable unit of analysis because 
people work and learn in communities that are emergent and non canonical and 
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are being formed and reformed. For Brown and Duguid, (2001) learning, in all, 
involves acquiring identities that reflect both how a learner sees the world and 
how the world sees the learner. Thus, "absorptive capacity" (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990) is more than a function of the intelligence of the individual 
members of an organization. It also reflects the way in which organizational 
context shapes the outlook of those individuals (Brown and Duguid, 2001) Indeed, 
the cultural forces most salient for the members of an organization are probably 
not those "determined by leaders" (Schein, 1985) nor even necessarily those 
espoused by their members. Rather, they are those arising through and at the point 
of an individual's engagement in the organization and its work (Schein 1985). 
Organizational processes are determined by the internal organizational 
environment and the external environment (Kiraka, 2003). The external 
environment is not some kind of monolithic, singular, fixed environment that 
exists detached from and external to the organization. Instead, people (and 
organizations) are very much a part of their own environments. They act, and in 
doing so create the materials that become the constraints and opportunities they 
face (Kiraka, 2003). Bartol et al. (2001) represent this organization-environment 
relationship as shown in Figure 2.1 below. 
Any discussion on organizational learning is to be understood in the context of the 
organization-environment relationship presented here. Section 2.7 discussed in 
detail various aspects of the relation between individual learning, group learning 
and organizational learning which concluded that individuals, groups and 
organizations are systems or sub systems which are parts of larger systems. They 
can be considered as living organisms indulging in metabolic activities. 
Individuals are systems which reciprocally interact with groups and organizations 
which are larger systems. 
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Figure 5.1: The organization - environment relationship 
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Thus organizations are capable of learning by means of its structures, procedures, 
and other subsystems. Learning by individual organizations, individual groups or 
human individuals depends on their history, culture and environment which 
constitute the appreciation system. Reciprocal learning between individual and 
individual, group and group, organization and organization, individual and 
organization, individual and group or group and organization depends on the 
reciprocal appreciation. Individuals, groups and organizations are all learning 
entities on their own right. Learning in or by organizations is simultaneously, both 
facilitated and necessitated by change. This study puts forward an hypothesis 
that organizations can learn directly and does not necessarily need the 
mediation of individuals for learning. 
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Thus this thesis argues that any organization is having a learning 
appreciation system which is represented by the seven dimensions of the 
learning organization. Individuals are having their own learning appreciation 
systems which promote them to learn from their environment. Groups are 
having their own appreciation systems which promote them to learn from 
their environment. 'Learning cannot only happen on a cognitive level 'but also 
happens on emotional and spiritual levels' (Ikehara, 1999). Learning appreciation 
system in an ordinary organization can be represented as presented in figure 5.2 
below. The learning appreciation system of a learning organization can be 
represented as presented in figure 5.3 below. These appreciation systems overlap 
with the external environment presented in figure 5.1 above. 
The learning achieved by an individual is a function of three factors (1) the extent 
to which individual learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of groups in the organization - this is the contribution of 
groups to individuals in learning as well as that of individuals to groups (2) the 
extent to which individual learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of the organization - this is the contribution of organization to 
individuals in learning as well as that of individuals to organization (3) the 
remaining part of the individuals learning appreciation system - this is the 
contribution of other social systems and groups to the individual, the individuals' 
own history and vice versa. 
^ The statistical findings of this study indicated that Individual level 
learning takes place at a much higher rate in the higher management 
level in comparison to the Middle management level. The framework 
presented here explains this phenomenon. 
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Figure 5.2 Learning Appreciation Systems in an organization 
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The learning achieved by groups is a function of three factors (1) the extent to 
which individual learning appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of groups in the organization - this is the contribution of 
groups to individuals in learning as well as that of individuals to groups (2) the 
extent to which groups leaming appreciation system overlaps with the learning 
appreciation system of the organization - this is the contribution of organization to 
groups in leaming as well as that of groups to organization (3) the groups ovm 
history. 
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Figure 5.3 Learning Appreciation Systems in a Learning organization 
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The learning achieved by an organization is a function of three factors 
v^  The extent to which individuals' learning appreciation system overlaps with 
the learning appreciation system of the organization - this is the 
contribution of organization to individuals in learning as well as that of 
individuals to organization 
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v^  The extent to which groups' learning appreciation system overlaps with the 
learning appreciation system of the organization - this is the contribution of 
organization to groups in learning as well as that of groups to organization 
v^  The remaining part of the organization's learning appreciation system - this 
is the contribution of other social systems and groups to the organization, 
the organizations own history (which includes its structure and systems) 
and vice versa. 
What has been represented here as the seven dimensions of a learning organization 
is the organization's learning appreciation system. What have been studied in this 
thesis are 
v^  the presence of all the seven dimensions of the organization's learning 
appreciation system in thermal power plants in India 
v^  The levels of learning achieved by Individuals, groups and the organization 
v^  The extent to which organizations learning appreciation system has 
contributed to the learning of individuals, groups and the organization 
v^  The extent to which learning achieved by individuals, groups and 
organization has contributed to the performance of the organization. 
This conceptual framework has got serious theoretical and practical implications. 
This theory explains why entities like individuals, groups and organizatipns are 
learning entities on their own right. This theory explains why learning at 
individual level can be largely unrelated to the organization. This theory explains 
why organizations try to attract individuals to enrich the organizations 
performance. This theory explains why some organizations try to target on certain 
other organization to poach on their employees. However discussions on these 
topics are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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This conceptual frame work advocates 
^ strengthening of the enablers that foster organizational learning 
-^ Aligning of the appreciation systems of individuals and groups to that of 
the organization 
"^ enlarging the organizations learning appreciation system to the social 
environment 
5.3 BUILDING OF A LEARNING ORGANIZATION 
Those engaged in attempting to build learning organizations are involved in the 
delicate business of creating, within the organization, a conglomeration of 
different human activity systems (Vat, 2003). Designed artifacts have a myriad of 
consequences for people - some intended, some unintended, some that empower 
people and enrich their lives, and some that frustrate and punish people. They are 
complex agents of change; they alter our tasks and our social structures; they have 
both positive and negative effects, often at the same time and in virtue of one 
another. Historically, these complications work themselves out through trial and 
error. Doing better than this often requires sophisticated analysis of use situations 
coupled with flexible strategies to guide an iterative process of refinement and 
redesign (Vat, 2004). 
Thus many firms started the journey of becoming a learning organization as "risk 
minimizers," by trying to locate and capture valuable company knowledge that is 
of use for solving various operational tasks (Von Krogh et al, 2000). As the 
learning process evolved, companies became "efficiency seekers," who "did not 
put "knowledge creation on their management agendas," but did tend to search for 
new knowledge being developed throughout their organizations, as well as the 
existing knowledge held by individuals and groups". The goal of these firms was 
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"to transfer experiences and best practices across the organization to achieve some 
cost advantages by avoiding replication of knowledge creation" (Von Krogh et al, 
2000). These companies increasingly focused on the importance of tacit 
knowledge and creation of processes. Finally, companies became "innovators" as 
they focused to enable the creation of new knowledge, characterized by a shift to 
processes for knowledge creation led by "knowledge activists" (Von Krogh et al, 
2000). The journey towards the building of a learning organization traveled by the 
company studied in this thesis is summarized in the following section. 
5.3.1 The journey so far traveled 
It has been pointed out that the Human Resources vision of the organization 
studied in this thesis is "To enable our people to be a family of committed world 
class professionals, making" the company "a learning organization". To achieve 
this vision and to gain a winning edge in the competitive global scenario the 
organization has taken a series of steps, which were described in section 4.3.1. The 
results of these steps in the form of improvement in technical performance was 
described in section 4.3.2.1, in the form of recognitions received by the company 
was described in section 4.3.2.2 and in the form of improvement in financial 
performance was described in section 4.3.2.3. Section 4.2 based on statistical 
analysis provided the answer that the organization can be characterized a learning 
organization. Thus it is possible for an Indian public sector organization to become 
learning organization. 
It has been observed that the company is investing in human resources, training 
and knowledge management. 
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5.3.2 Recommendations for further improvement 
To survive and prosper, a corporation needs a shared appreciative system or a set 
of compatible appreciative systems that can turn data about phenomena, events, 
relationships, and expectations, into decisions on how to act (Varey, 2005). Figure 
5.2 represented the learning appreciation system of a learning organization. The 
seven learning dimensions of an organization which constitutes the learning 
appreciative system of the organization is defined from the perspective of action 
imperatives and hence can lead to practical solutions for the organization's 
learning problems. This action perspective of the learning organization both 
provides a consistent cultural perspective on the construct and suggests several 
observable actions that can be taken to build a learning organization (Yang et al, 
2004). 
The analysis of the learning dimensions carried out in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 
revealed the avenues for improvement in the process of building a learning 
organization. The t- test results of Hypothesis No.l revealed that the "Dialogue 
and Inquiry" dimension is not present in the Organization. Dialogue is the ultimate 
level of appreciation. It is a special kind of communication in which people reason 
together (Bohm, 1996). Hence there is an urgent need for improving mutual 
communication - feedback, listening, encouragement to ask "why" and trust 
building. 
Another area where employees in the higher management are not satisfied is in the 
"System Connection" dimension. Hence there is a need for improving work and 
life balance, decision making process, cross communication within and with 
customers and community. 
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A third area where employees in the higher management feel the need for 
improvement is in the "Embedded System" dimension. This necessitates a need 
for improvement in communication, information processing and transferring and 
employee performance appraisal. 
It is also desirable to improve the "Employee Empowerment" dimension. This 
involves recognition for initiatives, choice of assignments, control over resources, 
risk taking and building alignment across the levels. 
5.4 THEORICAL AND EMPIRICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS 
This study makes a paradigm shift from an individualistic view of learning to 
an organizational view of learning. This organizational view is to be understood 
in the context of external environment as well as the internal environment of the 
organization. Bontis et al (2002) in their Canadian study observed from their 
results that organizational level learning is more closely related than either 
individual or group level learning to organizational performance. In their opinion 
these findings were significant, since they called into question the traditional focus 
of organizational learning research and management practice on learning at the 
individual and group levels. Bontis et al (2002) interpreted this phenomenon in 
terms of stocks and flows. They suggested that companies may be over-investing 
in the development of individual competencies and capabilities, and under-
investing in mechanisms to facilitate the flow of learning between levels. 
The present study corroborates the results of Bontis et al (2002) in the Indian 
context, (Pearson correlation coefficient of Organizational level learning to 
Organizational Performance is 0.741, while that of Individual level learning is 
0.626 and of Group level learning is 0.603) but explains it in the frame work of an 
appreciation system. From the point of view of appreciation system any amount of 
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investment at any level is worth as it will ultimately benefit the larger society. It is 
the extent to which the appreciation systems of individuals, groups and the 
organizations merge with each other determines the flow of learning between the 
levels - figure 8.2 and figure 8.3. Performance provides important feedback about 
the efficiency of a learning process and ultimately affects how an organization 
continues to learn (Mintzberg et al, 1995). Thus performance is another important 
aspect of an organization's appreciation system. As stated by Bontis et al (2002), 
it is the dynamic interplay between these levels and processes and their 
associated relationships with business performance that form the main 
contributions of the present research to organizational learning theory. 
The results of this study indicate that business performance is a function of 
effective management of the appreciation systems at individual, group and 
organizational level. Due to their dynamic nature, strategy, systems, structures 
and procedures need constant realignment between themselves (Bontis et al, 2002) 
and also with the external environment (external stake holders and macro 
environment) (Kiraka, 2003). This research argues that systems, structures and 
procedures being integral parts of an organizations' appreciation system, needs to 
be aligned with the appreciation systems of individuals and groups as well as with 
that of the external environment for strategic success. All organizations learn 
(Hau, 2005). A learning organization is one which can direct learning to achieve 
this strategic alignment. An organization which learns to harness learning and 
innovation at individual and group level and develop reciprocal interaction and 
communication with organizations own learning systems which include systems, 
structures and procedures and to change all of them anticipating changes in 
internal and external environment will be the ultimate learning organization and 
such an organization can ward off all external competition and can contribute to 
the social progress. 
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An additional benefit of this study is that it provided evidence for reliability, 
validity and generalizability for two scales - one developed by Yang, Watkins 
and Marsick and another developed by Bontis, Crossan and Hulland - in the 
context of Indian public sector. Hence they can be used for further research in an 
Indian context. 
This research finds an empirical correlation between learning enablers in an 
organization and learning outcomes. This study finds a positive correlation 
between organizational learning and organizational performance. This research 
concluded that it is possible for an in Indian public sector organization to become 
a learning organization. As a corollary this research lends credence to the 
argument that "enterprisation" is the solution to the problems in Indian 
power sector (Ruet, 2002) rather than privatization. 
Review of Indian power sector carried out in chapter two presented the problems 
and prospects of the sector in proper perspective. The literature review and the 
findings of this study lead to the conclusion that individuals, groups and 
organizations are learning entities on their own right. A major contribution 
of this thesis is the development of a theoretical frame work in the form of an 
appreciation system model for the concept of learning organization. 
5.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
All observations are theory-laden and scientists (and everyone else, for that 
matter) are inherently biased by their cultural experiences, world views, and so on 
(Trochim, 2006). Thus every research work has limitations. This study is not an 
exception. 
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The three part questionnaire consisting of ninety nine questions may be considered 
to be too long. In future research the questionnaire may require refinement to 
represent the theoretical concepts in a better way. A convenience sample was used, 
limited infrastructure and resources available to the researcher may have caused 
bias in selection. However an analysis across the departments, levels and age 
groups indicates satisfactory randomness. A study conducted at one point in time 
cannot establish cause and effect relationships. It could only determine the extent 
to which relationships among constructs were consistent with hypothesized model. 
This study represents the specific views and understandings of respondents of the 
survey at a specific point in time for the organization. This study may be limited 
also by the unique organizational context in which the study was conducted. 
However the finding that thermal power plants in India are learning organizations 
may not be limited to the organization in which the study was conducted as 
evidenced fi-om the trend curve of the plant load factor presented in figure 4.4 
which indicates a general upward trend on an all India basis - hence the findings 
can be generalized. Despite the limitations, the results have several implications 
for effective managerial practice and future theory development 
5.6 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Except for a few examples (Mohanty and Deshmukh, 1999; Nair, 2001; Bhatnagar 
and Sharma, 2005; Bhatnagar and Saini, 2005; Bhatnagar, 2006; Pandey et al, 
2006; Bhatnagar, 2007), large scale learning organizations' research is yet to be 
undertaken in India. A repeat of this study in private power utilities and state 
electricity boards would allow for the comparison of findings. This study looked 
in to three levels of learning. It is suggested that learning occurs between firms, 
and within a network or industry (Bapuji and Crossan, 2004). Hence learning 
organization research may be extended to the societal level. 
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This study looked for the existence of learning dimensions within the organization 
and their spread across the managerial levels. The study may be extended to the 
non-managerial employees. This study did not look in to the mechanisms -
detailed studies of systems, structures, procedures and knowledge sources and 
their role in enhancing organizational learning can be taken up within the 
organization. Particular mechanisms of learning at different levels can also be 
studied in ftiture. The effect of learning on performance has been studied but the 
effect of performance on learning is to be studied. The effect of learning on 
attrition rate also can be studied. 
Concept of appreciation is closely related to decision making. The relation 
between learning and decision making requires investigation. Various learning 
process taking place in an organization and their relation to organizational learning 
also needs to be investigated. The underlying values, beliefs and assumptions 
which constitute the cultural aspect of the learning appreciation system of an 
organization is a field where empirical work can be taken up. Internal firm 
structures conducive to organizational learning is another area where research 
work is to be taken up. 
5.7 FINAL CONCLUSION 
^ This study made a paradigm shift from an individualistic view of learning 
to an organizational view of learning. 
*^  This study found that organizational level learning is more closely related 
than either individual or group level learning to organizational performance 
and indicated that business performance is a function of effective 
management of the appreciation systems at individual, group and 
organizational level. 
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^ This study provided evidence for reliability, validity and generalizability 
for two scales - one developed by Yang, Watkins and Marsick and another 
developed by Bontis, Crossan and Hulland - in the context of Indian public 
sector. 
^ This study found that electricity sector reforms in India are an ongoing 
process and provided credence to the argument that "enterprisation" is the 
solution to the problems in Indian power sector rather than privatization. 
The key question this thesis addressed is "Are thermal power plants in India 
learning organizations?" 
The result of findings presented in this thesis provided strong evidence 
^ For the presence of the dimensions of a learning organization in Indian 
thermal power plants across the management levels, 
v^  For learning taking place at individual, group and organizational levels, 
•^ For a positive relationship between learning dimensions and learning 
outcomes and 
v^  For a positive relationship between learning and performance. 
This study concluded that it is possible to characterize Indian thermal power 
plants as learning organizations and that it is possible for an Indian public 
sector organization to become learning organization. 
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Appendix A 
Quantitative Research Instrument 
Learning Organization Questionnaire 
Please mark 1 for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for mildly disagree, 4 
for mildly agree, 5 for agree and 6 for strongly agree in the opinion column. 
Part - A 
Learning dimensions 
SI No 
1* 
2 
3 
4* 
5 
6* 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12* 
13 
Question 
Individual Level 
In my organization, people openly discuss mistakes in 
order to learn from them. 
In my organization, people identify skills they need for 
future work tasks. 
In my organization, people help each other learn. 
In my organization, people can get money and other 
resources to support their learning. 
In my organization, people are given time to support 
learning. 
In my organization, people view problems in their work 
as an opportunity to learn. 
In my organization, people are rewarded for learning. 
In my organization, people give open and honest 
feedback to each other. 
In my organization, people listen to others' views before 
speaking. 
In my organization, people are encouraged to ask "why" 
regardless of rank. 
In my organization, whenever people state their view, 
they also ask what others think. 
In my organization, people treat each other with respect. 
In my organization, people spend time building trust 
with each other. 
Opinion 
Quantitative Research Instrument 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19* 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Team or Group Level 
In my organization, teams/groups have the freedom to 
adapt their goals as needed. 
In my organization, teams/groups treat members as 
equals, regardless of rank, culture, or other differences. 
In my organization, teams/groups focus both on the 
group's task and on how well the group is working. 
In my organization, teams/groups revise their thinking 
as a result of group discussions or information collected. 
In my organization, teams/groups are rewarded for their 
achievements as a team/group. 
In my organization, teams/groups are confident that the 
organization will act on their recommendations. 
Organizational Level 
My organization uses two-way communication on a 
regular basis, such as suggestion systems, electronic 
bulletin boards, or town hall/open meetings. 
My organization enables people to get needed 
information at any time quickly and easily. 
My organization maintains an up-to-date data base of 
employee skills. 
My organization creates systems to measure gaps 
between current and expected performance. 
My organization makes its lessons learned available to 
all employees. 
My organization measures the results of the time and 
resources spent on training. 
My organization recognizes people for taking initiative. 
My organization gives people choices in their work 
assignments. 
My organization invites people to contribute to the 
organization's vision. 
My organization gives people control over the resources 
they need to accomplish their work. 
My organization supports employees who take 
calculated risks 
My organization builds alignment of visions across 
different levels and work groups. 
My organization helps employees balance work and 
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33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
family. 
My organization encourages people to think from a 
global perspective. 
My organization encourages everyone to bring the 
customers' views into the decision making process. 
My organization considers the impact of decisions on 
employee morale. 
My organization works together with the outside 
community to meet mutual needs. 
My organization encourages people to get answers from 
across the organization when solving problems. 
In my organization, leaders generally support requests 
for learning opportunities and training. 
In my organization, leaders share up to date information 
with employees about competitors, industry trends, and 
organizational directions. 
In my organization, leaders empower others to help 
carry out the organization's vision. 
In my organization, leaders mentor and coach those they 
lead. 
In my organization, leaders continually look for 
opportunities to learn. 
In my organization, leaders ensure that the 
organization's actions are consistent with its values. 
Parts 
Learning outcomes: 
SI No Question opinion 
Individual Level 
In my organization, individuals generate many new 
ideas. 
In my organization, individuals are confident about 
accomplishing their work effectively 
In my organization, individuals are able to focus on 
what exactly is to be done to accomplish the work 
effectively 
In my organization, individuals take pride in their work 
In my organization, individuals feel a sense of 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11* 
12 
13* 
14 
15 
16* 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23* 
24 
accomplishment in what they do 
In my organization, individuals have high levels of 
energy at work 
In my organization, individuals act current and 
knowledgeable about their field of work 
In my organization, individuals are aware of critical 
issues that affect their work 
In my organization, individuals are capable of analyzing 
to understand causes of problems 
In my organization, individuals have ability to 
communicate and seek cooperation 
In my organization, individuals are capable of 
responding to change 
In my organization, individuals have ability to plan and 
implement solutions 
Team or Group Level 
In my organization, during group discussions people 
express diverse views. 
In my organization, group discussions often lead to 
shared understanding 
In my organization, groups adaptable to the vision, 
mission and goals of the organization. 
In my organization group members share failure 
In my organization groups are capable of generating 
new ideas 
In my organization effective conflict resolution 
techniques are employed in group discussions 
In my organization groups share success 
In my organization group members try to understand 
other participants' point of view to improve their part in 
subsequent conversation 
In my organization, groups have the right people 
involved in addressing issues. 
In my organization groups set the stage to allow solution 
to problems to be developed and implemented 
thoughtfially and in a non-threatening environment 
In my organization groups act as change agents 
Organizational Level 
My organization has a clear cut vision mission and 
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25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33* 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41* 
42* 
43 
44* 
45* 
strategy for future 
My organizational structure supports its strategic 
direction. 
My organizational culture is innovative. 
My organizational structure allows people to work 
effectively 
My organization has built a culture of trust among 
people 
My organization has developed operational procedures 
to guide its activities and help employees and groups to 
work efficiently 
My organization maintains an up to date data base of its 
knowledge inventory 
My organization has developed systems to nurture 
knowledge management 
My organization asses the impact of each function or 
activity in the context of its effect on the entire 
organization 
In my organization services and products which help 
employees learn are bench marked against the best 
services and products available 
In my organization the skills of existing staff are 
developed in line with business objectives 
Performance outconies 
My organization is successful 
My organization meets its performance targets 
Individuals are happy to work in my organization 
My organization meets its customer needs 
My organization's future performance is secure 
My organization has a strategy that positions it well for 
the future 
My organization is satisfied with its performance 
My organization is widely respected in its field of 
activity 
There is continuous improvement in my organization 
In my organization, the number of suggestions 
implemented is greater than last year. 
In my organization, the number of individuals learning 
new skills is greater than last year. 
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Parte 
PLEASE FURNISH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6* 
7 
8 
9* 
10* 
11* 
Age 
Gender 
Education 
Level (El to E7) 
Tenure of service (years) (Present organization) 
Organization 
Power station 
Functional area 
Total number of executives in your plant 
Total number of executives in El to E5 level 
Total number of executives in E6 to E7 level 
(THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION) 
* Items removed after Pilot study 
Appendix B 
Parameter 
Total 
Age Group 
Sex 
Qualification 
Grade 
Tenure of 
Service 
Department 
Demographic 
Category 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
M 
F 
ITI 
Prof Dip. 
Graduate 
Prof Graduate 
PG 
E1-E5 
>E5 
0-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
O&M 
Services 
Data 
Numbers 
502 
64 
124 
259 
65 
495 
7 
2 
45 
50 
286 
128 
371 
142 
116 
198 
195 
2 
351 
152 
Percentage 
100 
13 
24 
51 
13 
98.6 
1.4 
0 
9 
10 
56 
25 
72 
28 
23 
39 
38 
0 
70 
30 
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